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Long Arm of Local Law Wreaks Havoc
by Thomas Pear
LOS ANGELES
Los Angeles
Christian station KKLA(FM) got abit of
shock in August when a Los Angeles
County electrical inspector refused to
approve a new transmitter facility the

station was building, citing that the
transmitter did not have an Underwriter
Laboratory ( UL) sticker.
"I absolutely freaked," KKLA Chief
Engineer Mark Pallock said "Iwas really
really angry."
What upset Pallock was that radio trans-

Independent evaluations
of the Telos Zephyr
and the

Gentner OHM
in this month's
Buyers Guide. See pp. 39-64

WOWO(AM) to Power Down
Jeer Sale and 70 Years On-Air
by Thomas Pear
WASHINGTON Last month, the FCC
approved the sale of Fort Wayne, Ind., 50
kilowatt clear channel legend WOWO
from the Wayne Broadcasting Company
to the Inner City Broadcasting Company
ICBC).
"We are pleased it happened," said attorney Arthur Goodkind, who is representing ICBC before the FCC during the
application process.
Another application filed before the
FCC by ICBC to resell the station is still
pending.
The application for the first sale of
WOWO between the two New Yorkbased companies was made in March of
this year and has been the object of much
speculation and controversy in the radio
industry.
ICBC is purchasing WOWO-AM-FM
from Wayne Broadcasting, which is a
subsidiary of Price Communications, to
reduce the AM station's nighttime signal
on the 1190 kHz frequency.
After it reduces WOWO's nighttime
signal, ICBC intends to establish anighttime contour for its 10 kilowatt New
York station WLIB, a daytimer on the
same frequency.
Sources say that for now ICBC does not
haw any intentions of turning WLIB into
aclear channel station.
Presently, WLIB, a news-talk station

that also airs Caribbean music, goes off
the air at sunset so it will not interfere
with WOWO's nighttime signal, which,
according to WOWO Program Director
Gary Noe, covers 28 states and four
Canadian provinces.
After ICBC lowers WOWO's signal it
intends to resell the station to the
Pathfinder Communications Corporation.
which plans to run the station locally in
the Fort Wayne area. Pathfinder already
owns other stations in Fort Wayne.
Processing of the July-filed application
for the second sale of WOWO from
ICBC to Pathfinder could take until the
end of this year. If allowed by the FCC.
ICBC intends to use a two- pronged
approach to lower WOWO's nighttime
signal. Inner City Broadcasting will reposition WOWO's directional tower and
lower the station's nighttime wattage.
ICBC still has not yet determined how
much it will reduce WOWO's nighttime
signal, Goodkind said.
When ICBC does determine the contour
it wants for WOWO, the signal change
will involve another application to the
FCC.
Goodkind did promise however that
most WOWO listeners would not be
affected by any changes to WOWO's
daytime signal in the near future.
"Everybody who listens to it ( WOWO)
during the day will be unaffected and the
continued on page 7 11>

mitters are type-accepted by the federal
government through the FCC, not local
governments and the chief engineer saw
the failed electrical inspection as an
attempt by the county to gain regulatory control of transmitters.
"Their big claim to fame is
that they have authority
over the transmitter,''
Pallock said, adding
that in the future, L.A.
County could use its
self-proclaimed
authority over KKLA's
transmitter to set a
"dangerous precedent."
If the county is permitted
to regulate a few stations,
then it could assert its newly
acquired authority over all radio stations
and require transmitters to pass county
electrical inspections, Pallock noted.
Pallock said that eventually QEI, the
manufacturer of the transmitter his
station was installing, would also have
to get local government approval and
that could increase the price of atransmitter by as much as $ 10,000, he estimated.
"UL approval would cost several thousand dollars per unit," QE! Sales and
Marketing Manager Jeff Detweiler said,
confirming the high costs estimate.
The cost would be astronomical because

the production of radio transmitters is too
small an industry to support the UL
inspection process, Detweiler said.
Detweiler also noted that UL inspections are only affordable in industries
where millions of the same
products are sold each year.
Unfortunately, KKLA is
not the only station
thrust into UL local
regulatory oblivion. Its
sister station KPRZ in
San
Diego
went
through asimilar situation when an electrical
inspector refused to pass
the station because its
three Arrakis consoles did not
have UL stickers.
The problem is "there is no UL standard
for that tyre of equipment per se." KPRZ
Director of Engineering Douglas
Schleutker said.
The San Diego electrical inspector did
agree, however, that if the equipment was
not there during her follow up inspection,
it would not be counted again g the station?' Schleutker said.
Because it was a sort of "see no evil,
hear no evil" situation, the station temporarily removed the consoles and anything else the inspector could conceivably dub as not UL approved." This
continued on page 6
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N EWSWATCH
Radio Show Costs
Up for 1994
WASHINGTON The National Association of Broadcasters ( NAB) Radio
Show to be held in Los Angeles as part
of the World Media Expo this month will
cost $ 900,000 more than last year's,
NAB President and CEO Edward Fritts
said during a recent press conference at
NAB headquarters.
The NAB is hoping to pull in enough
revenue this year to pay off the extra cost
of the enhanced show and joint exhibit
floor—World Media Expo—and add an
additional $900,000 to its till.

Despite the extra costs. Fritts promised
that registration fees will not be raised.
"Exhibitors are paying the extra freight,"
he said.
Various events added to the expenses,
including an industry- wide luncheon,
breakfast and the Marconi Radio Awards
Dinner and Show.
Awards from 22 categories will be
given to selected stations and individuals
from alist of 100 nominees to honor this
year's best radio personalities, best formats and best stations.
"It's a celebration about what's really
good in our industry this year," NAB
Radio Show Steering Committee

October 5, 1994

Chairman and Apollo Radio President
Bill Stakelin said.
The awards ceremony will be hosted by
Rick Dees who does a popular weekly
top 40 countdown. This is the second
Marconi event hosted by Dees.
Performing at the Marconi show will be
Huey Lewis and the News.

Digital Link Planned
For World Media Expo
LOS ANGELES This month's World
Media Expo will feature an Ethernet
Local Area Network link between the
ENCO Systems, Orban and Harris/Allied
exhibits as a demonstration of the interconnection possibilities between the
ENCO DAD486x Digital Audio Delivery
System and the Orban DSE 7000 Digital

Audio Workstation.
"This is the first instance of two audio
digital system manufacturers cooperating
to provide integrated broadcast facilities,"
Orban Product Manager Geoff Steadman
said.
This demonstration illustrates what the
future of digital audio systems can and
must be," ENCO Systems Inc. Vice
President of Sales and Marketing Larry
Lamoray added.
Orban is scheduled to exhibit DSE 7000
in booth 2806 and ENCO Systems Inc. is
scheduled to exhibit the DAD486x in
booths 2727 and 2729. Harris/Allied,
which is adealer for ENCO and Orban is
scheduled to exhibit both systems in
booth 2300.
All systems will be interconnected via
an Ethernet ThinNet Local Area Network
to accomplish real time digital audio file
transfer.
continued on next page

When looking for adigital audio system
for automation of satellite programing or live assist,
there would appear to be many choices. But if
you're looking for asystem which is flexible enough
to give you total control without sacrificing your
sanity, there is only one choice. The Phantom by
RDS.

Index
FEATURES

You will see the difference as soon as
you see the Phantom in action. The display provides
you with all of the information you need to see in
aclean, concise manner, without the crowed look
that you'll find in other systems. If you are familiar
with the most popular software on the PC, then
you may already know how to use the Phantom.
The Phantom's pull-down menus guide you through
all of the steps involved in setup and daily
operation, from creating and scheduling docks to
creating and editing logs.

can create reports to keep you informed on a
number of topics, from alist of expired spots to
an analysis of potential mistakes in your log. The
Phantom also maintains ahistory of system
activity.

.1-144.1VTC111,1
The Phantom ends the confusion of
automation by keeping everything organized. The
Phantom simplifies your daily operations by
keeping information such as input changes, voice
changes, and dock changes in their own individual
schedules rather than in the log. You can leave those
liners and other voice drops out of the log because
the Phantom will do them for you. The Phantom
allows you to date new schedules to begin weeks,
months, or even years in advance. When your
satellite network informs you that there will be a
voice substitution on Thursday, two weeks from
today, you can prepare for it today.
The Phantom can retirne spots to fit them
cleanly into asatellite break without inserting
silence, overlapping, or rwming late. The Phantom

The Phantom has the features that others
would want you to believe are theirs exclusively.
The Phantom remains completely functional during
recording, sensing relay closures and starting breaks
as easily as it does when it is not recording. The
Phantom can fill incomplete breaks with spots
from alist you specify without ruining product
separation.
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While other systems tie your hands and
limit your flexibility by only offering 3or 4inputs,
the Phantom gives you 6 stereo inputs, using its
AMX-84 solid state switcher, with the option of
increasing the number of inputs to 14 or more. If
your station is Newsfralk, you know how important
this can be.
The Phantom allows you to change the
sampling rate, digital format, and stereo/mono
settings at will to meet your needs for an
individual spot. The Phantom offers anumber
of digital formats, including the new Dolby
AC-2format, as an option.

Call us today to find out how your station can benefit from the advanced
technology of the Phantom and the experience of RDS.

1-800-521-5222 W.

912-987-2501 • FAX: 912-987-7595
P. 0. Box 980, Perry, GA 30169
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Panasonic Manufactures
New RDS Encoder
FRANKLIN PARK, III. Through
its Automation Division, electronics
giant Panasonic has jumped into the
RDS encoder business with its new
VP-7662A encoder.
Spokesman Kevin Dunoon said
the encoder is targeted to receiver
manufacturers that need test equipment for manufacturing of consumer receivers with RDS capability and GPS devices that use RDS.
The VP- 7662A features will
include EON Data Save functions,
error rate measurement, abuilt-in
ARI signal generator and RS-232C and GP-IB interfaces.
Although Panasonic has targeted
the receiver industry as its main
buyers. Dunoon said the encoder
can work in aradio station.
For more information, contact
Panasonic Automation at 708-2884431.
Coupon Radio Gets Nod
For Florida Stations
NEW YORK Coupon Radio
Inc., a company that uses RDS
radio receivers to send and receive
retail information, has signed an
agreement with seven Miami/Ft.
Lauderdale radio stations to transmit the information in late 1995.
In conjunction with The lnterep
Radio Store, aradio station representative firm, Coupon Radio will
apply its technology through
WEDR, WTMI, WHY1, WPOW,
WAXY, WSHE and WKIS.
The CouponRadio introduction project will involve sponsors, record
retailers, radio manufacturers, record
labels and auto retailers

Exodus Hits NAB Science/Technology
by Thomas Pear
WASHINGTON The Science and
Technology Department of the National
Association of Broadcasters ( NAB) is
trying to cover the workload of two
recently vacated key engineering positions from its 10- person engineering
staff.
The NAB is actively recruiting candidates to fill vacancies left behind by Staff
Engineer Andy Butler and Director of
Engineering Ken Springer.
The loss of the two Science and
Technology engineers follows an exodus
of NAB employees leaving the powerful
broadcasting lobbying organization.
Others who have resigned from the
NAB during the past year include: NAB
Senior Vice President of Conventions
and Exhibits Rick Dobson, who will
leave Nov. I; Recruiter- Personnel
Specialists Julie Perez and NAB Vice
President of Radio Membership Donna
Leonard.
Two critical areas of NAB concern are
affected by Butler's and Springer's
vacancies: the NAB's input on key
National Radio Systems Committee
(NRSC) issues and NAB's planning of
technical conferences for its conventions.
"I think it was a loss to have them
leave," NAB Senior Vice President of
Science and Technology Michael Rau
said. "They were working on a lot of
important things."
Butler, who has worked at several radio
stations across the country, left the NAB
in July to join Broadcast Electronics Inc.
He is now the company's marketing
manager of RF and studio products.
During his tenure at the NAB, Butler
planned technical conferences and seminars for NAB conventions.
Butler was with the NAB for only three

years, but left the NAB because the offer
from Broadcast Electronics Inc. was "too
good to pass up."
He said his position with Broadcast
Electronics allows him to experience the
broadcast industry from the perspective
of electronic vendors.
"I've been on the consumer end (of the
radio industry) for anumber of years and
now Iam working on the supply side of
the industry," said Butler, who described
his tenure with the NAB as "extremely
interesting."
NAB Manager of Technical Regulatory
Affairs John Marino was promoted to
replace Butler as the director of technical
conferences. His prior position as manager of technical regulatory affairs had him
working on such NRSC issues as high
speed data subcarriers, differential global
positioning systems and AM data broadcasting subcarriers.
The NRSC is a body of industry officials representing consumer audio and
broadcasters. The committee develops
standards and guidelines for radio/audio
technology.
Until the NAB recruits someone to fill
his old position, Marino said he will continue some of his NRSC work as he
assumes Butler's former position. Rau
also is sharing some of the workload,
according to Marino.

"Its sort of double and triple duty,"
Marino said. "It's all being covered."
Springer, who recently completed
Georgetown University law school, left
the NAB last month to pursue acareer as
apatent attorney in Los Angeles.
Springer followed the development of
digital audio broadcasting ( DAB) technology and provided the NAB with a
wealth of information on DAB issues,
according to the NAB.
Marino noted that Springer was the sole
representative for the NAB on the
NRSC's DAB committee, which was
guiding the in- band testing procedures
during the systems testing at the NASA
Lewis Research Center in Cleveland.
"Ken was working on DAB issues
almost entirely," Marino said.
Adding even more strain to the department's workload, is the loss of clerical
worker Hollis Fuller, according to
Marino, who is now in New York pursuing an advertising career.
Despite the vacancies, Rau said the
NAB Department of Science and
Technology is still able to address the
important issues. "We're coping as best
we can," he said.
McReynolds said the NAB will fill the
engineering positions in the " very near
future." Qualified candidates will have at
least aBSEE, she added
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Radio Moves Onto the Fast Track
WASHINGTON Convention time is
always exciting, and this year's first
World Media Expo has been no exception.
Ijust heard asizzling tidbit about Arrakis
Systems and Wegener Inc., who have
combined forces in astrategic alliance to
create the first integrated digital satellite
controlled workstation.
The Arrakis Gemini and Digi-Link
workstations, combined with Wegener's
patented ANCS ( Addressable Network
Control System) and DR96 series MPEGII digital audio receivers, will create DISC
(Digitally Integrated Satellite Control).
Wegener and Arrakis will unveil this truly
integrated satellite point-to-multipoint
radio distribution, storage and production
system at World Media Expo.
The system combines digital storage,
playback operations, full-function editing,
production, addressable satellite network
control and distribution. It also brings Email, news service, tagged text, RDS and
multimedia to each affiliate.
The Arrakis/Wegener alliance represent
a combination of resources of two of
radio's biggest and brightest companies. If
the industry was merely heading toward
digital before, it is now barreling down the
track at full steam. World Media Expo
should prove a wonderland of new and
improved ways to have fun and make
money with radio.
* * *
Not that radio seems to need much help
making money these days. The last several months have brought continued good
news from the Radio Advertising
Bureau's (RAB) radio revenue index. The
story is the same in July. Radio is making
money.
Not only are salespeople seemingly more
aggressive in their efforts, but, according to
an analysis prepared by CBS Radio
Representatives Research, radio has
become the medium of choice for advertisers who want to target the "coveted"
upscale audience.
The rep company reports that in 1970, 78

percent of adults read a newspaper. In
1994, that number is 62 percent. Radio,
says the rep, reaches 77 percent of adults
18 and over on an average work day.
The rep company cites arecent Media
Audit/International Demographics report,
which shows that on any given weekday,
radio reaches an average of 84 percent of
adults 18 and over who are college graduates versus 75 percent for newspaper;
radio reaches 89 percent of proprietors/
managers compared with 72 percent for
newspaper; and 86 percent of business
owners/corporate officers versus 76 percent for newspaper.
Terry Drucker, director of research for the

CBS rep firm, noted that nearly 40 percent
of adults 18 and older cite radio as their
favorite source of news at the beginning of
the day—nearly twice that of those who
identify newspaper as their favorite source.
More importantly for radio owners and
salespeople, in the face of newspaper's
dwindling reach, the cost of newspaper
advertising has increased considerably.
* * *
News like that can only keep the radio
train rolling. In July of this year, combined local and national spot grew by 9
percent over July of 1993, says the RAB.
Local radio revenue grew 8 percent in
July, but national spot shot up 12 percent
versus July 1993 (compare that to amere
8percent gain for national in June).
Year-to-date revenue gains through July
continue strong for acombined year-to-

date growth of 11 percent.
* * *
Dwight Weller (Baltimore SBE Chapter
chairman, and principal Weller AudioVisual Engineering) recently dropped me
a line sharing an anecdote he thought
you'd find interesting. It seems ajock
"wanna-be," at one of the stations where
Dwight does some work sent in for his
restricted radiotelephone operator permit
application with what they thought was
the correct fee of $35.
Several weeks later, the application was
returned by the FCC with anote attached
that said "insufficient funds" and no further explanation.
Dwight did some checking with the
Baltimore FCC office and discovered that
the RP fee went from $35 to $45 on July
18, 1994 (check the Newswatch section of
the August 24, RW, for amore detailed
list of new FCC fees).
Dwight also writes: "The folks who do
not have arestricted permit probably hold
ageneral radiotelephone license to operate
radio stations.
"It is worthy to note that only the general
tickets that were issued as diploma-size
documents prior to or on Jan. 2, 1985, can
be used for broadcast. The general licenses that are the wallet-sized card type were
issued after Jan. 2, 1985, as renewals or
new issues, and bear a statement that
plainly says, ' Not valid for broadcast use.'
"The bad news is that, if afirst or second
class licensee waited until after Jan. 2,
1985, to renew his or her ticket, he got the
small one not valid for broadcast use, and
he must still have arestricted permit to run
abroadcast transmitter." Dwight adds:
"Just doesn't seem fair, does it?"
Harold Hallikainen will be going into the
whole matter in alittle more detail in an
upcoming issue.
* * *
In the past, I've included coverage of
DirecTv's DBS system, a subscriberbased video/audio package that requires
the purchase of a digital receiver and

Now, Burk pushes the right
buttons for clean, clear
audio switching.
Get ready for unattended operation
that doesn't hiccup when asource
drops out. The Burk LX-1Stereo Audio
Selector offers 6audio channels in a1
rack unit switcher that's ideal for remote
studio control and EBS operations. With
individual channel control signals, main and loop
outputs, plus line mixing, the LX-1is the versatile choice
for new studio designs.
The LX-1will run loops around traditional
alternatives like patch panels and relay
switchers. With configurable line levels,
100 dB isolation, and common mode rejection
that exceeds 110 dB, the LX-1can actually
improve your air chain quality. And the LX-1
is especially easy to interface with existing studios and a
variety of remote control configurations, including those
from Burk.
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window sill antenna. RW has also featured coverage of Digital Cable Radio,
now Music Choice. Ithink it is important
to keep tabs on emerging technologies
and companies, just so you can better
prepare to compete against them. And
they are on a roll. As we went to press,
Music Choice was scheduled to become
part of DirecTv's digital DBS service as
of Sept. 19, according to DirecTv
Spokesperson Linda Brill.
Music Choice, which already operates a
subscriber-based cable digital audio music
service, was scheduled to offer its multiple
channels of music programming via
DirecTv's recently launched system.
Music Choice expects 500,000 subscribers
through its cable-based and DirecTv outlets by the end of the year.

Shamrock Broadcasting Inc.
announced the appointment of Marty
Loughman as the company's CEO.
He succeeds Bill Clark, who will
continue as Shamrock's chairman.
Company officials said the
appointment is acontinuation of a
succession plan enacted when
Loughman was named as Shamrock's president and chief operating
officer two years ago.
As CEO Loughman will continue
his duties of overseeing the company's 18 radio stations located in 10
U.S. markets.

Barry Ariaz

m

Place the Burk LX-1in your audio chain
and you're getting the best mix of features,
reliability, and performance. All at aprice
that truly pushes the right buttons for the 90s.
Stow the old patch cords away. And take the
first step toward putting the LX-Ito work for
you. Call Burk Technology at 1-800-255-8090
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Barry Ariaz joined Sine Systems
as director of sales and marketing.
A 20-year veteran of the broadcast
industry, Ariaz will be responsible
for the sales and marketing of Sine
Systems products for the U.S. and
world markets.
His previous experience includes
stints with Billboard Broadcasting,
Varian, Continental Electronics and
CCA Electronics. The company is a
Nashville- based corporation that
specializes in DTMF control devices
used to control and monitor various
types of RF transmission facilities.
Jim Bradshaw joined LBA Technology Inc. as vice president of
marketing. Prior to joining LBA, he
was Latin American sales manager
for Harris Corp. LBA Technology is
amanufacturer of highly specialized
antenna systems.
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OPINION

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send a letter to Readers
Forum ( Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters
received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Where are the radios?
Dear
After reading favorable comments in
RW, Irecently set out to find a Sony
SRF-42 AM stereo/FM stereo Walkman
so Icould experience the results of the
NRSC changes in AM transmission.
Being in the San Antonio market, Ifelt
sure Icould find one of these units in
town. After all, we have Best Buy.
Circuit City, Conn's, Sears, Montgomery
Ward, Target. Kmart, Wal-Mart, several
major department stores and a retail
Sony-only outlet called The Source.
Guess what? No luck. No one had heard
of this unit, including the people at the
Sony-only outlet, who declined to order
the unit for me from Sony because they
would have to order several units and
didn't think they could sell all of them.
Undaunted, Ifinally convinced an audio
department head at one of our major
department stores to order two units for
me. That was three weeks ago, and he
has yet to receive a confirmation from
Sony that anything is being shipped.
While on this expedition, Ialso found no
car radio receivers equipped for RDS at
any of the above-referenced stores. Ieven
tried aretailer who specializes in highend audio and video equipment. Nothing.
Once again, it appears that hype has far
exceeded manufacturers' commitments to
provide products featuring new technologies. To which Isay, "Why should broadcasters purchase and install this stuff when
there are no receivers to hear/see it?"
Thank you, Chrysler. At least you made
acommitment to AM stereo that has yet
to be matched.
Hal Widsten
Owner/General Manager
KGNB-AM/KNBT-FM
New Braunfels, TX
Editor Replies: In the April 6issue, RW
published a special Sony phone number,
800-833-6302, for radio stations to order
the SRF-42. Availability through chain
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stores depends on the region. hut mail
order firms, such as J&R Music World in
New York do stock the SRF-42. As for
RDS radios, Denon and Philips are the
only companies currently making auto
RDS receivers. Both companies have said
the products are available at dealers.
Give credit to originator
Dear RW,
Regarding your feature on Yv'DRE(FM),
Garden City. N.Y. (RW, June 29),
WDRE is to be congratulated for its success in marketing its alternative music
format through visionary technical and
program management.
However, Itake exception that Tom
Calderone takes credit for listenership in
the early ' 80s on the 92.7 FM dial position. Programming on the frequency prior
to 1988 was provided by WLIR, aseparate entity to which WDRE has no claim.
The alternative format that WLIR first
created in 1982 was much more adventurous a move for its time, and Program
Director Denis McNamara, Station
Manager Elton Spitzer and astaff of talented WLIR Dis who made the station
truly apleasure to listen to should be credited for building part of the alternative
music listener base WDRE now shares.
The article was a bit unclear on this
point, and Ibelieve in giving credit
where it is due.
Joseph B. Schepis
Scarsdale, NY
Beware of thefts
Dear RW,
Alan Peterson's column in the Aug. 10
edition of RW about radio station thefts
reminded me of a bizarre situation that
happened several years ago at stations
where Iworked.
The stations, an AM/FM combo located
in the southeastern part of the country,
began experiencing mysterious thefts
soon after Ibegan working the overnight
shift on the AM. There was seemingly
little rhyme or reason regarding what was
stolen or how or when. A secretary had a
hole puncher taken off the top of her
desk. The engineering department had to
replace several of the little Radio Shack
amplified speakers used in various places
as monitor amps. T-shirts, records and
even carts disappeared. My own personal
losses included a decrepit black and
white TV, which used to keep me company on overnights, and a single speaker
that Ihad tucked out of sight ( Ithought)
on top of a shelf. Unfortunately, it was
not out of reach of Mr. Thief.
Locked offices, desks and closets did
not deter the thief. Paranoia spread
among the management and staff of the
station. Harsh penalties were imposed for
unauthorized after-hours visitors, and
alarms were installed on all outside
entrances. The management even forbade
use of the loading dock door, which was
a royal pain for those of us doing
remotes. The thefts continued.
The capper came with the disappearance of 13 Sony AM stereo radios from a
locked closet. Shortly thereafter, the station got acall from the local police asking for information about one of our
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Mittle power can be atroublesome and dilateroils thing, as this issue's front page story on electrical inspectors and radio station KKLA makes
clear. That aLos Angeles County electrical
inspector can refuse to approve anew transmitter
facility at astation, citing the lack of UL certification on the transmitter, is outrageous.
Radio transmitters are type-accepted by the federal government through the FCC, not local governments, and chief engineers around this country do not need the added headache of having to educate and appease local
officials making aquick .grab for power. They have no business being there.
Nautel Manager of Sales and Marketing Jorgen Jensen is absolutely correct when he said that, "UL inspects consumer products, and transmitters
are for specialized use on federally licensed premises by federally licensed
operators."
Or Jeff Detweiler at QEI, when he said, "We are required to answer to a
higher authority, and that's the FCC."
The reality is that other stations around the country have run into similar
problems with local electrical inspectors. And each of these stations has had
to creatively skirt around the inspectors to pass inspection.
It may be time for the SSE and the NAB to jump in and take steps to help
broadcasters before this becomes abigger problem. An information service
from NAB or SSE that stations could tap into that explains type-acceptance
and FCC regulations to local officials would be anice place to start.
This page understands the importance placed by county governments on
protecting their citizens. But, like unreasonable local RFR ordinances, UL
certification for broadcast gear is not needed and will only serve to drive up
the cost of the gear, amove that would hurt manufacturers and stations for
no reason. Consumers have no access to abroadcast transmitter: they cannot
be hurt by having to work with it.
The NAB and the SBE have shown they can work well together (
World
Media Expo, for example). They need to do it again and provide information and relief to engineers and owners who run afoul of local inspectors.
—RW

Avoiding

Dangerous

Precedents

employees and, by the way, were we
missing anything? It seems the individual
in question had attempted to unload 13
radios at a local pawn shop, which
attracted the attention of police officers
watching for stolen goods traffic.
Our thief turned out to be one of the
weekend part-timers, an average so-so
disk jockey who was popular with the PD
because he was almost always available
for last-minute fill-ins. He had apparently
been able to get copies of the keys to
almost every lock in the building, perhaps by making wax impressions of keys
left carelessly lying around. Most of the
items stolen were never recovered,
although the hole puncher was found in
his car' strunk.
Of course, the fellow was immediately
terminated and reportedly prosecuted by
the management, although we never knew
if he was convicted. Some months later I
heard him pulling aweekend airshift at
another station in the market, and Ihad to
wonder if his new, employer was aware of
his background and if he was continuing
his second career as apetty thief.
Allen Sherrill
Chief Engineer
KQKQ-FM, KKAR(AM), KOIL(AM)
Omaha, NE
Unwarranted engineering cuts
Dear RW,
In this day of budget cuts, stations tend to
look a: the engineering department as the
first place to trim. Working in a major
market does not always mean the station
you work for thinks of itself as amajor station, even when it is aminor station. My
general manager came to me the other day
and said that he wanted to let my assistant
go to save money. What brought this to the
table is a report from some so-called
research firm which sent aletter around to
the GMs. This letter states that of the six
station with full-time assistant engineers in
town, which this survey claims to have
researched, the average salary is lower
than what my assistant is paid.

According to my GM, my assistant
"makes 36 percent more than this report
says is the market average." Icame out
of my chair. No one who knows anything
about RF would work for that. Iknew
roughly what acouple of the other assistants made, and Iset out to prove this
report wrong.
1called the other chiefs in town that have
assistants, similar ratings and engineering
demands to explain my plight and the need
to combat this "study." One of them had
also been approached with this very same
report. As aresult, Inow have areport of
my own for the real average salary. My
guy is under the average market salary by
some 22 percent! Even with this, Iam still
forced to show why Ishould be able to
keep afull-time assistant.
Ipresented my figures to the GM, and
he said he couldn't understand how the
study could be wrong. When he told me
which six stations had responded to the
survey, only one of them has afull-time
assistant. They must have included engineering wannabes, remote babysitters
and the like. The lesson here is do your
homework. Iwill be sharing my findings
with the chiefs that were understanding
enough to help me compile it.
For all the GMs who might be reading
this, listen up. Every now and then you
hear of aGM or PD who is killed or seriously injured attempting to "fix" atransmitter. Why does this happen? If their
kids were ill, the would call adoctor. If
they had alegal problem, they would pay
$100 to $ 200 an hour for a lawyer.
Broadcast engineers are highly skilled
persons who perform ajob which fewer
and fewer persons know how•to do. I
know five good engineers who have been
forced out of jobs, and they have since
left the industry entirely. They were not
followed by five new engineers-to-be. As
this pool of talent decreases, the industry
can only suffer. Why let go of someone
whose job you yourself cannot do? Think
about it.
Larry Yaroch
Detroit
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Canadian DAB: AMs Equal to FMs
by James Careless
OTTAWA Canada came down squarely in favor of treating AM and FM stations as equals when allotting coverage
patterns and frequencies on the L-band
for Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB).
A government endorsement of frequency allotment recommendations also illustrates that Canada is making progress
toward establishing commercial L-band
DAB within the next few years, action
that broadcasters south of the Canadian
border can no longer ignore.
"It should send avery strong message to
the Americans that the world is getting

on with it, whether or not they are," said
Steve Edwards, vice president of corporate engineering and technology for
Rogers Broadcasting, a leader in
Canadian DAB development.
Task force recommendation
This and other allotment recommendations come from the " Non- Technical
Coverage and Service Area Issues"
report released by Working Group Iof
the government/industry "Task Force on
the Introduction of Digital Radio." which
is spearheading the transition to L- band
in Canada.
The working group report delivers its
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recommendations through a series of
seven "principles." In summary, the proposals call for:
•Allowing broadcasters to more or less
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of the highest-power FM station in the
future. To achieve this, such stations will
have to establish "coverage extender"
transmitters at the edges of their contours
because DAB pod signals typically
extend only approximately 35 miles.
•Allowing stations located in "bedroom
communities," which penetrate large

"It should send a very strong message
to the Americans that the world is getting
on with it, whether or not they are."
—Steve Edwards
Rogers Broadcasting
duplicate analog coverage on L-band. to
amaximum distance of 60 miles, the current reach of the highest-power FM signal contour in Canada. Those wanting to
extend coverage to new areas would have
to obtain approval from the regulator, the
Canadian
Radio- Television
and
Telecommunications
Commission
(CRTC).
•Switching AM stations to the principle
of covering the same area, at the same
power 24 hours aday.
•Ensuring that the technology used within each of the Eureka- I47 transmitting
"pods," capable of carrying up to five
stereo services, could allow lower-power
stations to increase their coverage to that

urban markets on analog, to continue this
presence on DAB but within some limits.
They would give existing services the
first pick of DAB frequencies, followed
by
the extension of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. ( CBC) analog signals
to unserved areas, new terrestrial DAB
services, new satellite DAB services.
and, at the bottom of the list, provision
for U.S. border stations.
•Asking the World Administrative Radio
Conference ( WARC) to increase the Lband to 70 MHz, to allow room for future
expansion.
•Leaving the ownership of DAB transmitter pods relatively open to all, provided
continued on next page

Local Law Can Hinder
continued from page 1

included a plug-in power supply the
phone company was using and apersonal
computer sitting in Schleutker's office.
On occassion, other stations around
the country have run into similar problems with local electrical inspectors
claiming transmitters and other professional equipment need UL approval,
according to the NAB's John Marino.
He said that if the practice increases.
the transmitter companies will have to
address the issue.
Pallock tried to resolve KKLA's transmitter matter through the L.A. electrical
inspector's supervisor, Soo Pot Ying. He
even brought acopy of the FCC TypeAcceptance rules for radio transmitters
and acopy of QEI's transmitter manual
to prove that transmitter regulations fall
under the auspices of the FCC.
But the meeting was to no avail.
Pallock then tried acreative approach to
his station's dilemma. He researched the
law books and found out that the county's electrical authority ends with electrical devices that disconnect, or to put it
simply: plug in and out of an ordinary
outlet.
Pallock then called the electrician who
initially wired the transmitter facility and
had him put aplug in the transmitter.
"It's just like a toaster," he said.
"Actually it's more like aclothes dryer,"
he added.
After the electrician finished his bit of
electrical wizardry—plug and all, Pallock
called the county for another electrical
inspection.
Despite the electrical- legal loophole
Pallock plugged into the regulatory
mess, a different electrical inspector
again refused to pass KKLA's transmitter facility, citing that the station
still did not get UL approval of its
transmitter and, therefore, did not
correct the pre-existing condition of

the first inspection.
Fortunately for Pallock, the new inspector did agree to take a walk on Mount
Wilson—the home of numerous L.A.
transmitter facilities, including KKLA's
new facility—to let Pallock show him
that all the other stations do not have UL
approval of their transmitters.
The little stroll down transmitter facility
lane convinced the inspector that transmitters indeed do not need UL stickers
and the inspector in turn was able to convince inspection supervisor Ying not to
give KKLA's plug-in transmitter the regulatory yank.
Alan Pendleton, the general manager of
WUST in Washington employed the
same strategy in early 1993 when alocal
electrical inspector tried to require his
station to get UL approval for its Nautelmade transmitter.
The manager told the inspector that if
his transmitter was required to have aUL
sticker all other stations in the area,
including television stations would have
to be shut down because their transmitters did not have UL approval.
"I told the county we didn't want to be
singled out," Pendleton said.
"Let face it," Nautel Manager of Sales
and Marketing Jorgen Jensen said, "UL
inspects consumer products, and transmitters are for specialized use on federally licensed premises by federally licensed
operators."
"The bottom line is that counties
don't have authority to require stations
to use UL approved equipment,"
Detweiler added. " We are required to
answer to a higher authority and that's
the FCC."
KKLA received final approval for its
transmitter facility inspection Aug. 25.
Pallock noted that the entire situation
has made his station unique. " I've still
got the only transmitter on Mount Wilson
that has aplug in it."
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WOWO Sold, Signal to Be Diminished
continued from page
majority of people who listen to it at
night will be unaffected," Goodkind
said.
Group W Director of Engineering
Glynn Walden, who is also a noted
expert on clear channel stations, concurred that most of WOWO's listeners
would not be affected by achange in the
station's signal.
That's because people in the outer
fringes of aclear-channel station's signal
usually get poor reception, so they avoid
the clear-channel stations and tune into
stations within their local markets that
have more accessible signals, Walden
said.
Walden speculated that WOWO probably does not have too many listeners outside of the Fort Wayne area.
-Radio has become alocal medium and

most stations do not rely on audiences
outside their local markets," he said.
Walden pointed out that there are
advantages to clear- channel signals.
Group W owns several clear- channel
stations across the country and Walden
noted that clear channels are agreat way
for stations to assure their signals will
thoroughly cover their local markets.
In many markets on the East Coast of
the U.S., AM clear channels are the only
AM stations that cover an entire city and
therefore they are the only AM stations
that can compete with FM, according to
Walden.
"Generally speaking, AM's that can
cover the entire market can generate
some ratings," he said.
When the application process for the
first sale began, letters from people who
feared that changing the station's signal

Canadian Digital Radio
Allotment Fair to AMs
continued from previous page

that the owners give "fair and equitable"
access to all licensed service providers.
That the task force, which has representatives from both private and public
broadcasting as well as government, was
able to agree on a detailed frequency
allotment plan is "yet another indication
of how much goodwill there is on everybody's part," said Edwards, amember of
Working Group I.
"We all want to make it work, and we
all want to see it happen as quickly as
possible," he said.
Certainly the endorsement of the report
by the Canadian government is abig step
in that direction. The endorsement came
from the Honorable Jon Gerrard, secretary of state for science, research and
development, in aspeech delivered to the
Inter- American Telecommunication
Commission ( CITEL) meeting in Ottawa.
"The task force recommendations and
its seven proposed principles will be
incorporated into the planning process to
the fullest extent possible," Gerrard said.
Still, all this positive action does not
hide the fact that there are still issues to
be worked out.
Other difficult questions
Most difficult is the issue of "bedroom
community" station broadcasters in
places such as Barrie, Ontario.
Under the proposed rules. the current
coverage patterns of these small stations
would result in them being included on
"pods" located in the Toronto market.
something that never was really intended
when they were licensed by the CRTC.
"In the interim, the initial goal would be
to cover your three millivolt contour."
Edwards said. "because that's going to
cover 90 percent of your present audience anyway."
Eventually, bedroom community stations would be allowed to extend DAB
coverage to duplicate their analog coverage. But this will not occur until sometime in the future. Edwards said, when
the industry will presumably have a "better understanding of how to deal with
those kind of issues."

The other issue likely to raise a few
questions—internationally at least— is
Canada's renewed push for more space on
the L-band. "We originally suggested a
requirement for 70 MHz going into
WARC ' 92, and the 40 MHz that we got
was really a political compromise that
allowed us to get anything." Edwards said.
"What we've got now is, we believe, not
enough to do everything we would like to
do for the future, so 70 would be ideal."
The task force, however, believes that
the 40 MHz currently allocated is sufficient for the transition of analog broadcasters onto DAB, aprocess they believe
will begin in earnest in the next few years.
El II

James Careless covers the industry for
RW in Canada from Ottawa.

(3)

would mean shutting the station down
flooded the FCC mail room.
But Goodkind denied that would happen and Peter Tannenwald, who is an
attorney representing Pathfinder during
the application process for the second

After it reduces WOWO's nighttime
signal, ICBC intends to establish a
nighttime contour for its 10 kilowatt
New York station WLIB, a daytimer
on the same frequency.
sale of WOWO from ICBC to Pathfinder
agreed with Goodkind.
Intent on running
"Pathfinder intends to run the station,"
Tannenwald said.
Walden believes that lowering WOWO
signal will be beneficial.
By reducing WOWO's signal to allow
WLIB to come on at night " you are
taking the Fort Wayne station and splitting the signal so that it services two
large markets," Walden commented.
A political factor that strengthened the
application for the recently approved sale
of WOWO from Wayne Broadcasting to
ICBC is that ICBC is one of just ahandful of minority managed companies in
the country that owns radio stations and
recently there has been apush for minority ownership of stations, Goodkind
noted.
Although there is formal petition to
deny the second sale of WOWO that was
filed before the FCC by former WOWO
employee Barbara Crouse, it is expected
to have little impact.
The wording of the petition objects to
the now approved sale of WOWO from
Wayne Broadcasting to ICBC, even
though it is filed against the application
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(now the FCC) to be in the public interest. convenience and necessity, because
the contour allowed the stations to reach
people living in rural and remote areas of
the country.
Eventually, though. other AM stations made their way to those remote
areas ( many of which have now been
developed) and the FCC allowed the
new stations to broadcast locally during the day on the sanie frequencies as
the clear channels, blocking the clear
channel signals. But the new stations
were required to lower their signals at
night to clear a path for clear channel
signals.
Despite the WOWO transaction.
Walden does not believe that the sale of
WOWO represents the end of the clearchannel era for political reasons.
The United States had to negotiate with
Canada and Mexico to establish the
clear-channel stations and is continually
negotiating to keep the clear-channels, he
explained.
"I don't think the government is going
to give away something it has fought so
hard for," Walden said.
WOWO's format is full service Adult
Contemporary. It includes news, talk and
sports. Noe noted.
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for the second sale of WOWO to
Pathfinder from ICBC.
"It's atravesty to let Inner City acquire
WOWO..." Crouse's filed petition says.
WOWO received its large contour
when it was established in March of
1925, atime when the radio industry was
still in its infancy stage.
During that time, large, clear-channel
contours were considered by the FRC
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ment. This time, he was simulcasting on
FM with WXMN-FM. He'd also helped
set up an AM/FM combo at his friend's
house, with the call letters WFSR-AM
WRAD ( RAD came from R-ADI-0)
(Falling Star Radio) and WSEX-FM ( take
was a short-lived enterprise; about two
a guess). Politically-oriented programweeks after going on the air, Weiner
ming, seasoned with music, was the order
experienced his first brush with the law.
of the day. as was the taking of live phone
He says he was "ratted out" to the FCC
calls on the air, without adelay.
by one of the local hams in the area, and
"That's what we believed was totally
that people who claimed to be FCC
free radio," he said.
agents entered his house and pulled out
Freedom, however, was once again to be
the transmitter tubes and cut wires. They
short-lived, because, in August of 1971, the
left the equipment,
government paid
though. "My mother
another visit to
got hysterical and it
Weiner, arresting
was a real crazy
him and his partner
mess," he said.
and confiscating all
His parents hanof the equipment.
dled the situation
"They pulled up
pretty
well,
he
these big rigs... that
remembered—espe[were as big as
cially his father.
mountains,"
he
who he said "had an
remembered, and
understanding of the
"cleaned out" both
oppressive nature of
stations.
the
government.
Weiner had just
being that he was an
turned 18, and
attorney. He undernow was saddled
stood what I was
with an arrest for
doing. He didn't
broadcasting withagree with it, he
out a license, a
didn't like it. but he
violation of secunderstood it."
tion 301 of the
Communications
Illegal
Act. He eventually
Did the Weiner
received a susWeiner outfitting the
family know that
pended sentence
M.V. Fury in 1993
what young Allan
and ayear of prowas doing was illebation.
gal? " Idon't know if my parents fully
At this point, he did the only thing that
knew, no." he said. " And to me, I made sense to him: he packed his bags,
looked at it as something this important
and, under the guise of Gentleman
can't be illegal...You know. Ilooked at
Farmer, moved to Maine.
it as a violation similar to maybe getting a parking ticket." He remembered
Gentleman Farmer
that he and his friends felt they were
Living on afarm in the northern part of
"protected under the first amendment,
Maine near the Canadian border, Weiner
and anything that happened was just a enrolled in small Ricker College. for
nuisance."
which he built a legal FM station and a
About six months after WRAD's plug
cable television station: he also started a
was pulled. Weiner put his second station.
communications department. During his
WKOV-AM, on the air, once again with
years at Ricker. he also studied electronics
some modified military surplus equipcontinued on page 13

Life of Piracy Leads to Career in Radio
by Alan Haber
HYDE PARK, N.Y. Talking over the
phone to Allan Weiner, the ex- pirate
radio broadcaster, one is unwittingly
struck by the curious image of an
imposing. burly character peering
through his one good eye into the quivering souls of the crew of a ship he has
just plundered.
That's only an image, of course. In reality, Allan Weiner is a I994-edition landlubber who's left the pirate's life behind.
And he's advising would-be scourges of
the airwaves to look to the letter of the
law for their inspiration.
Weiner is perhaps most famous for concocting Radio New York International.
the off- shore enterprise that attracted the
attentions of the FCC and the U.S. Coast
Guard in 1987. Believe it or not, that's
just one chapter in this ex- pirate's fascinating broadcasting life.
Kid broadcaster
An electronics huff since elementary
school. Weiner built acrystal radio when
he was seven. After seeing a television
documentar on the history of radio in
the mid- 1960s, he was hooked. Towards
the latter part of the decade, he was
aware of the unrest surrounding him, the
demonstrations being held in his high

te

school— Lincoln High School, in
Yonkers, New York. He remembered
thinking it would be great to build aradio
station so his friends, who were active in
the anti- war movement, could broadcast
their thoughts. And play some of the
music of the day.
Weiner was only about 16 years old. He
looked into the possibility of becoming a
ham operator. but realized he wasn't into
two-way communication. " Iwant to
broadcast!" he remembered saying. He
called the FCC and asked how he could
get on the air. "They said, ' Do you have
amillion dollars?"
Undaunted. Weiner took out the Constitution and read the First Amendment. " I
said. ' Well, wait a minute. This is all
wrong. Ihave every right to go on the
air. — he said. " Ifelt that the Constitution
guarantees me free speech, and no government has aright to regulate me."
He hit the books at the library, studying
everything he could find about radio.
perusing engineering manuals from MIT,
and soaking up information on building
broadcast transmitters. Armed with this
knowledge, he bought an old military
surplus 50- watt AM transmitter, modified it, and converted it for use on 1620
AM on WRAD, his first pirate station,
operating right out of the basement of his
house in Yonkers.
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The Only Digital
Created For Multi

"My advice: if you're gonna buy one, buy
two. Or you'll never keep the peace ."

"As quickly as you can conceptualize it, the
DSE can do it. Or undo it. "

"Radio lives by critical deadlines. With the
DSE 7000, time is on my side."

Johii linffatoe...Chic/Engineer

Bill Schultz...Production Director

Barbara Sherry...Productkm Director

K,S'ON, San Diego

103.5 WYNY-FM, New York

KQQL FM, Minneapolis
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Production Directors. Engineers. Even newsroom

And put together spots in minutes that would

people swear by the DSE. Maybe because it's the

normally take hours. So it's no wonder these stations

only digital editing system that lets your creativity

with one DSE soon wind up with two. Or even

keep pace with radio production. There are no

three. Learning is faster. Editing is easier. Everyone

complex computer commands to learn. No tedious

is more productive. After all, not only do your

waveform editing. You work on a console with the

station's multiple personalities get up to speed

same buttons and controls you already know. So

faster, they stay up there. To see it in action your-

you can edit, copy and slide tracks instantly. Listen

self call 1-800-622-0022 for ademo. The DSE 7000.

and cue at high speeds. Mix in crisp, 8track digital.

The New Speed Of Sound.

Editing System
pie Personalities.

"You install it, it runs, the production
department is happy. Next problem."

"It's the only digital system in radio that lets
you edit by ear. What aconcept ."

"It gives our air talent so much creative
freedom, they won't use anything else."

Dan Mettler...Chief Engineer

Ross Wilson. Production Director

Byron Swanson...Chief Engineer

WNDE/WFBQ, Indianapolis

K101, San Francisco

KKRZ, Port to nd

orbon
H

A Harman International Company

For ademo in the U.S. call Harris Allied Broadcast Center: 1. 800.622.0022
Or contact Orban: Phone 1. 510.351.3500 Fax 1510. 351. 0500

Lost In The Maze Of Hard
Disk Systems?
•

Head Straight
to DCS

"Low Ball"
Pricing
Costly
Upgrades

Satellite
Obstacles

Networking
Headaches

Software
Crashes

Limited
Channels

Unproven
Company

Customer
Support
Hassles
Sometimes,
success in radio
means taking chances...
but not when it comes to a
hard disk system. Radio stati
have trusted Computer Co
Our DCS system's unma
of stations worldwide

r20 years.
ck record at hundreds
ssurance of success.

NOW, DCS MOVES EVEN FURTHER AHEAD!
See the newest features at World Media Expo/NAB Radio Show booth 2500
•Audio Central Plus - DCS now offers distributed and central database storage.
• Input source select - DCS now can accommodate additional recording input
sources, including AES/EBU digital protocol.
• Optional removable hard drive - with an additional cart catalog.

etiter C
D

CS

cePts

Con

•Audio file playback while DCS is still recording - particularly useful for
time-shifting if one satellite feed runs into the beginning of another.

Also new at the Radio Show from Computer Concepts — V.T., the new,
easy-to- use WindowsTm-based Visual traffic system. Don't miss it!
Circle ( 52) on Reader Service Card

Computer Concepts Corporation
8375 Melrose Drive, Lenexa, KS 66214
Phone: ( 913) 541-0900 Fax: ( 913) 541-0169
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Ex-Pirate Legitimate
continued from page 8

and taught radio.
After Ricker College closed, Weiner
signed on as chief engineer at WEGPAM in Presque Isle, Maine. At the time,
he said, management was impressed with
his pirate activities. "They figured anybody that could build their own transmitter is worthy enough to be an engineer,"
he said, laughing.
Two years later, Weiner and his wife
decided to purchase WELF-FM ( which
he changed to WOZI-FM) in Presque Isle
for around $75,000. He also applied for
and was granted a license to build a
5,000 watt AM daytimer on 710 AM.
Weiner said his pirate activities never
came up in the application process.
Soon, though, Weiner's pirate streak
was evident once again. He decided to
provide a once- in- a- while forum for
political expression to his friends and
pirated the clear channel AM signal on
1616 AM. Soon thereafter, his friends at
the FCC paid him avisit after hearing his
pirate broadcasts. Weiner said he
promised one of the Commission's field

Allan Weiner on the air at
agents he would never engage in pirate
activity again. This was in 1983.
"That was the end of any pirate activity
from me, at least as far as I'm concerned,"
he said.
Looking for a way to get on the air
legally, "where great areas could be covered," Weiner applied to the FCC, and
was granted alicense to build a 100 watt
auxiliary station on 1622 AM in
Yonkers. After two weeks on the air, the
FCC told Weiner auxiliary stations were
not designed for originating broadcasts.
Weiner told them he didn't agree, noting
that he thought there was nothing in the
FCC rules that said that. The FCC
responded by notifying him they were
going to revoke all of his licenses,
including the ones for the stations in
Presque Isle, Maine. Later, the revocation was changed, allowing him to sell
the Maine stations to aminority interest,
which he did in 1986.
High seas
Never one to sit still, however, Weiner
took the opportunity to investigate an
idea he'd first had around 1984 to put a
radio station on aship. "It had kind of a
romance about it," he said. After voluminous research, he bought avessel in 1986
and outfitted it with AM, FM and shortwave transmitters. In July of 1987, he
took the ship, which carried Honduran
registry, about four miles off the coast of
Long Island, New York, and dubbed the
broadcasts " Radio
New
York
International."
And then... well, you may have, by
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now, seen a pattern emerging in this
broadcasting life. After four or five days
of broadcasting, the FCC and the Coast
Guard seized the Sarah ( named after
Weiner's wife) and arrested Weiner, saying he was in violation of international
law. The charges were later dropped, he
says, noting that "the Justice Department
didn't want to pursue charges."
Weiner tried to put Radio New York
International on the air again in 1988,
but, he said, the government got a
restraining order against the ship and its
operators. He added that his counsel told
him that he can't fight the United States
Government. "My attorney point-blank
said, they have all the guns, there's nothing you can do about it," he recalled.
The lure of profit, and running an uncensored, free format radio station, were the
mitigating factors in Weiner's decision to
broadcast from offshore. "I'm astubborn
guy," he said, "and Ido believe in the letter of the law, but Ibelieve the law works
both ways. Imean, Ibelieve that an entrepreneurial person should have a right to
explore any legal avenues...there are
some rights that you
have that you don't necessarily have to ask permission for every single
time." Such as? " Free
speech—the right to be
able to talk and speak to
people," he said.
Brother Stair
Fast torward to 1993,
when Weiner received a
phone call from afriend
who wanted to put a
shortwave radio station
on a ship. Weiner said
18
fine, but he wanted his
friend to know that it had to be legal. He
didn't want trouble with the FCC.
But that's what he got. The M.V. Fury
was being equipped with four shortwave
transmitters, one of which was going to
be used by Brother R. Stair's Overcomer
Ministry of Walterboro, South Carolina.
After Weiner worked on the Fury, which
was docked for about four months last
summer in Boston, and then in
Charleston, South Carolina, the FCC
raided the ship and confiscated all of its
broadcasting equipment after stating,
according to Weiner, that there were illegal transmissions emanating from it.
Weiner says the transmissions were most
likely coming from atwo-way radio telephone on the ship's bridge, probably as a
result of somebody playing with it,
because the ship's transmitting equipment was inoperable at the time.
"It's adamn shame, it really is," he
lamented, "because it would have been a
great station. It would have gone down to
Belize and broadcast the religious programming and done some missionary work, and
it would have been neat. You know, it
might have only lasted afew months or a
year or so, but it would have been neat."
Now chief engineer at WHVW-AM in
Hyde Park, New York, and aconsulting
engineer as well, Weiner said he constantly gets phone calls from people wanting
to go on the air with pirate radio stations.
He says he discourages them from pirate
activity because it's against the law.
Weiner said he regrets all of his pirate
activity, calling it a mistake. " It wasn't
the way to do it," he said. "There were

other things Icould have done."
He said he "wouldn't recommend doing
it ( pirate broadcasting) at all."
Keep it legal
\\ hen he gets his calls, Weiner suggests
legal outlets for getting on the air, such
as leasing air time and volunteering at
small, local AM stations. He even suggests that people who are "hellbent" to
get on the air "probably could muster up
enough people to get together to buy a
fledgling FM or AM station."
Still, Weiner says: "There is an outrageous thrill to putting apirate radio station on the air. Absolutely, positively, you
can't deny human nature." He stressed,
though, that it's ashortlived thrill. "When
the ( FCC) comes knocking on your door,
and when they take all of your equipment,
and when they confiscate everything in
your house that has anything to do with
radio...and then they hit you with a
$10,0(X) fine, the romance goes away.

-Imean, I'm abroadcaster. I'm alittle
bit of an on- the- fringe type of broadcaster. Ido things alittle bit differently,
and Isee the world alittle bit differently sometimes, but Ithink I'm aresponsible broadcaster. Ido believe in free
radio."
Mulling over his radio career, the hits as
well as the misses, Weiner is looking
ahead. " Ilike to think that as a person
ages, gracefully, and one accumulates
experience, ( he) tends to accumulate wisdom," he opined. " 1tend to think that I
have changed alot. Idon't think I'm quite
the same person that Iwas when Iwas
16...1 tend to think that experience, knowledge, ( and) wisdom give you an appreciation of things that have happened in the
past and the present... Ialways view
everything as alearning experience, and I
sit down and Isay, learn from this, you
know, learn from this so it doesn't happen
again, and continue on. And that's what
I'm doing."

Who needs the
Dividend
Composite Filter?

Has subcarriers for RBDS, data
services, or other applications,

every•

especially when those subcarriers
generate revenue
Uses amicrowave SIL
Includes composite dipping in

FM

station
that

their processing
Wants to regain lost modulation
Seeks to reduce multipath
related distortion

The Dividend Composite Filter reduces noise often
generated by audio processing and STLs in the
upper composite spectrum from 53kHz to 99kHz.
Now you can protect your subcarrier signals, regain
lost modulation, reduce multipath related distortion,
and maintain signal integrity for only 51195.

the dividend

composite filter
CUTTINGEDGE

2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114 • TEL: (
2161 241-3343 • FAX: 1216) 241-4103
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Arrakis Positionedfor the Future
FORT COLLINS, Colo. Hindsight
may resemble 20/20 vision, but foresight is
often more elusive and clouded. In business, a keen eye on the endless possibilities of the future and the ability to anticipate and react to the that vision often spells
the difference between success and failure.
At the Colorado headquarters of Arrakis
Systems Inc., talk is often of the future.
and how the company can continue to fulfill its vision of radio's future.
The brainchild of Mike Palmer. Arrakis
was founded in 1976 as aconsole manufacturer. In 1984. the furniture division
was launched under the direction of
Roderic Graham. Seven years later, in

1991. Arrakis entered the digital audio
market, and one year later, in 1992.
Digi-Link II was unveiled. Digi-Link II
is the company's multitasking platform,
capable of stereo production mode, manual mode, live- assist mode, satellite
automation mode, and full automation
mode.
It's who you hire
The company•s climb to success and
industry leadership has been achieved
through hard work and a constant effort
to hire the right people. Jon Young, vice
president of world wide sales, believes it
is a key part of the company's success:

"Persons we hire in primary positions
are outstanding in their own field... We
invest in our staff. We get the best and
make sure they are in the right place
within the company."
All of this effort is necessary. Young
said, to help turn Mike Palmer's vision
into "products that are a better business
decision.
"We can turn out aproduct faster and at
a lower cost," Young said. " But it is
never just aproduct. It is always part of

along time."
The new complexity of the intelligence
needed in each product makes standardization all the more crucial, Young said. And
Arrakis responds by putting in the extra
features that might not be needed just yet.
The idea, he said, is to provide stations
with a system they can integrate into an
existing faiclity and use as abuilding block
for the future.
Complex intelligence
That added complexity means the role of
the customer service department is more
crucial as well. Where the manufacture of
consoles and furniture requires some, but

JOIN THE HUNDREDS WHO
HAVE USED DIGILINK TO ACHIEVE

ECONOMIC
RECOVERY
[Z]i 10 hours of stereo digital audio storage for $7,995* complete
[a Satellite, CD, Tape, and Hard Disk Automation
(a Simultaneous Play, Record, & Network transfer
Digital Editor with Waveform Editing for tight production
Crossfade CD's, sources, and hard disk audio
Music Scheduling system built in for basic CD automation
Digital Networking for transfer of audio and schedules
Digilink is the # 1selling digital audio hard disk system in radio today.
You can replace your cart machines for live On Air and have an
automation system for walk away at the same time! Link over 15
workstations & scheduling computers on our digital network and
transfer audio and schedules between
your studios.
For more information, call or write
ARRAKIS,
(303) 224-2248

Uu%
- Llanvn.

Jon Young ( I) and Mike Palmer ( r)
as\ stem with future potential."
And that potential is built into every
product— from the simplest piece of furniture to any one of the company's consoles to the Digi-Link II.
Entry into the world of digital audio
was anatural step for Arrakis. and it did
so employing the same philosophy that
brought it success in furniture and consoles: Building system solutions.
"The challenges of digital audio are far
more complex than anything we've
addressed before. - Young said. " The
operational cost and risk in terms of
implementation—it is not enough to do
one box at atime."
Furthermore, he added: " When it
comes to standards, owners have to be
able to buy products they can rely on for

not much, customer service involvement
after the product has been delivered, the
delivery of a digital audio products to a
customer marks the beginning of the relationship.
Arrakis provides one year of free customer service and will continue to add staff
as the product lines and the demand grow.
Young believes the company is well positioned. with its product line and its internal
structure, to continue its leadership role
and fulfill its vision.
"We anticipate the standards. We lead
them. Our vision for the future is to sustain
our marketshare in our current markets and
grow in areas of the market we have not
historically gone in to without losing sight
of the needs of the people who have been
responsible for our success. -

GEPCO INTERNATIONAL

GUI cp ci
the premier broadcast manufacturer of
consoles, furniture. Digilink and Trak*Star digital audio products.

I

ARRAKIS
Suggested retail price. Complete system

Audio,Video & Broadcast Cables

C 1993 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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GEP,
,

,

2225 W. HUBBARD ST, CHICAGO IL 60612-1613
(312)733-9555 FAX ( 312)733-6416 ( 800)966-0069
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Stern Saboteur Pleads Guilty
by Alan Haber
CLEVELAND The person accused of the sabotage
that resulted in Howard Stern's June 10th on- air ritual
"burial" of his Cleveland competition being temporarily silenced from the airwaves has been rewarded with the possibility of up to a two-year stretch in
prison.
Former WMMS engineer William Alford pleaded
guilty on September 7th to disruption of public service,
one of the three charges levelled against him ( breaking
and entering, and possession of criminal tools were the
other two).
Craig Weintraub, assistant prosecuting attorney for
Cuyahoga County. Ohio, said he amended the breaking
and entering charge to criminal trespass, a misdemeanor, and dismissed the possession of criminal tools
charge. According to Weintraub, Alford faces up to two
years in jail and a fine of up to $5,000 for disrupting
public service, and may also face incarceration for the
misdemeanor charge. Sentencing was scheduled for
September 28.
Alford had originally pled not guilty, a move
Weintraub said was "just alegal formality." Weintraub
noted that he did not expect Alford to change his plea.
"especially in light of the fact that Iwasn't really offering him much. 1wasn't moving off of that third degree
(disruption of public service) felony charge: Weintraub believes Alford changed his plea after
Alford's lawyers took alook at the names on the witness
list, which swelled to 30 as of September 7. They had
talked the situation over with their client, "and ( Alford)
realized he was going to be buried."
Weintraub has a three- page written statement from
Alford, which concerns his activities on June 10th. his
involvement in the crime, and the implication of "others
who might have been involved." The assistant D.A.
says he feels that, based on his investigation "up to this
point." and information he's received from witnesses,
"that there might have been people involved in the management level of WMMS that inspired or used ( Alford)
to go down to the Stern show and disrupt the transmission."
Regardless of who may or may not be at fault, or
whether there is anyone else at fault, Weintraub said that
if he has enough evidence, he will take the case to a
grand jury, and " let them make a decision whether
there's probable cause to go ahead and indict for aconspiracy ( to disrupt) public service."
Weintraub made it a point to say that Alford "sliced
the wires" and didn't "cut them." By slicing the wires.
Weintraub said. Alford -knew that it would be more
difficult to detect the location of where the slice is, so
Stern would be off the air for a longer period of time,
and possibly for the remainder of the day if they
couldn't find it."

WMMS-FM released astatement on September 7 that
stated the station "... is pleased that this matter is now
over." The statement noted that "WMMS condemns

Alford faces up to two years in
jail and a fine of up to $ 5,000 and
may also face incarceration.
such criminal conduct and fully cooperated in the prosecutor's investigation. The station believes that Mr.
Alford acted on his own and is confident that any further
investigation of this matter would reach the same conclusion."
Reacting to Alford's plea. Walter Tiburski, vice president

63 Years Ago
Reprinted from Radio World, October 3, 193 1. Editor's note: The RVV of old,
printed for a time in the 1920s and 1930s and today's RW are unrelated except in name.

$1,000,000 to De Forest Co. ;
Tube Dispute Settled
An agreement has been reached between the independent tube manufacturers.
as the unlicensed ones were called, and the Radio Corporation of America, whereby
all financial differences and suits are satisfactorily settled, and the independents become licensees. Also, all of the patents are pooled, so that the licensees obtain full
protection, a situation not yet obtaining in the set licensing field.
The outstanding financial feature was the agreement by RCA to pay the DeForest
Radio Company $ 1,000,000 forthwith, in consideration of its tube patents.
The agreement brings an end to the suit against RCA for $47,000,000 damages by
independent tube manufacturers who, having obtained an injunction against a restrictive clause in RCA licenses to set manufacturers, claimed damages to their own tube
sales. This restriction was clause 9 that provided all licensed set manufacturers must
equip their sets initially with only RCA tubes.
Before the injunction was granted
RCA abandoned the clause as had business policy.
Out of the tube clause suit grew the attempt to rule the stations of RCA and
subsidiaries, both broadcasting and message- sending, off the air, because of violation
of the Sherman act prohibiting monopoly and restrictions in restraint of trade. The
Radio Law adds the penalty of license forfeiture for such violation as affecting communications.
However, the Federal Radio Commission ruled. 3 to 2, that the tube
clause did not affect monopoly of communications or restraint of trade thereunder.
The terms of the agreement newly reached include the acquisition of licenses
under RCA patents by the active tube companies, including the De Forest company. the
Gold Seal Electric Company, Arcturus, the Republic Radio Tube Company and the
Diamond Radio Tube Company. In the same understanding, RCA and licensed concerns acquire tube- making rights under patents held by the De Forest Company.

02-THE ONES YOU LOVE (EDIT)
RICK ASTLEY -(412)-405/F/10-B

Top Hits U.S.A:
Each and every week hundreds of stations
get their top hits on CD from RPM!
If

you

use

TM

Century

HitDiscs,

Chartbreakers or CDX or if you need ontime record service, take a look at Top Hits
U.S.A.. Call toll- free for a free sample CD!
Only RPM has the patented Ultrasonic-Q system for auto-cue
on any CD player with a $99.00 adapter card!

Compare the

quality and speed of Top Hits U.S.A. to any other hit service.
TM Century end tetD.sc ere tredrneme of TM Centel/ 1,11 Cnennfee.,e,e
le I tredernerk or Broadcast P,oprernm.ng COO, • tredernen. of CO,

50 STATES & CANADA:

800-521-2537

and general manager of WNCX-FM, Stern's Cleveland
station, said "We're pleased that Mr. Alford opted to be
honest to the court, and Irespect him for his honesty and
being forthright." In addition, Tiburski said he wanted to
"end this madness. They have to grow up over there, and
stop these childish war games."
Paul Mako, acting engineer in charge at the FCC's
Detroit office, said that the
Commission still has the
Stern incident under investigation.
Howard Stern was not
available for comment.
although he spoke about
Alford's plea at length on
the air on September 8. As
he played a report from a
Cleveland television station concerning the incident.
Stern said he believed his competition's management
knew about the wire cutting incident. He wondered why
his competition was concentrating on him. "Concentrate
on your own dopey programming that's losing ratings,"
Stern said.

95
si

FORMAT -

CUTS

AC:

02 - 04

CHR:

10 - 17

03-WITHOUT YOU - MARIAH CAREY -(325)-318/F/8 -AP
04-THE LADY IS A TRAMP
FRANK SINATRA W/ LUTHER VANDROSS -(322)-320/C/7
10-I'M IN THE MOOD (East 87th Mix) - CECE PENISTON 4400)-353/F/1 -A
11-A DEEPER LOVE (C&C Hot Mix) - ARETHA FRANKLIN -(441)-439/C/0 -A
12-ROCK & ROLL DREAMS COME TRUE (Radio) -MEATLOAF-(359)352/F1413-(LAY YOUR HEAD ON MY) PILLOW - TONY TONI TONE -(435)-428/F/23-A
14-MR JONES - COUNTING CROWS -(429)-427/C/5 -B
15-DESIRE (EP VERSION) - EN VOGUE -(351)-344/F/2 - N

TOP HITS U.S.A.

COUNTRY:20 - 25

ULTRASONIC- Q

Weekly Service
Includes recurrents
VIA First Class Marl

per week
95

RADIO
DISC
FOR

Monthly Service
Includes recurrents
VIA UPS/First Class Mail

per month

RROADC AST

th

COMPACT

DIG TAL AUDIO

Top Hits LISA & Ultrasonic-O are trademarks of Radio Programming and
Management, Inc , Orchard Lake, MI The Ultrasonic-O system is Patented
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MANAGEAIENT, INC

Since 1970
4198 Orchard Lake Road
Orchard Lake, MI 48323
800-521-2537 MI: 810-681-2660

16-RAINBOW MAN - GIOVANNI SALMI -(410)-403/F/40-B
17-DIRTY DAWG NKOTB F/ NICE AND SMOOTH -(412)-405/F/7 -B
20-WHERE WAS I RICKY VAN SHELTON 4306)-259/F/14-N
21-TRYIN TO GET OVER YOU VINCE GILL -(343)-341/C/17-B
22-LIFE *9 MARTINA MC BRIDE -(359)-352/F/15-B
23-(VVho Says) YOU CANT HAVE IT ALL - ALAN JACKSON -(324)-321/C/8 -A
24IDA RED - ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
With/Jody Nix-Huey Lewis-Willie Nelson-Ran Benson
(302)-303/C/17-A
25- ALREADY GONE - TANYA TUCKER -(415)-408/5/14-A
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Selection of aMoniker
Dear Luci,
I'm somewhat alarmed that Ilost track
of ajock Iused to listen to in the mid70s.
Perhaps someone who knows him is reading this right now. If so, please have Dr.
Jay Michaels get in touch with me via this
newspaper.
Get ready, Luci... here comes three
thousand pieces of mail from Ws calling
themselves "Dr. Jay Michaels." Many talented— and some not so talented — air
personalities have used this name at one
time or another during the period Imentioned. Some still do.
Air names... ah, what aperfectly amusing
part of the broadcast entertainment industry.
Stop and reflect for amoment on the teeming thousands who have performed as Jay
Michaels, Joe Mama, Mary Ellis. Johnny
Daniels. Scott Taylor or any number of
plain vanilla handles to hang avoice on. Or
the guys with atitle, such as "The Real...,"
"The Other..." and "Just Plain...."
Where do air names come from? Station
history, for one: owners of smaller stations who hire their new " Dave Watson"
to replace the one just fired... new guy,
old name.
Station formatics dictate air names too.
Country stations have Billy Joe -Bob
Travis McCormack, while Churban FMs
are hosted by DJ MC Kool Bloo Icepop.
Strangely, the jock's actual name ( regard-

less of format) will be about as exotic as
Bob Reilly... Bobby, if he hosts asports
talk show or weekend racing update.
Stations with a slant for fun give their
personalities novelty names... Tom
Zarecki at RCS was fond of staffing stations with Swampwater Pete, Lily Padd,
Willie B. Wright. Arthur Mometer and
others.
There's the guy who drops his last name
and uses only his first and middle names.
The shy type who adopts amacho "secret
identity" name and becomes the dynamic
persona he wouldn't dare to behind his
real name. The female sidekick who management sticks with a single-word name
resembling an exotic dancer's.
Then the hand of fate spontaneously
invents an identity: The Greaseman's
future was cast permanently when he
quipped " I'm cookin' with hot grease
tonite" during ashift. A woman who simply wandered in off the street into astudio
referred to Bruce Morrow as "cousin,"
starting along and legendary career.
Fate stuck me with an alternative identity during my college radio days when my
normally illegible signature got me on
WHPC-FM Garden City, N.Y.'s lineup as
"Stan Paterson." Iused it all of nine
months.
Relatability is all but guaranteed with a
name that comes close to a celebrity's.

TRENCHE
by Alan Peterson

Anyone notice asmall spike of " Kevins"
three years ago? Thank Kevin Costner for
that one. My old stomp, 98Q in
Connecticut, chewed on the name Kevin
Michaels for afew days before bestowing
it upon our new PM drive guy.
Somewhere there has to be mass lists of
data ( at a healthy price) showing jock
names that "test well in extensive research
for your particular market." Lemme save
these stations afew bucks. Luci: spend the
big cash on a new sofa for the jock
lounge and drop fifteen dollars on aroad
atlas. Name your jocks after area roads.
No kidding.
Some may sound like fanciful movie
star names, but all become instantly
familiar to listeners. Syracuse. N.Y..
could have James Drumlin, Addison
Poole or Vann Euclid. Here in Central
Pennsylvania we could conceivably have
an Emily Drexler, Ross Simpson
(whoops, that's taken) or aLuther Geary.
Apply some artistic license to alandmark:
Richmond, Va.'s Midlothian Turnpike
could be the springboard for Matt
Lothian, traffic reporter. Best of all, the
cost of research could be squat, because

the remote van already has an atlas!
When awinning name is lucked into, do
what Bubba The Love Sponge did: protect it. Copyright it, servicemark it, trademark it, do whatever can be done to see to
it that name only goes around once.
Nothing is more aggravating than watching someone else hit the heights with the
name you cooked up.
My guess is, good old Dr. Jay Michaels
(anyone of them) is out of the business by
now. But perhaps he's still performing as
Cameron J. Alexander. Or Tommy Parks.
Or MC Phat Mo Stooge. Or Garth Doyle
Parton McAllister.
That's what's unique about radio performance—when the act goes flat, you can
just invent anew one with anew name.
Til next month Al
ODD

Al Peterson is production director for
WTCY(AM)-WNNK(FM) Harrisburg, Pa.
To avoid a market conflict, he was
WHYN(AM) Springfield, Mass.'s " Pete
Thompson" in 1986. Reach him at 717238-1041.

5 out of 5 cassettes
prefer the TASCAM 122
ion headaches.
Temperature. Humidity. Stress. Just another day in the life of today's cassette tapes. And one more
reason to choose the industry standard: the 122 MK III stereo cassette recorder from TASCAM.
The 122 MK III is uniquely designed with an advanced servo control system that assures back
TASCAM
tension remains the same throughout the entire reel and is unaffected by other elements such
12,2 as temperature
or humidity.
MIKIII
So even on
the worst of days, you'll
always find relief with the
TASCAM 122 MK III.
Truly, the three head
MK III is aworkhorse. With
its Cobalt Amorphous heads
and rugged construction, it's built to withstand relentless play and extreme conditions while
The fullfeatured
industry standard
delivering the industry's finest cassette perfor122 MK III is the finest
and most durable
mance day after day. Choose the 122 MK III.
three head deck you
It not only cures tension headaches, but
can buy for today's
production studio.
Take advantage of our experience.
may eliminate your heartburn, as well.

TASCAM

©1993 TEAC America, Inc. 7733 .1Clegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640 213/726-0303.
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EVEN THE BEST CAN
BE MADE BETTER
Introducing the new

TELESCOPING MAST

MINI- MIX 12A

tor last and easy deployment
of lightweight antennas
•Manually deployed with
quick lock/release collars in
one minute or less
•25' extended height /
6' retracted
•20 lb. top load capacity
•Rigid azimuth locking
•Over 50 mph wind speed
capacity
•Free standing
•Universal vehicle mounting
stand included
•Portable - 20 lb.
•High strength anodized
aluminum construction
•Ideal for lightweight antennas

THE COMPACT MIXER WITH A
COMPACT PRICE FROM THE
QUALITY LEADER

ç

ç •
" • **
o • * 4

• *

*****
**

$3499

12 Channels
25 Stereo Inputs

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 23 Years

• CUSTOM ANTENNA PHASING SYSTEMS
• ANTENNA CONTROL SYSTEMS
• AM/MF ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
• DIPLEXERS & MULTIPLEXERS
• TRANSMITTER COMBINERS
• DUMMYLOADS (WITH MATCHING NETWORK)
• ASSOCIATED RF COMPONENTS
• CALL OR FAX FOR MORE INFORMATION

mováGRAM
IC»

lne CI, R. A_ "X'

1500 Capital Avenue
Plano Texas 75074-8118

PHASETEKINC,
550 CALIFORNIA RD. UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951

ICON

( 214) 424-8585
1-800-327-6901

FAX ( 214) 423-6334

P0. Box 900
(Wyllie. Ohio 44667-0900
WILL BURT Phone 216-682-7015

READER SERVICE NO. 156

READER SERVICE NO. 132

PHONE: 215-536-6648
FAX: 215-536-7180
READER SERVICE NO. 89

Unique!
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AXS Ax'-sess)... Jocks Love It!
AXS is an entirely new approach to digital audio
controllers. It starts with superb audio using the premium quality aptXTM system. AXS is easy to learn,
easy to use, and powerful beyond words.
AXS is a modular design that begins as a simple cart
replacement and grows to any combination of CD,
hard disk, satellite or specialty programming with
ease.
AXS has all the sophisticated feature options including device independent multi-channel background
audio record and replay. Macro programming
makes tough to run event sequences easy. Software
drives a powerful programmable real time IOMAP.

Tipple's
Wendy.
Bud lipid DI. 1259
Pr sdeeedisl Rod Cease'.

1:09
0,30
030
1:00

%Iation
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0011.,

Shively FM Antennas offer standard features often unique in the industry:
Our unique fine- matching transformer,
included as standard equipment on Shively

MC

commercial antennas, can correct VSWR

0 111

S109ers

mismatches of up to 1.5:1 to compensate
for tower effects. Unlike most others, it is

LLILL-1

tunable both under power and pressure, so

LJLJ

it requires no disassembly of the system,
and no adjusting of taped slugs for tuning.

AXS

Jocks love AXS: A fast 99 page, 28 button Jock FIX
panel that can be time linked and remote wired is
standard.

This means a better match, with less
rigging time and costs. Watch future
issues of Rodio World for other unique

The Management

Use a software driven four-channel stereo audio
switcher with on-screen control or the powerful
eight-channel dual-buss routing switcher. or include
both if you wish. AXS is controlled through a trackball,
touchscreen, keyboard, buttonbox, telco or remote
modem.

P.O. Box 1-36457 Fort Worth, TX 76136

AXS Systems-.

1700+ Stations • Our 14th Year

From Só(10(). (Y) ((Sing

Shively features.

Shivelv Labs

800-334-7823 • 817-625-9761
FAX 817-624-9741

A Division of Howell

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009

SEE US AT BOOTH # 1928

IS() CollIplifrl'S ( Ohl 11(0'd disks.

207-647-3327 FAX 207-647-8273

READER SERVICE NO. 45

TEXAS I
NTERNATIONAL MAGNETICS

Laboratories, Inc.

READER SERVICE NO. 213

The Audio WorldTM Interface from BENCHMARK

1:oal Total Recording Media Source

161 IHerring Avenue • Waco. TX 76708

(800) 285-2856

.4444.

FAX: 1817)756-0082

•

Professional Tape Delivered To Your Door

AMPEX

456 Grandmaster "'"

As low as.
As

1" $ 52.68
1/4" $ 6.49

AMPEX

499 Grandmaster

As loss as.
As low as

1 $ 57.80
1/4 $ 7.50

TDK

AMPEX

$6.91

TDK

$7.65

each

each

DAT ( DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE)

A. low

R- I6 $4.49

AMPEX

DAT (DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE)

As I.)11 as...

R- I5 $4.23

BASF Chrome Plus
As I

C- I0

24e

•

•
Power

TIM. Also Offers Your
per reel
per reel

489 ( AI)AT TAPE)

A. I'm as...

Input Loomis

Lark

Right

Lin.

Output Lauds

•

•
FIss

Loft

Glewn • Semi %le
Rod • %it 0/1.

Right

per reel
per reel

S- VHS CM-30 ( ADAT TAPE)

As low as...

The Audio World'" Interface

each

each

CASSETTES
each

Studio/Clientele:
•Audio • Video Duplication
• Real 'Time/High Speed
Duplication
• Full Color Caseliners
• Graphic Design & Printing
•CD Replication
• Recordable CD Blanks
• CD "one-ofr Recordings
• 3M 996 Mastering Tape
• BASF 911 Mastering Tape
•Computer Diskettes
Call For Additional Items.

"Since 1968"

READER SERVICE NO. 1

eAudio World

Interface is atwo-way recorder interface that is switch-

able to aline amp or amono mix amp.

Senonnurk OW as aLabe Amp

The balanced inputs and electronic transformer outputs both have front
panel recessed gain controls. The rack mountable chassis includes LEDs to

2110.10

à09A9210eg,

Pi 0CC.

28 fHI 0

0050

00

0010
500

indicate signal presence. the onset of peak overload, switch position, and power
presence.
Use it to mate R-DAT and analog recorders. to generate Mono from Stereo, or as abalanced line amplifier to compensate ter level mismatche

0OM

100

With its supt2rlative pertimnance and very. very low price, you'll find numemos applications for this versatile device.

'50

00002
20,

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
Phone 800-262-4675, FAX 315-437-8119
READER SERVICE NO. 158

opeoetictioe

N

ow's the time to get your hands on SoundLink —the first Random Access
Digital Audio Multi-Track system with all the critial functions you need at a
price you can live with.
An all- in- one system, SoundLink provides hard disk recording, mixing,
non-destructive editing, signal processing and MIDI recording in one comprehensive
and afforable package.
If you want awhole new feeling about digital audio production, please call
Korg Professional Audio at 800-645-3188 Ext: 280.
In NY, call 516-333-9100.

SoundLink
KORG

Professional Audio

©1993 Korg USA.
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Equipment and Applications for Radio Production and Recording

Jingle Studio Undergoes Renovation
The following is the first in a two-part
series on renovating a radio spot/jingle
production facility.
by Ken R.
TOLEDO It was getting serious. Our
jingle and production facility had become
so l
-usy that we had long outgrown our

space to work with, about 23- feet by 14feet.
Ilearned many years ago that Ihave
limitations, so my next step was to contact a consulting engineer/studio designer. This is the same capable fellow who
designed our current facility, which
worked very well for many years. He
asked me questions which really made

was a bigger board, so we decided on a
Tascam 32-channel M-3700 automated
console. The reasons included price, flexibility, and ability to read and generate
SMPTE code for audio sweetening. We
also wanted to install an easy-to- use digital audio workstation. Eventually, I
decided on aSADIE system.
Ergonimcally planned
In our ergonomic planning, it was
decided that by putting a client desk
behind the operator's position at the
board, a number of requirements could
be met. It would get the clients out of my
face, they could still hear whatever is
being mixed through our near- field monitors (and they'd have aplace to hang out
and eat their pizzas and talk on the phone
without bothering me).
This design has an added bonus of using
the client's desk ( the side behind my
position at the controls) as an extra rack
space for things like power amplifiers
that Idon't need to see very often.
The shape of the room and the position
of the large plateglass windows dictated
that most of the other equipment remain
on my left as Iface forward, with all the
remote controls for the tape recorders at
my left hand. Meters for the 16- track
would be close at hand on my left, and the
new 32-channel meter bridge for the new
board which to go right in front of me
under aformica shelf for the monitors.

Ken R. ( far right) and company in their new studio
mixer. The patch bays were stuffed to the
gilts, outboard equipment was jammed
everywhere and visiting clients were
crammed into the corners. But the final
straw was the morning Icouldn't find an
open space on the countertop for my
donut. Clearly we had to make achange,
which was planned for the summer of
1993.
Istarted with the givens. Our whole
office/studio suite, located at 1806
Madison Avenue, is about 2000 square
feet, and certain walls could not be
moved. Imade a list of equipment we
currently owned, and what we were likely so own in the near future.
Then Idiscussed my situation with my
landlord, who has been most accommodating over the 10 years we have occupied the building. He offered to contribute about $ 1700 in construction costs
for each year of our new lease. Iwas
willing to commit to five more years, so
we started with an office renovation budget of about $8500. which isn't much. I
determined that if Icould " trade out"
floor covering by producing jingles for
local merchants, Icould get about another $3500 to work with. Hey, you have to
be resourceful!
Idrew up arough floor plan of the suite
on paper, enlarging my control room by
about 50 percent. This took space away
from our beautiful lobby, but trade-offs
were inevitable. Now Ihad a nice sized

me focus on my needs.
Some of the questions Ihadn't previously considered included: Which pieces
of equipment do Iactually need to see in
front of me when I'm sitting at the console, and which could be put in a rack
behind me'? How much space do Ineed
for MIDI musicians? ( Because recording
has moved largely from the studio to the
control room over the last 5 years. we
produce lots of projects right in the control room). Where do Iwant my clients to
sit? How do Iactually produce? Which
movements are the most awkward with
my current setup? Would a remote controller keep me from sliding from side to
side so darn much?
My designer also asked me about power
requirements. How many quad boxes,
and where should they be? In away, the
hardest part of designing anew studio is
focusing on what you really need
today...and tomorrow.
Equipment
Our pre-renovation/upgrade set-up
included aTascam 16-track, two Otan 2track machines, four DAT recorders and
a 16 x 4 Ramsa mixing console. Our
monitors included JBL 4411's and the
more- utilized Tannoy PBM 6.5's. I
won't bore you with a threepage list of
processors, mics and other toys in the
studio.
In the upgrade, our biggest requirement

Phone options
At Ken R. Inc.. many of our clients
never visit us in person so aphone patch

ONE

system was planned to allow me to patch
test mixes down the line. This set-up can
also play audio through the phone when
the receiver is hung up, allowing me to
hear what ajingle will sound like through
asmall radio- like speaker.
Okay, we assessed our needs for our
new control room, designed the basic
layout and budgeted for the work. It was
then time to begin construction.
Ours was atotal renovation, including
moving most of the walls of our suite,
expanding the control room to twice its
size, putting in all new parquet floor
and carpeting and replacing our 16 channel hoard with a 32 channel automated one. A schedule was prepared,
and Imust say, our workmen adhered to
it very well. The whole process took
about 10 working days, late June into
early July 1993, from demolition of
existing walls to repainting and finishing touches. While almost everything
went according to plan, there were a
few surprises.
For example, we never thought it would
cost $600 to completely rewire our phone
system. Apparently those guys charge
$70 an hour, and our needs required more
than eight hours. ( We put a client desk
with its own phone station behind the
operator position in the control room, for
example.) Here's a tip: it's much easier
to rewire for phones before the dr) wall is
finished. Our plans called for attractive
brown cork for the control room walls...
but have you priced that stuff lately?
Wow! And by the way, measure your
square footage carefully because you'll
feel really dumb returning to the home
supply store for two or three more panels
of the stuff.
continued on page 27
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Walkaway Specialist:

Innovative Solutions

EBS Compltance Tools
Remote Transmitter
Control & Monitoring
Dial- up Remote Broadcast
•Program Automation
Accessories & Studio Aids

t
--

(615) 228-3500
FAX 227-2367

FAX
ON-DEMAND

1020 Maxwell Aveque, Nashville, TN\ 72

(615) 227-2393
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SHORT TAKE

Alpha- Core's Flat Cable
by Rich Rarey

inch-wide cable. The company
claims that many artifacts that
afflict other cables (distortion,
WASHINGTON Alpha-Core
skin effect, etc.,) are eliminated
Inc. has introduced anovel line
or greatly reduced with this
of high-end speaker cable that
cable, and that high frequency
looks less like wire and more
resolution is maintained—even
like thin electric bus bars. Based
in very long runs
on the design of 01 Goertz, it's
Where high- end users will
composed of two slender- width
want the cable for its small elecbands of oxygen- free copper,
trical profile (0.0022 ohms/ft.,
laminated together to make an
almost flat ( 0.05- inch), 0.8 - 0.600nF/ft., 10nH/ft.), others

($88.70/ft.), with other models
in between. The cables are supplied, at an extra charge, with
whatever connectors the user
needs ( gold- coated spades,
banana plugs, pins).

we compared a 10meter length
of Alpha- Core MI 2 cable
against an equal length of 16gage Belden 8471 cable in a
very subjective listening test.
We sampled one of my favorite

will like the cable's small physical profile, suitable
for
concealing
The company claims that many
behind walls, under
carpets or even
artifacts that afflict other cables
under automotive
upholstery. The
(distortion, skin effect, etc.)
Alpha-Core prodare eliminated.
uct line ranges
from " modest
CDs, Aja by Steely Dan. While
In National Public Radio's
home use" MI 1 ($4.95/ft.) to
skeptical about claims of audi"industrial-strength" MI AG 2 main listening/recording studio,
ble improvements of esoteric
cables, three NPR engineers
(including myself) concluded
that there was a slight audible
improvement in the clarity of
higher frequencies—even at
short cable lengths.
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ADAT is aregistered trademark of Aleiis Corp.

Vermont Public Radio
Sam Sanders, ahappy Foundation 2000

OUNIATIGN 20001.5

user since January, estimates that he has cut

Designed specifically for broadcast production, this random

his production time in half

access recorder/editor features the speed, the ease of use, and

Our unique Edit Controller looks and feels just like the

uncompromising audio quality of Foundation 2000—for less

recorders you work with every day —no keyboards, front-

than $ 15,000! It's the same dedicated user interface with

end computers or mice to slow you down. The built-in

touch screen display, real time operation, event based editing,

touch screen shows you awave form picture of your sound

wave form display, and expandability to afull Foundation

for instant visual reference. There's even an ASRC option

2000 at any time— the only workstation of its kind to offer

so that you can convert one sample rate to another.

this important feature. Test drive the high performance
Foundation 2000LS in your studio. Call 1-800-7-FOSTEX
or 212-529-2069 today to schedule ademo.

Audio Mixers, New York
Fred Venitsky (pictured) andJimmy Regan have
the distinction ofowning and operating the
most used Foundation 2000 on the planet.
Foundation 2000 is fast and easy to use. Audio scrubbing is
so clean, you'll swear you're rocking reels. Edits are seamless.
Fades are smooth and glitch-free. Plus, you can specify the
"Light Pipe" for direct interface with the popular ADAT and RD-8- digital recorders.

Circle ( 100) On Reader Service Card

Fostex

Goertz MI speaker cable
(Radio World Managing Editor
John Gatski, in a separate but
equally subjective and unscientific test in his home studio, also
reported small, but audible
improvements in midrange and
treble clarity as well as bass
resolution when using the
Alpha-Core versus zip cord.)
One warning about this kind of
cable: While it's easy to connect
the cable to Alpha-Core's slotted
terminals, repeated vigorous
flexing can break the conductors.
However, for cables that are connected and left in place, this
stress should not be aproblem.
For more information, contact
Alpha- Core Inc. at 203-3356805; or circle Reader Service
194.
DOD

Rich Rare)' is technical director for National Public Radio's
"All Things Considered" and a
contributing writer to RW.

THE C
ART MACHINE
GOES D
IGITAL!
INTRODUCING
THE M IN MD C
ART.
As the company that first employed digital
technology to record music, its not surprising
thait Denon has become the broadcast standa -d
for on-air CD playback with its CD Cart Players.
Now, Denon is about to repeat its ground- breaking
tradition with the introduction of Denon ND Cart
Recorders and Players.
Based upon digitally recorded. removeable
-tineele%lalleletwe

'
lb re

ND technology, Denon has created the DN-990R
MD Cart Recorder and DN-980F ND Cart Player..
and in the process has effectively replaced the 25
year- old NAB Cart.
Erase and re-record for commercial/spot
production and playback using widely available
blank MDs. Record and re-record with CD- Ike
sound quality, durability and reliability.
Audition Denon ND Cart machines toda.
Ard remember. whenever digital broadcast equi3ment is made better. it will be made by Denon.
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Déend ElectroniG Division of Deran Corporation ( USA 222 New Road. Parsippany.1NJ 07054 (201)575-7810
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Simultaneous Multi-Edits from MIT
by Frank Beacham
NEW YORK For those who work with
audio tape. the very act of locating a
sound bite or other segment from among
hours of recorded material can be aslow,
tedious process. Now comes news from
MIT's Media Lab of AudioStreamer, a
new technology that allows one to monitor—and comprehend—three simultaneous audio sources at once.
Developed by MIT student Atty Mullins
as his master's thesis, along with Chris
Schmandt, director of the Media Lab's
speech research group, AudioStreamer is
supported by the lab's News of the Future
Consortium and may eventually have an
impact on how we edit and consume news
and other spoken word programming.
In using the AudioStreamer system. the
listener wears headphones, over which
three simultaneous newscasts are presented. The newscasts appear to come from
distinct locations in the three-dimensional space of the listener. The listener interacts with AudioStreamer via a special
chair equipped with proximity sensors
that can detect the listener's movements
by measuring the body's influence on an
electric field. By tilting one's head in the
direction of a sound source, the listener
brings one of the newscasts into focus by
increasing its volume. This amplification
slowly decays with time; if the listener
reasserts interest, the audio stream gets
louder again.
Listener interaction
The interplay between the listener's
selections and the computer's suggestions produces a continual shift of
emphasis among the three channels and
makes it easy for the listener to shift
attention from one item to another.
AudioStreamer's computer can also use
its knowledge of how a story is structured to alert the listener to new stories
on the other two channels by briefly turning up the volume when the speaker
changes or when anew story begins.
The basis for AudioSteamer's technology is the "cocktail party effect"—the
phenomenon that occurs in agroup when
in the midst of concentrating on one conversation we overhear someone mention
our name in a different conversation.
Among the things that helps us separate
these various conversations, Schmandt
said, is that people with different voices
sound different from each other and that
each conversation has adistinct spacial
location.
"You can perform this task when conversations happen in different places in
space," he explained. "Now we are talking about synthesizing the locations and
we're using some hardware that actually
computes what the sound should sound
like in each ear. It's basically doing some
filtering.., doing some transformations to
make the sound come from different
points in space."
Now, as some readers are no doubt
wondering, why would anyone want to
listen to three audio programs at once?
"I admit that at least athird of the people
that listen to this just don't get it. They
say ' this is horrible. Why would Iwant
to listen to this?" Schmandt admitted. "I
have anumber of answers."
"First, this is not for recreational listening," he said. "This is listening where

you are searching for information that
somehow is coming in multiple audio
files. Let's say Ihave twenty voice mail
messages and I'm trying to quickly locate
the one who wanted to talk with me
about AudioSteamer. Well, Icould get
through those messages three times faster
by running them simultaneously."
Many uses
Schmandt said AudioStreamer struck a
chord with acontrol room operator at a
radio network handling multiple audio
feeds from satellites. " Ican listen to all
these channels at once," the operator said.

Schmandt said the technology might
also have newsroom applications where
editors or librarians are searching for
sound bites from audio archives.
Major credit in the development of
AudioStreamer also goes to Neil
Gershenfield of the Media Lab's
Information and Entertainment Physics
and Media Group. Gershenfield developed the proximity sensors used in
AudioStreamer's chair. These sensors
may have their other applications for
news in the future.
Recently Gershenfeld demonstrated that
sensors placed under atabletop can create

23

an information space above: a sweep of
the hand turns the pages of an electronic
broadsheet forward or back. Raising or
lowering the hand changes the section
from the front page to. say, business or
sports. The idea here is to replace the keyboard and mouse and improve the way
humans interact with computers.
At this stage. AudioStreamer is not a
product. but acontinuing research project. "We think it's promising in terms of
its potential," Schmandt said. " For us it's
part of exploring how to listen more
effectively."
ODD

Frank Beacham is a writer, director,
producer and consultant. His address is
163 Amsterdam Ave. #36I, New York,
NY 10023. E-Mail:heacham@ radio
mail.net.

SEND YOUR AUDIO
ACROSS THE STREET OR
M OUND THE WORLDTM
When you think digital audio, think California
Digital. We provide satellite/digital technology
to make all these options available at low cast

ISyndicate your top personality or format
IAdd affiliates - gain revenue sources

California Digital
offers expertise in:

IShare programming, talent and costs
IOff-site announcer feeds
ICreate events with remotes

IDigital Satellite Networks - Cor Ku

ICD-quality live coverage of news,

IRegional, National, International Nets

sports, and concerts

IRemote Broadcasts
IRugged Fly-away Systems
ICustom Ku Power Control Software
ISystem Design & Engineering
IFCC Licensing; Installation and Training
IEquipment sales, leasing and financing
ISwitch 56 & ISDN program distribution
REVOLUTIONARY NETWORK
DELIVERY SYSTEM

See the daXTM
World Media Expo Booth 2838

CALL:

CALIFORNIA
DIGITAL AUDIO

. ,

MUSICAM

TM

West Coast Office (805) 523-2310

Fax (805) 523-0480

Midwest Office (612) 631-5064

Fax (612) 631-5010

•
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MAKE MONEY BY CREATING A
MUSIC PROGRAMMING NETWORK!
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PRO DUCT GUIDE
Companies with new product announcements for Studio Sessions Product Guide should send them to
Radio World, c/o Studio Sessions Editor, 5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd floor, Falls Church, Va. 22041
Crystal Semiconductor
20-bit A/D Converter
Crystal Semiconductor has
introduced the CS5390 high
performance stereo A/D converter. The 20- hit delta- sigma
chip is said to have specifications of 110 dB dynamic range
and can support sampling rates
of 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz and 48
kHz. The power dissipation
specification is 550 mW.
Recommended applications
include digital audio workstations and digital mixers.
For more information, contact
Crystal Semiconductor at 512-442-7555: or circle Reader Service 6.

dbx 160A
Compressor/Limiter
The din\ I
60A is the latest generation of
the legendary dbx 160 compressor family.
The 160A is said to of
an improved
signal path and stronger chassis design.
Features include switch selectable

OverEasy. hard knee compression modes
and wide- range threshold, ratio and output controls, and Infinity+ inverse compression mode to decrease the audio output below unity gain.
For more information. contact Jesse
Walsh at 616-695-5948: or circle Reader
Service 200.
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RADAR
Digital Recorder
OTARI has announced it is now marketing the RADAR multitrack hard disk digital
recorder, produced by Creation Technologies in Canada.
The hard-disk based recorder is available in eight-. 16-, and 24- track configuration.
Each unit connes with 1.2 GB drive ( 22 minutes of stereo audio). The optional remote
features shuttle/jog wheel, number and QWERTY keyboard, track keys for arming
and soloing and dedicated function keys.
RADAR is intended for radio, recording. project and post production facilities,
according to Otani.
For more information. contact Otani at 415-341-5900; or circle Reader Service 3.

Windtech
Shotgun
Windscreens

III

Olsen Audio's Windtech now
offers a complete line of shotgun
microphone windscreens using its
proprietary SonicFoam.
The microphones are available in
three sizes. SG- 1 ( 8.4 inches). SG2 ( 12.5 inches) and SG- 3 ( 21 inches). Each model is washable and
durable to prevent shape deformation.
For more information, contact
Olsen Audio Group at 602-9987140; or circle Reader Service
177.

continued on page 30

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00
For a5-CD set with a30day
money-hack guarantee.
Take an extra $ 10 ofj: if -( nt

m this ad!

Send $ 79 to Cihostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For credit curd orders call

(612) 522-6256
Drive time is your busiest time, so make sure your spots,
liners and music are on the cart more stations count on.
cutcliorp
P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester,VA 22601
BROADCAST

CARTRIDGES

Tel: (800) 522-CART or (703) 667-8125
e Fax: (703) 667-6379
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READER SERVICE 1187
ATTENTION

BUY-OUT MUSIC — $99
,sty 60-secord musc beds for .. $99
198 :50 & :60 cm J5iC beds for . .$198
2200 Harma-5,
a-bera (C)
Sound Effects for
$495
110 Lasers & Sweepers for
$99

For FREE DETAILS on
production music, sound
effects, call

Ghostwriters (612) 522-6256
READER SERVICE 187
PROVIDERS!

Promote your services to Radio World's 22,000+ readers. Reach
Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message. For information on affordable
advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045.
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Do Not Take Your Copywriting for Granted
by Ty Ford
BALTIMORE I've been talking with a
number of radio stations about writing
copy and producing spots for some of
their clients, and about doing voicers for
the stations themselves. It's ironic. Even
though TV ad dollars are being redirected
to radio because of advertising budget cutbacks, cutbacks in radio operations have
made taking advantage of this turn of
events very difficult.
This should be aglorious period in which
radio reaps big rewards for being economical and quick. However, timing is everything, and at this point in history alot of
radio stations are not particularly wellpositioned to respond. Blame it on Rule
80-90 and the invasion of broadcasting
industry investors back in the ' 80s. Blame
it on the fact that the aging Baby Boom
generation has become distracted by
things other than listening to the radio 18
hours aday, like having alife.
The wake up call Iwant to make is to the
people at the radio stations who are
responsible for writing, performing and
producing spots and promos. For example,
a service Isubscribe to regularly sends
spots produced by radio stations across the
country. I'm sorry, but alot of the spots
don't work. As acreative production-type
person.

here do your clients adisservice, and they
also negatively impact the listeners' feeling about the radio station.
Ihave great sympathy for the person who
must come up with yet another new idea
to sell the local bar, car dealer, hardware
store, clothing store or soft drink. The
truth is that in trying to come up with
another amazing idea, you may be reaching too far, especially if your reach
exceeds the performance capabilities of
your airstaff.

during recording sessions. Be careful.
Your first attempts at directing may not be
appreciated. Try talking about how you
envision the spot sounding and how you
hear the characters.

your problem. Believe it or not, I've had
ad agency people who can't reproduce
what they hear in their heads. For them I
try to get around the issue by asking what
words they want me to hit. Most of the
time this works. The talent can have a
similar problem. After hearing your
"read" of aline, he or she will say, "okay,
Igot it," but the read may not be what you
asked for, and they may never get it.
This is one of those strange mysteries of
human communication. There's probably
a30-page dissertation about the phenomenon somewhere, but the bottom line is,
they either get it or they don't. If they
don't, be prepared to move on.

Prepare for discussion
Be prepared for some discussion and be
prepared to let the concept evolve, as long
as it's as good or better than the original
idea. Be prepared to explain why a suggested concept doesn't meet the client's
goals. Giving good direction is an art within itself.
There used to be more
Some people find that
using the amount of
people on the air who knew energy
level, speed of
read,
amount
of smile,
In conclusion
how to do production.
sincerity or other applicI'm bringing these ideas up because the
able emotion works. You
fewer tune-outs your station suffers, the
Iknow what you are saying: you don't
can also simply tell the talent what words
longer the TSLs, and the more your airhave enough time to write prize-winning
you want hit hardest. Another method is to
time is worth. The way Isee it, it's a
copy every time, and there are clients who
give the name of another talent the person
win/win situation. The stronger radio
wouldn't let you if you DID have the time.
you're directing might know. If atalent is
becomes, the more work there will be for
A lot of the copy Ihear sounds like it came
not giving you the "read" you hear in your
advertising agencies and production serfrom some " punch- in- the name- andhead, read the line for them. If they've got
vices like me.
address-and-phone-number" data base. It's
agood ear, you'll get what you want. Even
DOD
adangerous thought, but you need to take
if they don't, be open enough to consider
Ty Ford has been trying to convince the
more control.
alternatives that will work as well or better.
NAB to have production seminars at the
(Caution: Type A personality people are
NAB Spring Convention so that producat high risk of losing their jobs unless they
Know what they want
tion people can attend and see the latest
have been socialized properly. Under no
If you can't read the line the way you
equipment and techniques. Call him with
circumstances consider the following sughear it in your own head, or you read it
your ideas at 410-889-6201 or e-mail him
gestions unless you have been certified as
differently each time ( this happens), it's
at MCI, 347-6635.
Not easy
Type A: In full remission or Type A:
I've done your job, I'm still doing it. I Socialized.)
know it's not easy. Iknow that most of
•Suggestion 1: Start taking more control of
cp
Marantz has put recordable
your time is spent writing " Price and
the copywriting. Taking control, of course,
Product" copy for direct clients who think
means taking more responsibility. It means
CD technology and blank
they are advertising wizards. Ialso know
talking directly with the client. More specifclients usually want to squeeze too many
ically, It means learning how to prompt the
CDs within reach of your
words into apiece of copy. Ialso know
client so that he tells you as much as he can.
that LMA and Duopoly situations have
The most important information is that
in budget. End the confusion and
really increased your work load, usually
which makes the client's product or service
with little or no extra pay.
differ from the competition's. It also may be
clutter of endless carts, cassettes and the occasional
Having said that, let's get back to the
the most difficult, because the client may
problems: content and delivery. Ihear
not know, or because the difference may not
record by transfer to CD. Gain the advantage of rapid
more and more people on the air who may
be of interest to the listener.
do an "okay" air show, but who lack the
Remember to listen
random access and unparalled digital audio performance
ability to perform commercial copy. When
they try, the result is perfunctory at best.
Ican not overemphasize the importance
This isn't something new, but what I'm
of listening first. If you blow into the
for everything you put on the air.
hearing makes me believe that there used
meeting with your latest "great idea" withto be more people on the air who knew
out listening first, you might discover too
how to do production.
late that the client has already tried that
Today most music goes on air from CD; why not
The performance of commercial copy
approach and found it to be unproductive.
requires the use of special breathing and
There's adifference between being an
consider transferring your IDs, commercials, and
projection techniques, timing and the abilauthority and being a know-it-all. The
ity to project a variety of different attiprofessional knows, from personal experisweepers to CD as well. You can also create custom CDs
tudes. Without these performance abilience, what they mean. If you're copywritties, the work of the best copywriter in the
ing is getting crispy around the edges, one
from music libraries, and your sales staff will love to
world will be unconvincing.
good way to jump start your creativity is
How do you fix this problem? Hire peoto get acopy of the NAB's "Guidelines
present new spots
ple with good production experience and
for Radio: Copywriting," Second Edition.
Min
Xle
pay them so they don't have to leave.
Ibought acopy of the original book in
The affordable recordable
to clients on CD.
Training members of your existing staff
the early 1980's because it covered both
can work, but it requires time and
analytical and creative approaches to the
patience. The first obstacle is that the pertask of writing copy. Whenever Igot stuck
former may not be able to "hear" the diffor an idea or an approach, aquick scan of
ference between what's good and what's
the book, a fresh cup of coffee and a
not. If they can't, the burden is on you to
moment of quiet usually resulted in a
teach them. Some will never "get it." In
workable concept.
486
fact, they may not even be interested.
Ihad the pleasure of revising and editing

Aii

All the
Time

et Kau

If you're aproduction director already
this far down the road you may by now
have realized that forcing commercial performances out of an unqualified airstaff
usually ends up with spots that sound
amateurish. The gap in credibility that
results becomes part of the message communicated to the listener. Compromises

the original text late last year, ( Incidentally, Idon't get adime if you buy the
book.) and in the process Iopened up the
spectrum of possibilities abit, added some
sound and production elements and amultipage appendix of music and sound
effects suppliers.
•Suggestion 2: Start directing your talent

Marantz Professional Products • 1000 Corporate Blvd., Aurora, IL 60504
phone: 708.820.4800, fax: 708.820.8103
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CardD Provides Budget PC Editing
by Steve Murphy
with Alex Zavistovich

out of the way. The CardD Plus plugs into
any IBM AT- compatible PC ( and we

BETHESDA, Md. Digital audio workstations come in avariety of flavors these
days, from complex dedicated multitrack
recording devices to editing cards that
plug right into your personal computer.
Of the latter variety, Digital Audio Labs'
CardD Plus, with its Windows- based
EdDitor Plus software companion, is one
that is easy to learn, with aconsiderable
number of features for its price range.
Technical specs
let's get the technical information
'MIPOr

IE((l ysTiEm(¡
Innovative Solutions

Walkaway Specialist:
•EBS Compliance Tools
•Remote Transmitter
Control & Monitoring
•Dial -up Remote Broadcast
•Program Automation
Accessories & Studio Aids

lump
i7, 1
4.1.11"
Ti

(
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RFC-1/B
Dial-Up
Remote Control
Control and monitor your transmitte
from any telephone with the famou
RFC- 1: the world's most affordabl
fully-featured dial-up remote control. I
speaks to you with a natural huma
voice! It can also telephone you t
report out-of- tolerance conditions an
can automate transmitter power/pat
tern changes. The basic system consist
of one RFC- 1/8 and one RP- 8 eight
channel relay panel. Add more RP- 8
for more channels, Add the optional SP
8 heavy-duty surge protection syste
and we cover lightning damage unde
the one-year warranty!

For more information on this or any
other quality- built Sine Systems
products, contact your favorite
broadcast equipment supplier or
call "Sine" any time, or try our
Fax-on- Demand line.

Product Capsule: CardD Plus
Audio Editor
Thumbs

Thumbs

Up

Down

/ easy to use

mouse-controlled scrub

/ digital I/O card option
/ great customer service

For more information, circle Reader Service 11;
or call Digital Audio Labs at 612-473-7626.

found it quite easy to install). It has selectable sampling rates from 22.05 kHz to 48
kHz. Digital Audio Labs recommends a
50 MHz 486 PC with 4 MB RAM,
Windows 3.1 and a200 MB hard drive as
a minimum system configuration. We
experienced aconfiguration problem. but
Digital Audio Labs was quite helpful in
providing assistance, so we give them
high marks for customer service.
Analog- to- digital converters run
through consumer-grade RCA connectors
(-10 dB). To incorporate the system with
a professional recording medium, of
course, would require +4 balanced connectors. Fortunately, Digital Audio Labs
offers the optional 110 CardD, which provides digital ins and outs through coaxial
connectors. With that option, the unit can
be connected, as it is in our case, with a
professional DAT machine.
Although some folks might view the - 10
dB connectors as a disadvantage, many
PC-based editors don't even have adigital I/O option. At least Digital Audio
Labs has had the foresight to make such
an option available. A stand-alone card
for digital 1/0 in the S/PDIF format, with
Windows driver, should now be available.
Software
On the software side of things. Digital
Audio Labs offers the EdDitor Plus for
Windows, which provides anon-destructive waveform editing program, customized fades and crossfades, bass and
treble EQ, simultaneous record and play,
preset punch- ins and ascrub function.
Together. the CardD Plus and EdDitor
Plus are a tremendous tool for complex

audio editing. For example, if you have a
complicated read for a voice-over, you
can record straight to the hard disk. The
EdDitor software allows you to drop letters as markers, enabling you to, in
essence, label your takes. Once the takes
are finished, it's easy to tab from one
marker to the next and quickly delete
unwanted takes, without having to rock
reels or listen back to every take as you
would with tape.
Like any other piece of software, the
EdDitor Plus has alearning curve, but in
general the system is very intuitive. It
allows you to do two passes of two stereo
tracks for basic multitrack emulation. It
also enables you to record while listening

,
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'
Voices(615)228-3500
, ,
= á /// '
Fax:(615)2272367
e Fax-On-Demand:(615)227.2393
_.

FAX .- ON- DEMAND

back. This is auseful feature, because it's
always better, of course, to lay down a
music bed and have the DJ do a voiceover on asecond pass, rather than doing
both on the fly.
EdDitor Plus also has a scrub feature,
which originally was removed when the
software was changed from DOS to
Windows format. In the DOS environment, "rocking reels" was accomplished
via cursor keys. That made it pretty easy
to find the click of a kick drum or the
beginning of a vocal part. The Windows
version uses amouse to scrub, which I'm

Ride back to the 60's, 70's and 80's with Dan
Hunt and Lani Daniels as they highlight the
top songs, news stories, trends and fashions.
A different year each week
/ Two-hour weekly show
> Produced on compact disk
1 12 minutes of local spots
1 6 minutes of national spots
> Country format available

For more information or a demo,
1020 Maxwell Avenue
Nashville, TN 37206-3554
Circle ( 71) On Reader Service Card

call or fax

610-941-6933

ambivalent about. When you use the
mouse, it has a tendency to overshoot,
rather than immediately stopping. A little
refinement would make this feature much
more useful.
The EdDitor Plus enables the CardD to
speed up or slow down the tracks, but it
changes the pitch, like the speed control
on an analog recorder. Therefore, unless
you're changing speed no more than one
or two percent, using the speed change
feature is not the best way to fit aspot that
might have been recorded slightly over or
slightly under time. Other software by
companies like SAW and Turtle Beach
Softworks enables the CardD Plus to do
time compression without pitch shift.
Ample precision
On the other hand, the system is precise
enough that you can fit audio within a
spot by removing or shortening the

The CardD was put through its paces at Avalon Studios.

> Digitally recorded
.,
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breaths and pauses in the announcer's
delivery. Even whole words and phrases
can be edited out easily to trim down an
overly long recording.
How precise is the system? One of my most
taxing uses for the CardD was editing national standardized tests for court stenographers.
Ihad to edit aseries of five-minute depositions so that there were exactly forty syllables
per each ten second interval. After aworkout
like that, cutting out abreath or two to fit a
spot into 60 seconds is no big deal.
But editing is not the only application
that the CardD Plus and EdDitor Plus has
in the radio environment. The system
also makes adecent live assist device for
disc jockeys. A separate Sound Catalog
program allows individual sound files to
be named displayed and played back with
the click of the mouse. You can click on
as many selections as you want and the
system will play them back in that order.
A disc jockey could at least keep track of
commercials and PSAs that way. With a
big enough hard drive, he or she could
even play back music programming.
Summary
In short, at $ 795 for the CardD Plus,
$295 for the I/O CardD and the EdDitor
Plus at $349, Digital Audio Labs has created a powerful, cost effective tool for
radio production. Now all you need is the
computer.
O D

Steve Murphy is owner and chief engineer of Avalon Sound Studio in Bethesda,
Md. Alex Zavistovich is a freelance
writer and principle in Positive Spin
Communications. Steve Murphy can be
reached at 301-951-3900.
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Aphex Easyrider
BALTIMORE Four channels of easy-to-use gain reduction in one rack space for
only $449; that's the Aphex Easyrider Model 106. The front- panel controls
couldn't get much simpler.
Each channel has adrive knob and an output knob. Front- panel buttons allow the
first two and last two channels to be linked in pairs. During link operation. the
channel that has the most compression applies that amour': of gain reduction to
both channels. Input drive levels and output levels remain independently adjustable
in link mode.

Inputs and outputs are 1/4- inch TRS and are configured for both balanced or
unbalanced plugs. Each channel also has its own - 10 dB/+4 dB operating level
switch on the back panel. Power is supplied by awall wart, 24 VAC at 600mA.
Behind the simple exterior, dual-action circuits detect short-term from long-term
passages and control them accordingly. A Fast/Slow button for each compressor
allows for separate adjustment of how aggressively the audio is processed, and
how loud the processed audio sounds.
Similar to "easy-over" compressors, the Easyrider differs in that the gain reduction ratio varies continuously from the time the audio crosses the threshold until it
reaches a5:1 ratio and 20 dB gain reduction.
With some compressors. 20 dB of gain reduction can sound pretty "crunched," but
the Easyrider remains fairly open sounding. At maximum gain reduction ( 20 dB),
my voice track kept quite abit of its edge. Because it lacks agating circuit, the compressor "turns up" the level when no audio is passed. If you've got amic in anoisy
environment, or if there are other noisy sources upstream, this could be aproblem.
In summary, the EasyRider is no Aphex Compellor, but then again it doesn't cost
nearly as much.
For more information, contact Aphex at 8M-767-2929: or circle Reader Service
108.
-Ty Ford

Toledo Jingle Studio Gets
Major Refurb, New Gear
continued from page I9

•Dust: Ican't stress enough that there
will be lots of dust during aremodeling.
Plaster is the main culprit...and reel-toreel machines. CD players and control
boards run much better without fine
dust clogging up the works. We
removed almost all our control room
equipment down the hall to another
room far from the action. The remainder of the equipment ( in the racks) was
covered with plastic and sealed completely with duct tape. If you have computers anywhere near construction,
cover those too.
•Downtime: Ours is avery busy recording studio. We have agencies, retailers
and radio stations all over the country
that count on us to complete their projects on- time and on- budget. These folks
are not interested in your renovation or
the fact that you don't have astudio for a
week or two.
We put off what we could, but to take
care of our workload we actually had to
run several announcer sessions in another
studio across town, which cost us all our
profit on those jobs. But you can never
say to a client " call someone else. because they will and that'll be the last
you see of them. If someone asked us if
we could have their production done on
time, the answer was always "yes, - and

after we hung up the phone we had to
figure out how to get it done.
•Details: Here are some items you probably forgot. Wire ( estimate your needs
and have it ready). Cleaning supplies ( the
day you put your new equipment in
you'll want lots of Windex, paper towels.
a sweeper and a Dustbuster). Camera
(It's fun to take pictures in progress for
your scrap hook. I've discovered, however. that the only pictures Ireal k like
have human beings in them.)
•The Future: We learned our lesson
on amini renovation we did afew years
ago. You can't predict your equipment
needs in the future, but bet money that
you'll need a lot more space. Get patch
bays bigger than your wildest dreams.
Leave rack space for processing toys
not yet invented. If you don't have a
hard- disk editing system and TV
screen. you will soon, so plan on a
space for it.
The worst thing you can do is undertake
a renovation that's not going to get you
where you'll be in ayear or two, because
then you'll have to do this all over again.
In the final installment, we add adigital
audio workstation.
D on

Ken R. is president and owner of Ken R.
Mc.. a audio production facility located
in Toledo.

''And We'll Prove It!
"Excellent sonic quality... incredible firedom EQ Magazine, October 1993

DIGITAL
STEREO
TRACKS

UNDER

$4,000!

Plays 50 simultaneous stereo
tracks without bouncing!

Ill Add to your 386/486
computer
II Up to 2.900 segments
available per project
Ill Non-destructive, precision
digital edits in under a second
• - 110 db noise floor &
phase- linear filters

Complete Work Stations ivailablef

Call For Your Free Catalog Today!

919/870-0344
FAX/870-7163

Ill Non- brittle, crystal clear
sound quality
• Backs up to audio DAT
• Easy to install, easier to use!

y3etutr- -
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Micro Technology Unlimited • P.O. Box 21061 • Raleigh, NC USA 27619-1061
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Sequerra Jumps into Market with NFM-Pro
by Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
ELKHART, Ind. For the past several
months, we've been reviewing nearfield
monitors in the $250 to $500 range. In
this issue, we decided to step up to the
$1,200 to $ 1,500 per pair level to see
what you get for the extra money. A
recently introduced high-end monitor is
the Sequerra NEM-Pro ($ 1,200),
designed by noted tuner and speaker
designer Dick Sequerra.

11819W0Pie MAPS

LMA/DUOPOLY
CONTOUR MAPS
The DATA WORLD LMA/DUOPOLY
Market Survey Contour maps
present aprecise electronic
verification of overlapping and
intersecting contours.
AM 5mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m
City Grade contours are shown in
full color, including transmitter site
indicator. The map is supported
with aprintout showing all of the
stations which appear on the map.
Daily updating of DATAWORLD'S
AM and FM databases protects
against errors and omissions.
OTHER MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING ( TERRAIN
SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY
• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES
• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL
• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

1990 CENSUS
WHO ARE YOUR
LISTENERS?
1990 BUREAU OF CENSUS
POPULATION COUNTING
• Comprehensive Ethnic and
Demographic Data
• Ethnic/Demographic Data
Available for Each Zip Code
Within Coverage Area
• Age Analysis Reflected in Ethnic
Breakout
• Resolution Increased to Block
Level
• Percent of County Coverage
Shown
ETHNIC PIE-CHART
DISPLAY
• Projects Ethnic Population in
Multi-Color Pie Chart Form

datawopki"
800-368-5754 FAX: 301-656-5341

Surprisingly, The NEM uses a cone
tweeter instead of the more popular dome
tweeter used by most manufacturers
today. Why use acone when dome tweeters are so popular? According to
Sequerra, domes are weak and go into
"multimode vibration" if stressed. If an
impulse hits the dome that exceeds the
dome's rigidity limits, he explained, "the
driver is prone to nasty breakup modes."

wide. Each weighs 17 pounds.
The monitor is signal aligned or coherent,
in that the acoustic centers of the woofer
and tweeter are the same distance from the
listener. Since the woofer responds slower
than the tweeter, the woofer is mounted
closer to the listener so that the two signals
arrive at your ears at the same time.
Mounted in a short pipe. the woofer juts
out in front of the tweeter by 1.5 inches.
This design looks
functional rather
than aesthetic; some
people may not like
the
appearance
There are no grills
to cover the drivers.

Features
The INFM Pro's
large
I.5- inch
tweeter cone is
highly directional,
which reduces the
effect of room
Signal-aligned
acoustics on the
II aspeaker is not
speaker's sound.
signal
aligned.
However, you have
Sequerra said, you
to aim the speakers
get smearing of
at you and sit in the
transients: the rising
-sweet spot - to get
waveform of the
the best sound.
transient is spread in
Supplementing
time, and the time
the tweeter is a6.5position of harmoninch polypropylene
ics is confused.
woofer with abutyl
On the back of the
surround. The firstcabinet is a step
order crossover
attenuator which
uses a large airallows variable setcore inductor on
NFM-Pro
tings of the tweeter
the woofer and a
level. There's also abinding post connector.
polypropylene capacitor on the tweeter.
This connector lacks holes that accept bare
The cabinet is made of aunique materiwires, but you can use adual-banana plug.
al-laminated phenolic which is very stiff
and inert. It's covered with grey nextel
Sequerra recommends the speaker be
placed on a stand or on aconsole meter
paint which reduces reflections. When
bridge, at least a meter away from room
you knock on the cabinet walls, there's
surfaces, with the woofer at ear height.
no ringing. The cabinet design is acoustic
(My observations confirmed his recomsuspension, which in my view tends to
mended placement.)
give tighter bass than vented cabinets.
Baffle re-radiation is reduced by making
Sequerra also recommends that you bum
in the speaker to relieve the stress in the
the front baffle as small as possible. The
woofer surrounds and increase their cornspeaker is II inches deep and 6 inches

RBDS

EASILY
INSTANTLY
INEXPENSIVELY

. . . with these two, brand-new products,
INOVONICS has you covered, coming and going!

710 ENCODER:

Just $ 995 and no computer
required! The non-volatile memory holds 16 separate frames of program and format identifiers,
alternate frequencies, radiotext messages and traffic
or emergency flags. A built-in data interface lets you
upgrade later to full dynamic operation for revenuegenerating paging, GPS, coupons, contests, etc.

510 DECODER: Connects to your existing FM
Mod- Monitor.
The front-panel LCD display shows
RBDS injection level and allows you to scroll through
and read all the data groups. An RS-232 port gives
unlimited access to raw RBDS data for telemetry and
other in-house functions.
SEE THEM AT WORLD MEDIA EXPO - BOOTH 1941

I
novonics, Inc.
1305 FAIR AVE SANTA CRUZ CA 95060 U S A
TEL (408) 458-0552 —
FAX (408) 458-0554

pliance. In turn, this extends the low- frequency limit. Iagree with this recommendation. After Iburned in the NEM-Pro with
pink noise for several hours, it had deeper
Product Capsule: Sequerra
NFM-Pro
Thumbs

Thumbs

Up

Down

/ accurate tom,:

t
,

'.11glIt dosed- in sound

/ tight bass

/ lacks deep bass

/ detailed transient
response

/ small sweet spot

/ sharp imaging

expensi ,,e

For more information, circle Reader Service 62:
or call Sequerra Assoc. Ltd. at 203-325-1791.

hi
and asmoother sound. The company
also recommends that you use high end
speaker cable, which is available from
Sequerra, or apro or consumer hi-fi outlet.
As for specs. the rated sensitivity is high
at 90 dB SPL/W/m, and maximum SPL
is claimed to be 114 dB at 3 kHz. Pulse
rise time is less than 30 microseconds.
Impedance is 8ohms.

Listening tests
lite opinions expressed here are mine.
and do not reflect any judgement by RW.
Ilistened to the NFM-Pro with the tweeter set at - 1. When Idid mixes. Inoticed
that each instrument sounded extremely
detailed and clear. The audible bass was
very tight. The monitors played very loud.
Images were so well resolved. Icould hear
time and spatial details in the reverb-return
signals better than with other speakers I
have tested. This speaker puts everything
in sharp focus. Image sizes were accurate,
and images were precisely located.
In my initial listening tests. however. I
noticed a closed in characteristic. This
seemed to be true no matter what recording Iplayed. Sequerra said the problem
was in the lamp cord cable Iwas using
for speaker cable. He sent me some of his
own cable, and Ilistened again. The new
cable did reduce this closed -in effect
somewhat.
(Because the speaker is very revealing,
the anomalies Iheard could have been
from other components. such as my
amplifier or the CD player. Sequerra recommends testing various components to
get the best sound.)
On the CD "Kamakiriad," by Donald
Fagen. there was plenty of midbass, but
no deep bass—which is normal for small
speakers. For $ 1,200, however, Iwould
have expected the speakers to produce
more deep bass. Of the bass that was
there, it produced excellent detail, such as
bass guitar strings rattling on the frets.
On the jazz quartet recording "Time on
My Hands" by John Scofield. cymbals
were crisp and the bass lines lean and
clean. The electric guitars and drums in
Bryan Adam's "I Need Somebody."
were reproduced with edge and punch.
Paul
McCartney's vocal
in his
"Unplugged" album was lean rather than
warm, but the guitar strums and plucks
were very detailed. Images were sharp.
On "Secret Story" by Pat Metheny. the
tinkly triangle and I2 string guitars were
extremely well resolved, but not ultrasmooth in tone quality. Midbass coloration is low. Metheny's guitar was not
continued on page 30
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We Took The Work
Out Of Workstation.
The Orban DSE 7000 is the fastest

tel you there's no comparison We

digit& workstation for radio production.

invite you to call or fax us for a

your DSE 7000. Simply make one free

Of course it's friendly. There's no

complete user's list.

call.

setup

No confusion. No trouble. In

With the DSE you'll produce the

fact, you can litera'ly plug it in and play

best sounding spots in one-third the

in thirty minutes or less. No training.

time. It's the easiest way to increase

No computer wizards needed.

your production and your profits.

The DSE is eveything you need.
Ask anyone who has aDSE and they'll

Harris Allied makes it easy to get

After all, nobody wants to work
harder than they have to.

1-800-622-0022

Plus, boost your creativity to awhole

Fax 317-966-0623

new level.

Southern CA 1-800-690-2828

HARRIS
ALLIED
1,1'11 11.011,
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STUDIO SESSIONS

that the transient response is excellent,
and cabinet vibrations are well damped.
In spite of the NFM-Pro's flat measured
response, its sound is a little confined.
when the speaker was placed in half- This may be due to its tight tweeter pattern or limited low end. The lowest bass
space near amixing console.
As Imentioned before, speaker placenotes are there but weak, as you might
ment is critical. When Iplaced the mic at
expect in asmall speaker. Isuspect that a
tweeter height on axis, an 11 dB notch
flat response might not be psycho appeared at 3.5 kHz. At 30 degrees off- acoustically correct for nearfield moniaxis horizontally, the high frequencies
tors with narrow dispersion.
rolled off above 1kHz, down 15 dB at 15
Summary
kHz. So it's important to sit in the speakAlthough it may be comparing apples
er's "sweet spot." If you're the mix engiand oranges, the recently reviewed Alesis
neer, aproducer sitting next to may hear
less high frequency content than you.
Monitor One ($395 per pair retail) has
more bass, and by itself is more listenThe Energy Time Curve revealed avery
sharp, coherent direct sound spike.
able, in my opinion. This impression
Delayed sounds were 16 and 21 dB-down
might be due to the NFM's narrow tweeter dispersion and less-extended bass.
from the direct sound spike. This shows
To make the NFM Pro's sound more
full range, Iwould suggest adding asubwoofer, which is offered by Sequerra and
many other companies. (To complete the
ensemble, Sequerra also offers his ribbon-tweeter modules.) Overall, with the
NFM Pro's very good midrange and high
end, excellent transient response and
imaging, adding the subwoofer could
well make this an ideal ( though expensive) setup.

Sequerra 's NFM Newfield Monitor
continued from page 28

muddy as it can be on some speakers.
But again the deep bass notes were weak.
It also was easy to separate the instrumental lines in this complex mix.
On the classical CD Stravinsky's
"Firebird," recorded by Telarc, the very
deep bass drum roll at the beginning was
audible only if you listened at high volume. Strings sounded fairly smooth.
Percussion and pizzicatos were clearly
resolved
On the bench
My anechoic frequency response measurements of the Sequerra NFM-Pro

confirmed my listening impressions. I
placed the mic a meter away, and one
inch above the woofer axis, where the
response was flattest. The tweeter setting
was - 1. The response measured 90 Hz to
20 kHz +/- 3 dB, and was flat within 2
dB from 180 Hz to 14 kHz.
Overall, the response shape was flat
except for aslight emphasis at 1800 Hz.
This anomaly might cause the mild
closed- in effect heard in the listening
tests.
Burning-in the speakers and using highquality cable helps the problem. There
definitely was no midbass hump. At 50
Hz, the response was down about 6 dB

wning
1.
Real
Ileumann
Just Got a
Lot Easier

El El

Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone engineer
and technical writer for Crown International, and the author of " Stereo
Microphone Techniques," published by
Focal Press. Jenny Bartlett is a technical
writer. Bruce can be reached at 219-2948388.

Product
Guide
continued from page 24

You've put alot of money into your studio... expensive
consoles, recorders, processing, etc. But your recordings
just don't measure up to your expectations. Chances are,
the problem is with the most important (and most often
overlooked) part of your signal chain.., the microphones.
Virtually every major recording produced during the
last 50 years has utilized Neumann microphones on vocals
and critical tracks. And with good reason. Neumann microphones sound better. The warmth. The texture. The velvety
smooth richness that cannot be duplicated. It's called the
"Neumann Sound."
The TLM 193 is alarge diaphragm .
cardioid condenser
microphone with state-of-the-art specifications. Frequency
response of 20Hz to 20kIlz, dynamic range of 130dB, self
noise of 10dB-A, and maximum SPL of 140dB.
Mics like the U 47, U 67, U 87, and the TLM 170 are
legends in the industry. Now, with the TLM 193, you can
have Neumann performance in the classic tradition for less
than $ 1300 us!
Make your next recording aclassic. Use Neumann...
the choice of those who can hear the difference.

Introducing the TIAI 193

Large-Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

LuILLLIL LLL

6Vista Drive PC) Box 987 • Old Lyme, CT 06371

Tel: 2(13.434.5220 • FAX: 203.434.3148
West Coast Tel: 818.845.8815 • FAX: 818.845.7140

Neumannanada
221 LaBrosse Ave., Pointe-Claire.

11912 I
AS

Tel: 514.426.3013 • FAX: 514.426.2979
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Digital Designs
Magma Monitors
Digital Designs has introduced its
Magma Series of nearfield monitors, the
M6 and the M26a.
At $283 per pair, the M6 is housed in a
9-inch (high), 13.5-inches ( wide) and 11inches (deep) ported cabinet. Using asingle 6.5 inch woofer, audible bass is said
to extend below 50 Hz. The M26a cabinet dimensions are 10-inches (high), 18inches ( wide) and 15- inches deep. The
M26a uses two 6.5-inch woofers in aport
configuration to achieve audible bass
below 45 Hz. Price is $429 per pair.
For more information, contact Digital
Designs at 405-946-4500; or circle
Reader Service 123.
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Amplifier Chips for Home-Brewed Circuits
by John Bisset
SPRINGFIELD, Va. Ijust received a
copy of the Tascam User Guide newsletter. If you're not on the mailing list, and
you own Tascam equipment, circle
Reader Service 144 and information will
be sent. When you reply, ask for acopy
of the August 1993 issue.
In the newsletter is an article on Do's
and Don'ts for DAT recording. Not only
are the tips good for the engineer, but the
suggestions are must reading for your
production and on- air staff.
Some of
the tips are straightforward—like don't
overuse the " CUE and " REVIEW"
modes, since the tape is in contact with
the heads, and overuse can wear both the
tape and the heads.
Other tips, like refraining from using
pens or pencils when labeling DAT tapes
are unique to this system. The rationale
behind this thinking is that graphite or
ink particles could flake off into the
transport. TASCAM recommends labeling with a felt-tip marker that won't
leave any residue.
TASCAM also recommends keeping
two backups. Only one is updated at a
time. so if a problem occurs during the
backup process, the older backup is still
available. Finally, keep that bottle of alcohol out of the DAT machine. DAT transports and heads need cleaning, but only
with adry-cleaning cassette. Dirty heads
show up as an increase in errors.
* * *
Walt Lowery is the Customer Service
Manager at Symetrix, and afrequent contributor to this column. Walt wanted our
readers to know about apossible boardstuffing problem that was recently
uncovered, that could involve several
model years of Symetrix 104 and 108
mukiline phone interfaces.
The products in question may exhibit a
poor high frequency null due to the wrong
value component being stuffed in the
hybrid board when constructed. The
symptom is that little or no null improvement will be noted when adjusting the
H.F. NULL pot. Symetrix Senior
Technician Beverly Smith discovered that
in some units, C-16 had been stuffed with
a0001uF ceramic capacitor. The proper
value is a0.01uF ceramic. C-16 is located
on the plug-in hybrid card, behind and
above the null test point jack.
To check your 104 or 108 for the stuffing error, remove the unit from your rack
and remove power and the top cover.
Remove the 5/64-inch Allen-head screws
on the front panel, which hold the hybrid
cards in place. Remove the No. 6Phillips
head screws from the rear panel of the
hybrid cards. Lift the hybrid cards up and
out of the chassis.
Verify that C-16 is a0.01uF ceramic
capacitor ( marked 103). The improper
part which was used by the factory in
some units was marked 102. If necessary,
replace C-16 with the proper value of
capacitor. Before reinstalling, Walt suggests that you clean the hybrid board edge
connector contacts and sockets before
replacing the boards in the chassis.
Replace all screws and the lid. The

hybrids will need to be renulled after this
chips operate off +5VDC and will deliver
procedure, the instructions are found in
up to 1watt into astandard 8-ohm speakthe Symetrix tech manual.
er. The chips boast less than 1percent
It is not known when
the stuffing error occurred, so checking your
104 or 108 multiline
phone interface isn't a
bad idea. By the way, if
you need the 0.01uF
ceramic capacitors to
repair your hybrid
boards, fax your request
to Walt Lowery at
Symetrix, and the caps
will be sent to you at no
charge. ( Talk about
more great customer service!) Walt Lowery can
be contacted by fax at
206-787-321 I.
Boomer audio power amplifier chip
* * *
Those of you who still have the time to
TI-ID at 5VDC, but can operate as low as
home-brew circuits will be interested in
2.7VDC with little performance degradaNational Semiconductor's BoomerTm
tion. Half watt and one watt output veraudio power amplifier series. These little
sions are available. If you'd like more

information on the LM4860/ LM486I,
contact National Semiconductor's
Customer Response Group at 1-800-2729959 from 7 a.m., to 7 p.m. Central
Time.
* * *
Andrew Corporation has just published
its new HELIAX supply catalog. You
can obtain a free copy by circling
Reader Service 218. In addition to highlighting half- inch and smaller Heliax
cables, i
he catalog describes several new
Heliax products.
One that caught my eye was a3M Cold
Shrink Weatherproofing kit. Installation
time is less than 3 minutes ( try that with
a torch or shrink gun) and the cost is
under $20. Larger diameter cable weatherproofing kits are slightly higher. The
best feature of this new product is that it
can be easily removed.
00E

John Bisset is a principal with
Multiphase, a contract engineering ami
special projects company based in
Washington, DC'. He can be reached at
703-323-7180. Fax submissions lar the
Workbench column to 703-76j-0751.
Printed submissions qualify jar SBE
Certification credit.
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Junkbox Yields Valuable Audio Meter
by James R. Murphy
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. Tracing audio signals around
the station can be ahassle sometimes, and usually is handled
by "borrowing" apair of headphones from anyone who isn't
looking.
Although clumsy and uncomfortable, headphones can be
effective troubleshooting aids in apinch. They can also cause
problems if, for instance, you try listening to an on-air signal
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are AC-powered which limits ¡ heir usefulness.
Even with these professionally built test sets, there is something missing: The ability to hear the signal.
Being able to listen to asound as well as measure its level is
an important troubleshooting aid, as well as an efficient
method of setting levels and identifying signals.
The audio level meter shown in Figure 1is made from common components which keeps the costs low, and is capable
of good sound quali y. It is not laboratory accurate, nor
would the sound impress Mr. Bose,
but overall, the quality and accuracy
Figure 1.
is acceptable for all but the most
critical measurements.

The front end
Iwanted my meter to have minimum loading effect and also to provide a 600 ohm termination. After
some head scratching, Idecided on
using aresistor string, tapped for
different measuring points. This
keeps the price down—only a single- pole rotary switch is needed,
and it is readily available. And, with
aresistor switched in to shunt the
inpui terminals, we can obtain arefSW2 - Single- pole 7pos rotary switoi
erence 600 ohm reading.
Developing the resistor values is
with apair which happen to have an impedance of 4ohms.
an interesting project, and Iused amethod known as "ohms
There are more bizarre devices which give indications of per volt." If you are not gray around the temples, you probasound, Iwas, in one instance, forced to use asmall, one cell
bly have never heard of the principle of ohms/volt. If you
flashlight bulb. A weak flickering indicated the presence of have heard the term, it was probably the common 20,000
audio.., or something. maybe Radio Free Europe, or was it a ohms/volt rating of an analog multimeter. We've all been told
data stream?
that these load acircuit and cause false readings. Hence,
many believe that this meter Las an input resistance of 20,000
Not entirely accurate
ohms. Wrong.
While all these methods work to some extent, they fail to
Let's examine this multimeter for amoment.
give you an accurate reading of audio level and any measure
At the 500 volt scale, the input impedance needs to be 10
of sound quality. These are very important features, particumegaohms to provide asensitivity of 20,000 ohms per volt.
larly if you wish to set up astereo system. For this, you need
The 100 volt scale would need 2 megaohms in order to
to step up to some type of metering and monitoring device.
maintain the same sensitivity. As you can see, this loading
There are afew AC voltmeters on the market and acouple
factor is constant throughout all the scales of a multimeter,
of older telephone test sets that are very accurate and rugged.
and the input resistance is actually quite high.
They are limited in frequency response, however, and most
continued on page 33
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Junkbox Yields Meter
continued from page 31

You can also use ohms- per- volt as a
tool, much like Ohms law, to determine
the parameters of any series resistance. It
provides aquick method of figuring the
resistance needed to produce a 1volt drop
in any series resistance circuit, and our
input ladder provides an excellent showcase for our ohms- per- volt calculation.
Mathematically, ohms-per- volt is simply
the reverse of the current in the circuit.
Here is how Iapproached it.
Iwanted the meter to have asensitivity
of around 10,000 ohms/volt. While this
may seem low, remember we are not
measuring high voltages. Our maximum
signal will be around 2.5 volts AC. At
this voltage, current through our input
impedance is only a few microamps.
Because our lowest AC signal (-50 dBm)
is over 400 pA through 600 ohms, our
meter is practically invisible to the circuit.
Now, how much input resistance will we
have? Well, assuming that our maximum
signal will be + 10 dBm, or 2.45 volts, our
resistance divider will be 2.45 x 10.000,
or 24,500 ohms total. The next step is to
determine how much resistance we need
between each 10 dB step of our selector.
The input to the level meter's amplifier
is - 50. so. because we are using just an
input resistance string, all readings must
be attenuated to this level.
Attenuation needed
To find our maximum attenuation needed, subtract 0.00245 (- 50) from 2.45
(+10). The difference is 2.44755 volts. If
we then multiply this by our ohms/volt,
we get 24,475.5 ohms. Subtracting this
from the total of 24,500 gives us 24.5
ohms. This is the bottom of the input
resistance, and the + 10 voltage tap.
The 0 dBm signal must be reduced by
50 dB, our - 10 signal by 40 dB, and so
on. Our - 50 dBm signal will be applied
directly to the input of the meter
amplifier.
Working upward through the resistance,
the next tap will be 10 dB higher. i.e.,
0.00775 volts. The drop is 0.00775 0.00245 or 0.0053. Multiplying by 10,000
gives us 53 ohms. The next 10 dB is from
0.00775 up to 0.0245, a difference of
0.01675 volts. Our resistance is, for this
interval, 167.5 ohms.
Carrying this through. we get 530 ohms
for - 20, 1675 ohms for - 30, 5300 for -40
leg, and 16750 for the last.
Calculations
These calculations yield numbers far
from the standard resistor values of
16,000, 5100, 1600, 510, 160, 51 and 22.
Trying to use them will change the 10 dB
increments by as much as 3dB.
Rather than fiddle with these values. I
raised the sensitivity to 10, 746
ohms/volt. This is even better, and the
resistances are much closer to the standard values, i.e.. 18,000, 5700, 1800, 570,
180, 57, 27. You might need to hand pick
your resistors, but you should be able to
come close with standard 2percent tolerance units. With this sensitivity, our input
resistance is 26,327 ohms ( 10,746 x
2.45).
Again, with cost in mind, Iused the popular LM3900. This is a quad op amp
which uses asingle-ended supply and can
he found in old automation systems, distribution amps and consoles. You shotfld
find some of these around your shop.
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Figure 2.
-

The specs are acceptable for our purposes. By the way, this is acurrent mirrored
op amp, thus the non-inverting terminal is
tied to the positive rail through a large
resistance.
Isplit the gain required between two
amplifiers. This keeps the bandwidth flat
and stabilizes the system.
The audio amplifier, an LM380, is also a
common IC, and you should have acouple back in the corner somewhere. Even if
you need to purchase one, it is cheap. The
380 is abit touchy, so be sure to bypass
the + 12 volts at the pin. The RC network
on the output is important, too, so don't
leave it out.

Load

n

P-obe

8

Pe

/ ' AA'

HHHHI

Cells

SW2 - Single- pole

Cell.
Sv

The amps are powered by 8 AA batteries, which makes ahefty 12 volt supply which will last a long time under

6pos rotary switch

normal usage.
Now, for the meter. Don't get some
continued on page 35

AX
Accept No Substitute
To meet the challenges of today's high performance
communication systems, you cannot afford to settle
for anything less than the best coaxial cable assembly
available. That's why you have to "Ask for HELIAX"
coaxial cable and connectors.
Unlike braided cable, only HELIAX coaxial cable
.can handle the current proliferation of higher
frequencies, multichannels and higher average power
levels. Its solid copper outer conductor combines both
strength and flexibility to accommodate the tightest
applications.
When fabricated with Andrew premium performance connectors. HELIAX coaxial cable
assemblies optimize electrical and
mechanical performance. protecting
against EMI-RMI interference
14%

and intermodulation.

500 W. 153rd Street
rland Park, IL 60462 U.S.A.
For complete details, call our Customer Support Center
479 Ext.11, or fax us at 1-800-349-5444.
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HELIAX
is aregistered
trademark
of Andrew
Corporation.
So if it's not
from Andrew,
it's not the best
coaxial cable
in the business.

Puzzled About Purchasing
Digital Technology?
•

Let BSW Offer Some Solutions
Wide Range Of Digital Equipment
BSW represents hundreds of companies that provide digital audio equipment in virtually any
format for any application.

Digital Audio Specialists
BSW has regional factory trained, Digital Audio Specialists devoted specifically to helping
you select the appropriate equipment for your application.

Systems Configuration/Setup/Support
Our Digital Audio Specialists can recommend and supply you with all the components for
complete systems, including computers. Additional support includes pre-assembling multiple component systems and offering technical assistance when factory support may not be
immediately available.

Contact Your Regional Digital Audio Specialist Today!

Western Region

Northeast Region

Rick Kemp
Phone: 800 • 426 • 8434
Fax: 800 • 231 • 7055

Craig Klein
Phone: 800 • 762 • 5566
Fax: 703 • 720 • 0719

Southeast Region
George Pupala
Phone: 800 • 518 • 5950
Fax: 404 • 518 • 5946

Equipment Solutions To Keep You Number One

Me71.1
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7012 27th Street West

Tacoma, Washington
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Junkbox Yields Valuable Audio Meter
continued

from

page 33

wimpy little import meter. Scrounge
around, find a meter from an old Gates
board or from some old processing equipment, or from an antiquated automation
system. Any standard VU meter will
work nicely. Iuse a 4- inch VU meter
from an old Collins board, and it is
classy. Use your resources here.
Don't try using astandard DC millimeter. You would need to rectify the signal,
but even then the unit won't have the
proper ballistics. Get an old-fashioned
VU meter.
It makes meter reading alot more fun.
Digital version
Figure 2shows adigital readout version
of the level meter.
Because the LED driver chip affords
some gain, only one audio stage is needed.
Also, the input switching only goes to -40.
Since there is an LED assigned as - 20,
your resolution extends down to -60.
Iadded another small battery pack,
using 4 AA batteries, to power the LEDs.
The drain on them is very low and should
normally last for years.
Imounted my LEDs in a semicircle,
resembling the curvature of ameter pointer. Call me old-fashioned.
Using the digital version is abit awkward since the LEDs respond much faster
than aVU meter. It is excellent for reading steady state tones, however.
The speaker should also be selected carefully. A heavy magnet, high-compliance
type will work well. Check into automobile speakers, the small ones for door
mounting, etc., and try to keep the size to
about 3 or 3-1/2 inches. The better the
speaker, the better the sound, of course.
Construction
This is an easy board to lay out and etch.
since there are few components and the
chip pinout is friendly. If you make your
own etched board, make sure you leave a
strip of copper about .5" x 1.25" grounded and centered directly under pins 3, 4, 5
and 10, II, 12 of the LM380. This heat
sink will allow the chip to develop about
a watt of audio for long periods.
Normally, you won't run the level that
loud and long, to conserve batteries, but if
you are rack- mounting the unit with an
AC power supply, you'll need it.
Mount your resistors directly to the
rotary switch. Use toggle switches for
power and loading, and make sure your
headphone jack is the interrupt type.
Fit the speaker tight behind some fiberglass screen or acoustical cloth, put the
dB switch on a large knob, then install
banana plugs. an XLR and a tip, ring,
sleeve—all in parallel—for the input.
That way, you can measure a variety of
items without test leads.
Operation of the unit in ahigh RF field
might be tricky and will need shielding
and bypassing. Ihave used mine only in
studio environments with no RF present.
Calibration
You'll need an audio source capable of
at least 0 dBm (. 775V) with your 600
ohm loading switch on. Then, with the
meter switch set to the 0 dB scale, set
your meter to read zero ( dB) with the
CAL pot. That's all there is to it.
If you really want to get precise, you
should check each 10 dB step. Sometimes
resistor tolerances will cause a slight

error, and you might need to add or subtract alittle to make it read accurately.
Operation
Try to set the meter to the highest setting, then work down until you get an onscale reading. Keep the volume control
down as much as possible, unless you
want to change batteries often.
Checking microphones is a breeze.
Make sure you have your headphones
plugged in, then plug the mike directly
into the front panel XLR. Setting the
switch to -50 will produce almost a full
scale meter reading if the mike is good.
You might want to install a switch and

150 ohm resistor across the input resistance to load your microphone properly.
So, the next time someone says the left
channel is down a little, grab your level
meter and start tracing.
A 2or 3dB difference in audio is quite
apparent on the meter, especially when
you are listening at the same time. You
can also spot thin, tinny- sounding or
muddy audio.
Clipping it to the output terminals of
tape and cart machines and running level
or response checks on the spot can save
you much time and effort and may prevent you from carrying equipment to your
workbench when it isn't necessary.
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1have even used mine to trace audio on
acircuit board. Just keep in mind that you
are using a 10,000 ohm/volt device,
which can indeed load ahigh impedance
circuit.
While the LED version is perhaps more
state-of-the-artsy, Iprefer my nice, big
analog VU meter. Most of my techs,
when given achoice, will also choose it
over the digital version.
Once you have your junkbox level meter
up and running. you'll wonder how you
ever got along without it.
n on

James Murphy is director of engineering
for West Virginia Radio Corp. He has an
ASEE degree, sellier radio certification
from SBE, and an original FCC first class
license. He can be reached at 304-2960029; fax: 304-296-3978.

"We Need It in the Office
He Needs It in the Booth..."
With PC-Companion PlusTM, the same
computer can be in either place!
• Easier Information Distribution
Now, you can have remote access to
your wires and other important data.
• Better Physical Security
Locate your computer in a secure area
and still have round the clock access
to your information.
• User Friendly
No complicated software to install.
Just plug it in and go.

Distribute your important
information without acostly
and complicated network.
Instead, experience the advantage of having
a second keyboard, monitor and mouse up to
250 feet away from your computer. Privacy
options let you control the flow of information.
Whether you're in the office or the booth, your
computer is still close at hand.
Options include: Audio channel, remote
serial printer line, PS/2 or serial mouse,
Macintosh or Sun workstation support.

CYBEXTM
C
3

4912 Research Drive
Huntsville, AL 35805 U.S.A.

(205) 430-4000 • Fax ( 205) 430-4030
PC and PS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is atrademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Sun is atrademark of Sun Microsystems.
Dealer Program Available

Made In USA
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The RDS-1 keeps getting better, because it's the industry's first and
only software controlled RDS Coder. That means that changes to the
RDS Standard, and our own ongoing upgrades, are as simple as
loading anew disk in your RDS PC.
The RDS-1 gives you flexibility and control you can't get anywhere else,
like 255 Radiotext messages of unlimited length, full automation of RDS
functions, and easy setup right out of the box. Animate your station on
your listener's radios while you transmit profit-making Transparent Data.
Only the RDS-1 does it all!

Now the
wait
is over!

Model RDS-1 RIDS Sistem Generator & Software

Modulation Sciences gives you everything
you need to put
to work today
ReS
Our new RDS Data Receivers give you profit-making access to the
full RDS data stream. Now you can lease the RDS data channels that
conventional RDS receivers ignore. Use the RDS-X2 to feed billboard
displays, provide stock market updates, and actuate remote control.
Individually addressable, the RDS-X2 gives you and your data
transmission customers robust, errorcorrected reception of any and all
RDS data, plus audio and composite outputs. And innovative features
like onboard data filtering, Antenna Diversity and Beacon Tuning'
make RDS datacasting simple and reliable.

Model RDS-X2 RDS Data Receiver

Whether you're already on the air with RDS, or only
thinking about it, you need our new RDS Monitor. The
PRD-3000 decodes, displays, analyzes and stores the
complete RDS data stream, and it measures RDS injection
level to 1/10 of 1percent.
Data is displayed on any desk or laptop DOS or
Windows ii PC. Plugged into our optional tuner, the PRD3000 lets you examine the most minute details of your
RDS signal, and everyone else's. Like all MSI products,
the PRD-3000 is supported by abold three year warranty.

There's no longer a reason to wait for RDS to happen.
All the tools you need are here today - courtesy of the
RDS Authority...

modulation sciences, inc.
Model PRD-3000

TM

Precision RDS Decoder/Monitor/Analyzer

12A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Voice (908) 302-3090 • Fax (908) 302-0206
Toll Free in USA (800) 826-2603
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Gentner Digital Hybrid aWinner
by Richard A. Majestic
ANNAPOLIS, Md. As far as telephone hybrids go, the Gentner Digital
Hybrid III is awinner for talkshows. The
latest addition to Gentner's digital hybrid
line, it is aquality product through and
through. The unit performs superbly both
on the test bench and in the studio, even
when connected to the most revered telephone guest.
The Gentner DHIII is simple to install.
as either a standalone telephone-caller
record unit or integrated into acomplicated multiline, multichannel mix- minus
talkshow setup. Itested it in simple single line interviewer/phone-call record
systems, right up to multiline PABX key
systems connected to four digital hybrids
with four mix-minus buses.
Clean caller audio
Because the Dt1111 processes the digitized audio signal in a digital signal
processor ( DSP), it produces clean caller
audio, free from send audio interference.
As the audio signal is 100 percent digitally processed, the DHIII adapts automatically and continuously to telephone line
conditions and programming content.
Bandpass filters on both the send ( studio) and caller ( receive) audio channels
effectively minimize line hum and central office switching noise.
The DHIII uses two-times oversampling
(20,000 samples per second) at 16- bit
resolution and includes a good-quality
analog hybrid transformer. This combination provides excellent null performance ( trashybrid loss), while continuously nulling the telephone circuit.
The DHIII includes full remote control
I/O with hybrid tally status outputs. It
also includes an internal test tone generator, for simplified system set up, and a
built-in power supply that works with
domestic and international power sources.
The front panel contains eight setup
pots and switches, mounted behind a
removable panel. Installer controls
include: main and cue send level pots;
caller and caller control level pots; and
two analog hybrid null controls.
User programmable
Ten DIP switches let the installer program the DHIII to auto-answer and disconnect, change the function of the
remote control output and activate the
test oscillator and other setup functions.
The front panel includes LED indicators
for send audio and caller audio activity,
as well as large, lighted pushbutton
switches for activating a remote
recorder, a Cue button to mute caller
audio, an Off button to mute caller audio
and release the telephone line and an On
button.
When On is pressed, the DHIII seizes
the telephone line and starts the nulling
process. It emits a200 millisecond burst
of white noise that causes the hybrid DSP
circuit to produce the best line null. After
auto nulling, the DHIII output audio is
unmuted and the caller can be heard.
Multiple callers can be conferenced and
aired by using multiple DHIlls and a

multi mix- minus bus audio mixing console or adedicated mix- minus mixer.
The rear panel contains the AC power
voltage selector and connector, two remote
control I/O connectors (DB9 and DB25),
XLR 3M balanced caller audio output,
XLR 3M balanced send/receive mixed
audio output, XLR 3F cue audio input,
SLR 3F main audio send and the telco
modular Ri- IIC line and set connectors.

The factory set level for the balanced
XLR audio connectors is +4dBu, and the
telephone line send level is nominally
adjusted at - 15 dBu. The DHIII connects
easily to most modern key systems, as
well as the old AT&T 1A2 electromechanical key systems. On digital telephone equipment, the DHIII has a very
low noise floor and clean sound.
Figure 1shows the published specifications

for the DHIII, and Figure 2shows the specifications measured in my bench test of the
equipment.
Bench test
Measurements were taken using a
Tektronix SG505 audio oscillator and
AA501 audio analyzer. The DHIII was
connected to astandard commercial analog telephone line equipped with a2500
telephone set. A second line was dialed
and answered with another 2500 set. The
noise floor when both lines were connected through the telco switch measures
continued on page 45

The Legend
Continues.
The Old Standard.
Our M267 Mixer is more than the best selling mixer
of the last ten years. It's the most versatile, the most
durable, and the best performing. You trust it in your
rack— you trust it on the road. And while production
environments have changed, your mixer remained the
same. Until now.

The New Standard.
Our new M367 Portable Mixer gives you all the
reliability and durability of the M267, plus alist of new
features and improvements. We made it over 25 dB
quieter with alow noise circuit — ideal for digital formats.
We added two more mic line inputs, bringing the total to
six. We added peak LEDs. And we gave it 12 and 48-volt
phantom power for your condenser mics.
What we didn't change was its toughness. It's still
made with arugged all-metal chassis and manufactured in
the USA with legendary Shure durability.

-

-

The New Features.
Without increasing the size, we were able to pack in
dozens of new features and improvements. The M367
has all the features of the M267, plus:
•Input peak LEDs
•Detachable power cord
•Two XLR outputs
•Easy-access side battery compartment
•Headphone monitor circuit
•Output peak/limiter LED
•Balanced, 2-position mix bus
•Adjustable limiter threshold
•Battery/AC VU meter illumination
•Monitor input sensitivity selector
•Program/monitor input selector
With the Shure M367 mixer, we've just raised the
standards. It's time you raised yours.

For The Shure Dealer Nearest You,
Call 1-800-25-SHURE.

GE4.

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS

—. WORLDWIDE.
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Built-In TA Expands Zephyr Functions
by John Bisset and Edwin Bukont
SPRINGFIELD, Va.
he makings of
agood product lie not only in its ability
to solve aproblem, but also in how well
information is imparted through the
instruction manual. The Telos Zephyr
meets both of these requirements.
Company President, and aformer-chief
engineer, Steve Church, blazed a trail
through the Switched 56/ISDN jungle by
developing aproduct designed for avariety of broadcast applications. Concurrent
with this development is the provision of
a resource manual, instead of just a
technical manual. From the basic

overview of these new telco services to
explaining how to order ISDN service,
the Telos manual is well designed with
concepts that are easy to digest.
We have used the Zephyr previously
with external terminal adaptors (TA) and
experienced good results. Now, Telos
offers aZephyr with an internal TA. An
external " NT" Network Termination
device is still used to link the ISDN
phone jack to the Zephyr, regardless of
internal or external TA use.
TAs permit, among other things, the ability to store ISDN numbers and SPIDs (service profile identification numbers). For
stations using several ISDN lines at various

locations, this feature reduces the need for
technical expertise at the remote setup.
Although some external TAs include a
facility for storing numbers, the Zephyr's
internal TA takes this feature astep further by adding an alpha-numeric identifier to the numbers. The information is displayed on an LCD screen and is changed
easily via the DTMF (Touch-Tone) keypad on the front panel.
•
While programming is very intuitive, the
delay that returns you to the main menu
should be made longer. Sometimes, while
entering adescription, we waited too long
to select aletter, time ran out and the system reverted back to the main menu. It

YOU CAN SHARE PROGRAMMING
AMONG YOUR RADIO STATIONS ...
At aLoWer Cost Than Ever Before!
Share programming among your
station group or with other
stations by sharing day parts,
entire formats or by delivering
your top- rated talent to other
markets coast to coast. You can
spread overhead costs, increase
the quality of programming at the
local station and build your
audience by creating asatellite
radio network. And now new
digital satellite technology makes
radio networking more affordable
than ever before. Let us offer you
acomplete solution for your radio
networking needs.
Call us at (202) 414-2626

NPR SATELLITE SERVICES ®
Has moved to:
635 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20001-3753
(202) 414-2626
arde ( 129) On

Reeder Service Card

Product Capsule:
Telos Zephyr
Thumbs
Up
/ simple, intuitive operation
• great tech manual

Thumbs
Down
/ increased programming
delay time

/ rugged constructed
/ excellent customer service

For more information, ci de Reader Service 87;
or call Telos at 216-241-7225.

was more frustrating than areal problem.
ISDN service is being touted by recording studios and voice talent as an excellent means for distributing their wares.
Having the ability to store up to 20 different ISDN contact numbers, SPIDs and
an alpha-numeric designation (like "ABC
Ad Agency") is an impressive feature.
As more stations tie into the ISDN network, the ability for voice talent in different parts of the country to instantly provide a new sweeper, promo or drop to
meet the immediate needs of the PD make
the Zephyr an attractive investment.
In one evaluation test, we entered three
stations used by a local voice talent.
After the initial programming, auto-dialing was quickly accomplished.
Should the Zephyr stop operating, it is
possible to initiate either awarm boot or
acold boot, which erases all stored data
and restores the default values. This feature is selected from the " Help/Status"
screen, but it was of little value the one
time the system locked up completely.
We have had this kind of experience
using other ISDN equipment, so we cannot say it is endemic to the Zephyr.
In one application, the ISDN equipment
was mounted in an Anvil rack case.
Lockup meant pulling off the back, fishing around for the power cord and
pulling it. These kind of lockup problems
may disappear as telephone companies
become more adroit with ISDN.
For problems you simply cannot figure out,
Telos has installed atest line you can use to
connect your Zephyr to the factory. In typical Telos fashion, atechnician is always on
hand to help you through the problem.
In addition to the ISDN number memory, the same front panel display is used to
quickly adjust headphone and send audio
levels, as well as change the basic operating modes. When you select one of these
utility screens, brackets move up or
down, indicating which feature is being
selected. Pressing the " Yes" button
selects the feature.
After working with the Zephyr for
awhile, its applications abound. We tested the Zephyr in abackup STL application. Its FM-quality stereo performance
must be heard to be appreciated.
The slight delay might be aproblem for
DJs not used to this phenomenon. Telos
solves the problem by suggesting a
unique mix-minus scheme, where the talent's mic is mixed locally with amix of
the studio feed. Again, the folks at Telos
rise to the occasion to foresee any practical operational problem, and describe it
fully in the manual. Our applications
demonstrated their suggestion as aworkable solution to the problem.
With the Zephyr, Telos provides a
broadcaster- friendly product that takes
you into the digital telephone era.
D OD
For information from Telos, contact
Danielle CIMe in Ohio at 216-241-7225;
fax: 216-241-4103.
John Bisset and Ed Bukont are principles for Multiphase Consulting, based in
Springfield, Va.

SADIE 2.1
i

i
. here's alot more behind
aSADir" than you might

SADiE disk editor v2.10

think. Our job doesn't finish
when you purchase your
SADir" system.
For

a start

you

can

telephone for advice, support
or just a chat from early
morning ' til late evening,
seven days a week and
because we combine our
sales and service into one
customer support operation,
you'll most likely be speaking
to the same person that sold
you your SADiETM, And if your
system stops working ( don't
let

anyone

tell

you

"breakdowns never happen!" )
customer support will get you
up and running again as
rapidly as possible. As our

It's the little things th

support team often work with
clients on actual projects, we really understand SADiE and the
pressures of audio production. Every SADiET" user has the latest
software - we know you are the best advertisement for SADiETM so free

NEW IN VERSION 2.1

•

fader, pan and mute
automation

software updates are asound investment for all of us.
Finally, we don't try to make money out of maintaining your SADirt an extended 3year hardware maintenance contract will cost you less
than $ 1,500 and you don't have to purchase it until the end of

auto- conforming
machine control
CMX support

the 12 month free
maintenance
period. The price of
a SADiETM? - same
as ever - acomplete
system for $ 9,995

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

even faster editing
Studio Audio Digital Equipment

background networking

1808 West End Avenue,

playlist overview

TEL: + 1615 327 1140

Inc

Suite 1119,Nashville, Tennessee 37203 USA

FAX: + 1615 327 1699

CD- R support

(plus the odd local
tax,

duty

delivery,
applicable)

and
where

at this in addition to SADiE's
phenomenal editing and proven
audio processing capabiliies.

SADiE' DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE
Argentina Kappa 1081 31 0818 F081 31 1493 • Asia Pacific VW Marketing T + 14 372 728481 F+44 372 724009 • Australia TVC T09 249 6688 F09 249 6858 • Canada JSGS Ltd. T416 751 7907 F416 751 7975 •
Denmark SC Sound T43 99 88 77 F43 99 80 77 • Finland oy HedCoin AB T90 682 866 F90 682 8489 • France Coach AJdio T87 77 00 00 F87 77 01 21 • Germany Stefan Mayer Audio Engineering T06851 6519 F06851 6519.
Israel Sontronics Electronic Equipment T03 5705223 F03 6199297 Korea Avix Trudirg Co. Ltd. T02 565 3565 F02 565 3561 • New Zealand Videx T09 444 6085 F09 444 3837 • Philippines Tracks 126313277 F2631 3267 •
Poland Unico 1+44 223 63025 F+44 223 301488 • South Africa Tru .fi Electronics SA f
Ply) Ltd 1011 462 4256 F011 462 3303 • Spain Lexon 193203 48 04 F93 280 40 29 • Sweden Tranzicom 108 730 3710 F08 730 5125 •
Switzerland Media Solutions 1064 41 57 22 F064 41 00 35. Taiwan Aceonic T2716 8896 F2719 2065 - Thailand KDM Trading 12318 2724 F2 318 6186 • USA SADiE IncT 615 327 1140 F615 327 1699 •
•
Window%is aregistered trademan: of Microsoft lac. Studio Audio & Video LW reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice.
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CCS Codecs Help Rally Cowboys
provide the equipment, technical crew
and backhaul transmission for all Dallas
Cowboys football games, both at home
and on the road.

by Mike Simpson
President
MIDCOM Inc.
DALLAS To transmit high- quality
stereo audio across the street or around
the world, consider digital audio codecs
from Corporate Computer Systems
(CCS), interfaced with ISDN lines from
your local telephone company, as the
ideal alternative to satellite paths or
equalized broadcast loops.
MIDCOM Inc. provides remote audio
origination services for the 100plus station Dallas Cowboys Radio Network. We

1,300 pounds of equipment
Our remote broadcast package consists
of approximately 1,300 pounds of equipment, including a20-channel mixing console, two stereo cart machines, six UHF
wireless microphone systems, four parabolic microphones, a 10 W full-duplex
FM repeater/EFB system and much more.
Over the past four years, we have
broadcast games from across the U.S. as
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well as Tokyo, London
and Mexico City. We
traveled to more than
15 stadiums and two
Super Bowls.
During the 1993 NFL
season, after several
bad experiences including blimps and thunderstorms that interrupted
MIDCOM's ISDN rack uses Adtran TAs to interface ISDN
our Ku signal, we
with the CCS codecs.
decided to discontinue
the CDQ-2000 encoder/decoder from
satellite backhaul.
CCS for our backhaul transmission.
Our broadcasts are in full- fidelity
When used with an ISDN terminal adapstereo. To accomplish this we selected
tor (TA) and astandard ISDN/BRI circuit, the CDQ-2000 E/D provides 20 kHz
stereo transmission to and from the
remote site. In addition to the main stereo
signal, there is also a program return
(IFB) line, eliminating the need for adial
up "listen" line.
Our switch to ISDN was not without
trouble, however. The line we ordered for
our initial ISDN-transmitted game was
the first ISDN line to be installed in
Philadelphia. At the same time,
-

Rex Route 441.10
THE SATELLITE DIGITAL
AUDIO NETWORK BUILT
FOR TO- DAY, FLEXIBLE

Our road games

FOR TOMORROW.

actually sound better
than the home-game
broadcasts from

T

he FlexRoute system was created in response to

Texas Stadium.

the present and future needs of our customers. The

Southwestern Bell installed our line at
the Network Operations Center. It was
the third ISDN line in Dallas. Needless to
say, there were many problems.
It took about 60 hours and eight people
working non-stop over three days to
make things right, but eventually the circuits worked and "crystal clear digital
audio" began flowing. Since we began
using ISDN, things have improved for
the most part with the ISDN providers.

expertise of our customers, gained from operating
thousands of sites in diverse systems worldwide has

been combined with the design and manufacturing experience of
International Datacasting Corporation to create this revolutionary new
satellite based digital audio system. The open architecture of the
FlexRoute system encourages network operators to implement the
ISO/MPEG audio encoder of their choice to take advantages of the
continuing improvement in encoders. QPSK modulation, which
minimizes the recurring space segment costs, is complemented by the
Flexibility of dual speed operation at either I28kb/s or 256kb/s. Initial
implementation of networks using SCPC FlerRoute minimizes space segment costs in the early
years of network operation, yet leaves the 2CPC mode for future, low cost expansion of the
network. The 2CPC mode can be used to partition the channel into an audio service plus
ahigh speed data service, thus enabling multimedia applications through one
receiver platform. 'two additional auxiliary data channels are implemented to
facilitate E-mail, data broadcasting, paging or RDS applications. Full network control
and addressandity is available with the use of the optional Radiotiet addressable
network control software package.

•SCPC/2,CPC QPSK with 1/2 FEC
•Switchable Rates ( 128kb/s or 256kb/s)
•ISOMPEG Audio coding
•Addressable Network Control
•2CPC Partitions for Audio and/or Data
256 or 192+64 or 128+128kb/s
128 or 64+64 or 96+32kb/s

BE..n,

INTERNATIONAL
DATACASTING
CORPORATION

-

Worldwide call:
2680 Oueneaiew Otite
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada. 1(28 8H6

In ISA call:
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Norcrosi, Georgia
ASA 30092
Tel: (4031440.9684
(
904)448-6396
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Remarkable and amazing
The audio quality of the CCS system is
remarkable. Frequency response and clarity
are amazing. The all-too-familiar "carrier
whine" and other noisy artifacts associated
with analog broadcast loops are gone. Our
road games actually sound better than homegame broadcasts from Texas Stadium,
where we still use the 15 kHz loops.
Another feature of the CDQ-2000 is the
ancillary data port. It provides a serial
data stream configurable between 300
and 9600 baud that can be used for a
number of applications. We use this data
path to remote one of the sports wire services to our broadcast booth on game
days. Other potential uses include remote
control of cart machines, computer-based
logging and talk show caller information.
Interface between the CDQ-2000 and
the associated TA for an ISDN line is via
V.35 or X.21 connectors on the back
panel. The unit is solidly built, and its
road worthiness has been pushed to the
limit during our travels.
The typical ISDN/BRI line (also known
as a2B+D line) is comprised of two 64
kilobits per second ( kbps) bearer ( B)
channels and one 16 kbps data (D) channel for packet switched data. The data
produced by the CDQ-2000 rides down
the two B channels. The D channel is
used mainly by the telephone network for
continued on page 49
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Toys or
TOOIS?
Digital workstations need to be more than fun... they must
be productive. If you work in the fast-paced frenzy of
radio production, you don't have time to play
around.

To get ahead, you need a

system that will help yu produce
more work with greater creativity, in less
time. We have just the tool for you, the
ADX digital audio workstation.
o
o

The ADX is specifically designed for radio production. It
has all the features you need to create the most complex
multitrack productions: true 8channel recording (expandable
to 32 channels), non-compressed linear PCM digital audio,
removable storage media and expansive timecode facilities.
But the most powerful feature of the ADX is its intuitive
operation. No other workstation .
las combined al this power
with the ease-of-use that makes even the most complicated
prodation virtually effortless.
ADX is the only workstation to offer the optional
MixstationTm automated mixing system. In fact. the ADX is
the only completely integrated radio production tool on the
market. What else would you expect from PR&E? Call
today for your full color brochure.
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Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive • Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel: 619-438-3911 • Fax: 619-43$-9277 • GSA Contract: GS-03F-4064B
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phone company make it possible to send
CD-quality digital audio via the phone
networks at a fraction of the cost of
overnighting DAT tapes.
With this technology Ican provide
same-day service to stations across the
that are pertinent to the day's events, more
country. It is affordable and the quality is
and more stations require same-day service.
nothing short of magnificent.
The second problem is that the
As business picked
up, Iknew this would
be agodsend: No more
rolling off tape, filling
out labels or completing waybills and waiting for couriers. Now I
The RE660 MUSICAM Encoder
can dial up stations and
overnight charges quickly become asigfeed them instantaneous audio whenever
they want it.
nificant cost for my customers.
First Ihad to find the right system. I
With alittle bit of research, Idiscovered
work with some big stations and netthat digital audio compression and
works that want optimum audio qualiswitched digital services from the local
ty—full bandwidth, if possible. Once I
began shopping, Iwas immediately faced
with choosing acompression algorithm.

ISDN and RE Suit Voiceover Business
by Eric Gordon
Proprietor
Gordon Communications
PARK CITY, Utah The desire to
expand my voiceover business and still
provide myself and family the opportunity to live outside of amajor metropolitan
area motivated me to investigate digital
audio transport. Ifound that the RE600
MUSICAM encoder from RE America
and ISDN phone service create asolution
that is amazingly affordable, enhances the
service Iprovide my customers, and gives
me the freedom to live wherever Iwant.
As an independent announcer. Iam the

voice of many different TV and radio stations. The biggest limitation facing my
business is the fact that every station
wants amarket exclusive deal.
Work at home
Commuting between markets is not
practical, so Iwork out of astudio in my
home. Stations fax me copy, Ido the
voice tracks and then overnight courier
the materials to the stations.
The first problem with this approach is
that Icannot provide services to stations
requiring same-day service. As competition
heats up and stations want to promote their
evening lineup or newscasts with scripts

Now HearThis.

With more digital STL transmission systems on-air than
all other competitors combined, we'd like to let
our customers do the talking for us...
"The increase in system gain
using the DSP 6000 allowed us
to eliminate one of the hops in
our STL system."
Robert Reymont, KVRY, Phoenix, AZ

"It's truly amazing to drive 120
miles from the studio, hear an
FM broadcasting with atotally
quiet signal, and know it
originated five hops back."
Jim Travis, Family Life Network,
Bath NY

"The DSP 6000 allowed us to
run both our FMs from one
studio over one STL. We got
cost savings and digital fidelity"
Chris Reid Murray,
KMGE & KKNU, Eugene, OR

Dynamic field
Audio compression technology is avery
dynamic field, and anumber of compression algorithms are currently in use or in
development. The primary issue in
choosing an algorithm is standardization:
Which algorithm provides inter-operability with the broadest base of users.
My algorithm of choice is MUSICAM,
also called ISO MPEG Layer H. MUSICAM is one of the most widely used
high-fidelity compression algorithms out
there today.
Ifound the foremost manufacturer of
MUSICAM equipment to be RE America.
The RE660 MUSICAM encoder is flexible, easy to use and gives me the highquality audio my customers demand.
The next step was to contact the phone
company and to order adigital connection. The key issues with digital service
are data rates (kilobits per second [kbps])
and price. The bottom line is that
Switched 56 is limited to 56 kbps, while
ISDN gives you 128 kbps, and Switched
56 is generally more costly than ISDN
because phone companies want to promote new ISDN services.
Admittedly, getting ISDN service established was a challenge. Be prepared to
give yourself several weeks for line
installation.
There are several important things to
remember when you order ISDN service.
ISDN is sometimes incorrectly associated
only with BRI ( basic rate interface) service. BRI is defined as apackage of three
channels, two 64-kbps bearer (B) channels
and one 16-kbps data ( D) channel. For
high-quality audio applications, you only
need to order ISDN with two B channels.
128 kbps of data
Two B channels provide you atotal of
128 kbps of data capacity and 20 Hz to
20 kHz of mono or stereo audio bandwidth with the RE660/661 codec.
When ordering ISDN service from the
phone company, you need to specify circuit switched data and you need to specify
simultaneous access to both B channels.
At 128 kbps, the RE660 makes it sound as
if you are there in the station's studio.
RE was very helpful from the beginning. They explained in detail the procedure for installing the unit in my facility,
and worked as an intermediary with the
telephone company to ensure Ireceived
the proper ISDN configuration.
The RE660 encoder is a 1U rackmount
unit about the size of aradio receiver. It

"Best sound for the buck in
broadcasting today!"
Robert Lear
KTWV, Hollywood, CA

Ill Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 • USA
Telephone (805) 968-9621
Fax (805) 685-9638

continued on page 48
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Bext STLs Much Used in Michigan
by Ed and Jennifer Czelada
Broadcast Technicians
ETC Communications
IMLAY CITY, Mich. Composite STL
systems from Bext Inc. offers many useful features for about half the price of
some other brands. The LC Series STL is
available from 1.5 to 6 W. Frequency
changes are straightforward thanks to
front panel programmability.
Presently, three of our clients use 1.5 W
Bext LC Series STLs, all of which were
purchased directly from Bext's San
Diego sales office. One of the most practical features of these STLs are the four
composite outputs-this makes it easy to
feed the main transmitter as well as the
backup transmitter.
Saves more than $ 500
By adjusting the multitum pots, you can
set modulation on each transmitter. This
feature saves more than $500 by eliminating the need to purchase acomposite distribution amplifier. Ialso like the four
composite inputs, which let you feed in the
composite baseband and multiple SCAs.
Bext STLs are ready for digital modems,
thanks to adigital output port option.
The front panel of the STL incorporates
an easy-to-read digital bar graph multimeter that shows modulation, signal
strength and other readings. You can also
change the STL frequency right from the
front panel-all that is needed is atweaker and an accurate frequency counter.
Frequency is set by turning the rotary numbered switches to the operating frequency
and then fine tuning atrimmer capacitor
inside to reach the exact frequency. Bext
will ask for the operating frequency when

you order, so the STLs will be ready to go
when you receive them.
LC Series STLs operate off of either
117/230 V or 12 VDC. The 12 V feature
is especially handy in emergency situations. We once needed to check STLs
from amobile setting. The STL receiver
was set up in the car, the antenna connected to a two- meter amateur antenna,
and with a pair of headphones plugged
into the STL receiver's front-panel headphone jack ... presto, a mobile STL
receiver. This also helped in troubleshooting a bad 7/8- inch cable at a
radio station. It might also be helpful for
determining which STL frequencies are
in use. All you need to do is park on abig
hill and start listening.
The STL receiver has a very selective
front-end that is not easily affected by
high-level signals from adjacent transmitters. One station has a 300 W paging
transmitter on 930 MHz and its antenna,
all located 15 feet from the STL's grid
dish. Another station has a 930 MHz
pager and aSTL transmitter for adifferent FM station at the same tower as its
receive STL. Both STLs operate without
any interference problems.
As mentioned earlier, all of our clients
use the 1.5 W system because of its
excellent value, but for stations needing
more power or distance. Bext offers a6
W unit and a 15 W STL amp. The company also has STL translators for adouble hop to your transmitter site.
Mechanical and electrical construction
of the unit is very good. Shielded modules are used throughout, and a helicaltype front end is used with gold piston
capacitors. Most connections to the modules are made by soldered feed- through

Gentner Hybrid aWinner
continued from page 39
main send audio coming from the mix-72.1 dBu, 400 Hz. Hi-pass filter inserted.
minus buses that feed the hybrid's main
The nominal +4 dBu audio send and
send. The discrepancy in the measured send
receive signal levels, and - 15 dBu tele- and receive filter characteristics and harmonic distortion is
Figure 1.
due to testing the
Published Performance Specifications:
DHIII on areal-world
analog telco line, verSend Distortion @ . 4dBu input level ( telco line level - 15 dBu):
0.3% THD, 270 Hz to 2 8 kHz
Send SNR•
60 dB
sus the manufacturSend Bandpass Filter characteristics:
270 Hz and 2.8 kHz, 1dB down
100 Hz and 6.3 kHz. 30 dB down
er's measurements
taken using an ideal
Receive Distortion @ ( few level - 15 dBu) . 4dBu output level: 0.15% THD 270 Hz to 3.300 Hz
Receive SNI9
60 dB
phone line simulator.
-

Receive Bandpass Filter characteristics:

270 Hz and 3.3 kHz, 1dB down
100 Hz and 6.3 kHz. 30 dB down

General Specifications:
Dimensions:
Weight:

19" wide. 1.75" ( 1RU) high. 12" deep
10 pounds

AC Power Requirements:
Operating Temperature Range:
Telephone line and set connection
Common mode protection:

100-120 VAC or 220-240 yac. 50-60 Hz. 5Watts
32 ' F to 122' Fahrenheit. 0" C to 50 Centigrade
Modular RJ-11C
230 volts between boring connection and ground

ODD

For information
from Gentner, contact Paul Anderson
in Utah at 800-9457730 or 801-9757200; fax: 801-9770087; or circle

phone line send level were used, except
Reader Service 207.
for testing the low receive and send input
Richard Majestic is abroadcast engineer
overload characteristics. The DH111 perbased in the Washington, D.C., area.
formance, on telephone
Figure 2.
line receive levels as
Measured Performance:
low as - 35 dBu, was
Send Distortion @ .4dBu input level ( Telco line level - 15 dBut: 0.07% THD. from 320 Hz to 2.5 kHz
also measured. To
Send SNR @(- 15 dBu Telco line level)
59 dB
stress the DHIII, elevatSend Bandpass Filter characteristics
320 Hz and 2.5 kHz...0. - 3dB
ed send signal levels
110 Hz and 5.6 kHz. -30 dB
were tested This was
Receive Distortion @ ( telco line level - 15 dBu) -4ett output level: 0.16% THD from 270 Hz to
3.3 kHz.
done to simulate the
Receive Distortion e ( telco line level - 35 dBu) - 19 dBu output level . 1.3% THD from 270 Hz to
high send audio levels
3.3 kHz.
Receive SNR @ . 4dBu output level
66 dB
typically encountered in
Receive Bandpass Filter characteristics
330 Hz and 2.6 kHz...0. -3dB
160 Hz and 6.3 kHz. -30 dB
broadcast applications.
Trans- Hybrid loss, input level:
dBu @ 1.5 kHz.
SRR 60 dB
.14 dBu e 1.5 kHz.
SRR 65.3 dB
Typically, broadcasters
.20 dBu @ 1.5 kHz.
SRR 36.6 dB
do not level compress

capacitors and BNC connectors.
All three STLs have worked smoothly
since their installation. Among the three
stations, the SILS have run for atotal of
nearly six years. We did have one minor
problem with one unit when we needed
to change the frequency-the unit failed
to lock- up on the new frequency. With
the assistance of the support line at Bext,
we determined that the synthesizer was
not getting the "8" bit.
Under warranty
Bext offered to overnight us areplacement unit, as it was still under the

45

standard two-year warranty. While Bext
was boxing up areplacement unit, however, Idiscovered that the problem was
actually the solder joint on aswitch connection. Iwas able to quickly resolder
the connection and get it back up and
running.
Anytime you are looking to replace
your STL system, or when installing a
new one, give Bext serious consideration.
They will get your signal where it needs
to go for avery reasonable price.
Ei
For information, contact Bext in
California at 619-239-8462; fax: 619239-8474; or circle Reader Service 79.
Ed and Jennifer Czelada do contract
engineering work for about 10 midMichigan area radio stations and can be
reached at 810-724-1158.

I
COULD

HAVE BOUGHT

ADIGILINK

Are you thinking about replacing your old cart machines with
'Digital Carts' such as floppies, flopticals, Bernoullis, or Opticals???
Well, think about it alittle more! Add up the list price for adigital
cartridge recorder, just asingle player, AND the floppy disks--- and
you will find that you could have bought aDigilink workstation for
$7,995 that gave you 'Live' AND- '
Automation' capabilities!!!
ADigilink workstation stores audio on an internal hard disk and
comes out of the box with acapacity of 547 one minute, stereo
carts for only $7,995. Even better, the Digilink hard disk has an
average 15 year life. Imagine how many floppies you will break,
wear out, lose, and replace over 15 years. That doesn't count all of
the floppy disk mechanisms that will jam,
cecinitemh
break, and simply fail...
facc2ean

Trok "S\tax
Also with aDigilink, you get much more! You
can stack up hundreds of 'carts' in the play list - Eza\l'à
and just walk away. You get satellite automation Wil' it-e•
in the Digilink workstation and can optionally add CD players. A
digital audio cut and splice editor even comes standard with
Digilink. Because Digilink will play and record at the same time, you
can play aspot to air while it starts ascheduled network
autorecord. You can even network delay with Digilink.

With all of these features, it is easy to see why there are more than
500 Digilink workstations around the world from Paris to Moscow to
Taiwan to Jamaica and in your own backyard. Don't suddenly come
to the realization that you could have bought aDigilink!
Call Arrakis now...
(303) 224-2248

ARRAKIS

C 1993 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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Comrex Lets SEC Take Full Advantage of ISDN
About six months ago, we began looking
into forming aswitched digital reciprocal
agreement. We were interested in ISDN
for two reasons—quality enhancement
and economy. While quality is always
important, the driving force behind our
investigation of ISDN was cost savings.

by Tom Stevens
President
Southeastern Conference
Broadcasters' Association
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ' Fhe Southeastern
Conference ( SEC)
Broadcasters'
Association consists of the football and
basketball radio rights holders for the
Southeastern Conference. We formed the
association in 1980 to set up reciprocal
arrangements to provide telephone lines
for visiting teams, and we meet regularly
to discuss ongoing matters concerning the
sports networks' broadcasts.

Typical setup
For years, a typical network setup featured atwo-line frequency extender feed
from the game site and a program backfeed from the studio to the press box via
telephone. Extended pre-game and postgame programming resulted in an aver-

1
.1 col:1000u

8TRACK
DIGITAL EDITING
BREAKS PRICE BARRIER
$5495 *
Adigital audio editor designed for Radio production
Learn to use in minutes, much faster than tape
Cut, splice, move, and fade up to 4stereo tracks
Use Scrubbing to edit with your ears
Use visual waveform editing to edit with your eyes
An UNDO button enables you to go back and fix mistakes
Digital Networking to transfer audio to your On Air machine
Add Trak'Star-8 software to aDigilink for only $ 2,000

age of three six-hour calls per game. Two
of the twelve networks used three- line
frequency extending equipment, resulting
in four six-hour calls per game broadcast.
Many of our schools then backhaul the
mixed audio feed from their studios to
the NPR satellite uplink site in
Washington, D.C.. via two-line frequency extenders, resulting in two additional
six-hour calls.
Assuming an average cost of 20e per
minute, it worked out to approximately
$360 per game for a typical football
broadcast and $432 per game for those
networks using three line extenders.
With a BRI/ISDN line, three or four
regular telephone calls from the remote
site to the studio are replaced by asingle
ISDN call, with the bonus of ahigh-quality backfeed on the ISDN full-duplex service. For those networks feeding a
remote uplink, one call replaces two. The
savings is $ 144 per game for the feed to
the studios and another $72 per game for
the feed from the studios to the uplink.
In addition, the installation and monthly
costs of one ISDN line are substantially
lower than putting in three or four regular
phone lines.
At the Vanderbilt University radio netork. for example. the ISDN charges were

personnel in Acton, Mass. This provided
agood hands-on demonstration of how it
all worked, and by the end of the session,
we had enough support to go ahead with
the project.
By working as a group, Daryl Doss,
director of engineering for Host
Communications, negotiated some excellent prices on equipment. The SEC networks selected Comrex digital audio
codecs—DXR model at the studios and
the DXP at the game site—along with
Adtran terminal adaptors ( TA). The
Vanderbilt Network uses the Adtran 2x64,
with one port for our feed and the other
for the visiting network. The visitors bring
their own Comrex DXP codecs to interface with the Adtran TA we provide.
While we will not recoup the entire
equipment cost, approximately $7,300,
with backhaul savings this first season,
we will halfway through the next season.
After that, we will save $5.000 per year,
all the while enjoying the enhanced quality of digital transmission.
Very efficient
Ihe commitment and cooperation of the
Bell South companies, which deal with
11 of our networks, have been very satisfactory. In Nashville, we deal with aspe-

Trak'Star-8 is the first cost effective multitrack digital audio editor
designed for the radio broadcast professional. Fast and easy to use,

produce your commercials on Trak*Star and then transfer them in
digital straight to the Digilink in your On
Air studio. Dramatically reduce
clez
i
production time and save money !!!
M e CAU\Un.

L

Tick %Celt\ ca

For more information, call or write
ARRAKIS,

pliÇIe.
fiUlto. ciCUIU.

(303) 224-2248

the premier broadcast manufacturer of consoles, furniture, Digilink
and Trak*Star digital audio products.

Comrex equipment lets Tom Stevens ( r) broadcast the
first Vanderbilt game of the season via ISDN.

ARRAKIS

$176 for installation and $93.50 per month,
but charges do vary somewhat throughout
the Bell South region. That provides us with
two digital circuits: one for our program
feed to WSM-AM-FM. the flagship station,
and one fig the visiting network's feed.

*Suggested retail price. Complete system
Trek' Stare by Arralus Systems, Inc.
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Eliminates costly charges
The ISDN feed to WSM also eliminates
costly charges for often unreliable equalized broadcast circuits. The ISDN installation fees compare very favorably to
installation costs for either Switched 56
or equalized circuits, which are more
expensive to operate.
From our research, we knew ISDN was
the right way to go. To make the move.
however, we needed to convince amajority of SEC members to join a switched
digital reciprocal arrangement. Comrex
Corp. offered to help us present our case
at the March SEC Broadcasters'
Association meeting.
Comrex ordered an ISDN line for the
hotel in Memphis where the meeting was
held and sent us equipment to use. We
then did a live Qand- A with Comrex

cial Bell South ISDN office which is
very efficient. However, things have
been a bit more difficult for the
University of Alabama.
After first being informed by the phone
company that ISDN was available at the
network studios in Bessemer. Ala.. for a
construction/installation charge of $500,
the Alabama network purchased its ISDN
equipment. Bell South recently revised
the construction charges to $ 5,000.
Discussions between the two parties are
ongoing. and Bell South is showing a
willingness to negotiate.
While there have been a few bumps
along the way, six SEC schools are
ISDN-ready l'or the 1994 season, with
another three set to join in 1995. We
eagerly anticipate the cost savings and
increased quality that our ISDN arrangement will provide this season and for
years to come.
ODD

For information from Comrex. contact
Lynn Distler in Massachusetts at 508263-1800: fax: 508-635-0401: or circle
Reader Service 70.

Go First Class
to Europe
Take your listeners on aweekly, two-hour journey through
Europe via THE EUROPEAN HIT SURVEY hosted by
Bobby Sicilia. This musical extravaganza, designed in a
magazine format brings you aweekly profile of the latest
Pan-European hits. It is also loaded with updates on
current music trends in Europe, interviews with today's hot
artists, entertaining industry news, and information about
European lifestyles. Your listeners will appreciate this
exclusive program because it is " First Class" all the way.

The

Hit Survey
Hosted by Bobby Sicilia

Don't keep your listeners waiting! For more details call Sound & Stations USA at 214-444-2525.
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Chicago Station Economizes with Intraplex
by Warren Shulz
Chief Engineer
WLS-AM-FM
CHICAGO A new audio and data transmission network installed at WLS-AMFM is projected to save the station an
estimated $352,000 over the next eight
years. This project has an estimated 16
percent return on investment with afouryear payback.
WLS simulcasts a talk radio format in
the nation's third largest media market.
WLS was ranked fourth in the 1994
Spring Arbitron with a combined 12+
rating of 4.6 for the AM and FM operations.
The location of the WLS studios did not
have a line- of- site shot to the network
satellite or STL links. Therefore. WLS
ended up leasing a large number of copper analog circuits from Ameritech to
make the connections.
Alternative to analog
In 1993. Ibegan investigating digital T1
services as an alternative to analog leased
lines. T1 lines ended up providing WLS
several distinct advantages over individual analog copper circuits:
• The change to digital provided a

significant annual cost reduction to the
station's profit and loss statement.
•The large bulk bandwidth of aT1 circuit allows for expansion without significant capital investment.
•Satellite channel delivered programs
could be delivered on 15 kHz bandwidth
audio channels in place of 8 kHz providing improved clarity for the simulcast
AM and FM talk radio format.
•The digital T1 path provides a reduction of harmonic and intermodulation
distortion of up to 10 times lower than
leased Ameritech analog transmission
facilities.
•The constant monitoring of the T1 circuit by both WLS and Ameritech provides improved problem response and
improved reliability over leased analog
copper facilities.
With these advantages in mind, WLS
implemented a four- path T1 network
using Ameritech fiber hub facilities and
Intraplex program audio T1 multiplexer
hardware.
In 1992, the analog configuration was
18 circuits from the studio to the Sears
Tower for the FM transmitter. AM SIL
and RPU; eight circuits from the studio
to the AM transmitter and from the satellite downlink to the studio; and six

TRANSMISSION
SOLUTIONS
When Proven Reliability Counts,
FM Broadcasters Count
on Harris Platinum.
Quite simply, Harris
Platinum Series'' FM
Transmitters are among the
world's most reliable. From
2 through 20 kW. With an
ultra- rugged, redundant
solid state design. Plus
documentable fault-free
module performance
exceeding 240,000 hours.
And more. To discover what
over 100 broadcasters
worldwide have learned
about Platinum FM, please
contact our radio sales
department by fax (217224-1439) or by phone:

217-222-8200
c-m
ta..1 HA.Ftpus
AdILLIED

P.O. BOX 4290 • QUINCY, IL 62305-4290
cHarris Corporation 1994
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circuits from the NBC Tower satellite
downlink to the studio. A total of 32 circuits.
Cost reduction
We were able to drop 17 of the circuits
to the Sears Tower; six circuits to the
AM transmitter and from the satellite
downlink to the studio; and the six circuits from the NBC Tower. A total of 29
circuits for an annual cost reduction of
$82,056.
For $25.920, we added 34 TI supported
analog circuits: 15 circuits to the Sears
Tower; 11 circuits to the AM transmitter
and from the satellite downlink to the
studio; and eight circuits from the NBC
Tower satellite downlink.
As aprecaution, we made sure that we
kept the minimum number of analog circuits necessary to bypass a TI failure.
We added two new analog circuits and
retained four leased analog copper circuits: three circuits to Sears Tower and
three from the studio to the AM transmitter and satellite downlink to studio. The
new circuits were conditioned metallic
pairs with passive equalizers. The annual
cost of these lines is $8.980.
The digital T1 network exceeded all of
our expectations. In essence, the fourchannel T1 system provides 40 analog
circuits versus the 32 we started out with.
With the T1 we were able to add office
PBX telephone paging and OPX extension telephones at our remote transmitter
locations. Calls between the studio and
transmitter are PBX calls, and we also
have access to worldwide ABC tie lines.
Since the initial Ti installation, contract
pricing of four T1 circuits went down 15
percent. Ameritech filed tariffs lowering
the annual T1 cost to an annual cost of
$23.000. By contrast, the analog copper
facility has risen over the same period.
Thus, migration to digital transmission
was treated favorably by Ameritech.
When it's all added up. the switch to T1
lines saves WLS a total of $47,156 per
year. We also have features that would
not have been considered financially
practical prior to the DS- 1service.
RBDS added
WLS recently added global positioning
RBDS service to its FM operation. We
simply added 9600 baud data cards to the
T1 shelf and installed areference receiver at the AM transmitter. Correction data
was backhauled from the AM transmitter
site to the FM transmitter site with surplus capacity on the T1 circuits. The
Intraplex shelf has a surplus capacity of
40 percent ready for future additions.
WLS also achieved one of our technical
goals of improving the FM SIL audio
performance with the Intraplex TP-350
linear I6-bit program transmission circuit
cards. Installed measurements revealed a
SMPTE IM distortion of 0.05 percent at
operating level. The only possible
improvement after that would be to move
the studio to the transmitter location.
The reliability of the T1 circuits exceeds
the performance of the copper analog
facilities. The ability to fault monitor for
data transmission errors makes it possible
to observe degradation before ahard outage occurs. In one case, Ameritech called
WLS to report acase of data corruption.
but no audio faults were noted.

With the Intraplex performance
improvements and resulting cost reductions. WLS can focus on providing quality product with increased reliability. The
move to digital transmission was anatural complement to our ongoing signal
improvement projects.
ODD

For information from Intraplex, contact
Christine Doyle in Massachusetts at 508692-9000: fax: 508-692-2200: or circle
Reader Service 199.

Voiceovers
On RE Gear
continued from page 44

works in conjunction with a separate terminal adaptor ( TA), the
ISDN equivalent of amodem. The
TA handles the dialing functions
and all of the other phone network
interfacing. The RE660 connects to
the TA via asingle 25- pin network
cable, and the TA plugs directly
into the ISDN phone jack.
Easy to upgrade
The RE660 is extremely easy to
operate, you can set the data rate,
the sample frequency and select
between four audio modes—
stereo, dual mono, joint stereo and
mono—all through the front panel.
Another important feature, which
only the RE660 has, is firmware
downloading via a rear- panel RS232 port. This makes it easy to
upgrade the encoder as new features are added to the ISO MPEG
Layer II standard.
To receive an ISDN transmission.
astation needs its own ISDN connection, a TA and a MUSICAM
decoder. As MUSICAM is an ISO
MPEG standard, decoder equipment is available from anumber of
different manufacturers.
RE America manufactures the
RE661 MUSICAM decoder, which
is agood choice. Using the RE661,
a station can be completely
equipped for less than $ 2.400.
Once a station is equipped with a
MUSICAM decoder, the producer
need only make a phone call and
roll the tape. My voice is recorded
live on the station's end as if I
were there in the booth.
The entire process is quick and
reliable, providing superb audio
quality, affordable transmission.
consistent operation and, most
importantly, happy clients.
My equipment cost for the RE660
encoder. a TA and cables was
under $ 3,600. The ISDN service
provided by the phone company
was equally affordable: $ 100 for
installation. $ 35 monthly accL ,,
fee and standard long distance
rates for two lines ( one line per B
channel) at 20e per minute.
DOD

For information from RE America.
contact Steve Watts in Ohio at 216871-7617: fax: 216-871-4303: or
circle Reader Service 60.
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CCS Rallies Cowboys
continued from page 42

call routing and supervision.
Through the use of inverse multiplexing, the two 64 kbps B channels are combined into a contiguous 128 kbps data
path. If ISDN is not available at aparticular venue, two separate Switched 56
lines are used along with two CSU/DSU
units and inverse multiplexed in asimilar
manner. Both scenarios support 20 kHz
stereo transmission.
Terminal adaptor
Our choice of TA is the Adtran ¡ SU -128
and 2x64. The 2x64 differs from the ¡ SU 128 in that it is a true two-port device.
While it requires twice the number of
keystrokes, and can be abit confusing to
use, this type of TA is necessary when a

remote broadcast originates from a pair
of Switched 56 lines.
In all other situations, the ¡ SU -128
operating in Bonding protocol mode is
much more user-friendly, setting up the
digital call with a minimum of time and
keystrokes. Adtran has a24- hour technical support department. These people
know ISDN inside and out and have rescued us from many disasters.
Ihave found that frequently the local
telephone company knows less about its
own ISDN services than anyone else. I
have spent countless hours on hold while
the phone company tries to fix an ISDN
problem. In almost every case, the cause
was traced to a translation error at the
local telephone switch.
ISDN might be too much for the faint at

MIDCOM's Mike

Simpson ( r) and crew at Texas Stadium.

heart. Using it equires patience and attention to detail on the user's part. But thanks
to companies like CCS and Adtran, digital
backhaul transmission is not only practical,
but the results are well worth the effort.

For information from Corporate
Computer Systems, contact David Lin in
Pennsylvania at 908-946-3800: fax:
908-946-7167: or circle Reader Service
162.
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Wizard For WindowsTm
by Prophet Systems, Inc.

The Flexible

system

Digital Automation System

automation
for fa-servicestations

Event-driven " Mini"

Designed by Broadcasters
•Windows & Novell Network
•Hard Drive Automation
•Digital Real-Time Editor
•Integrated Copy System
•Block Stretch/Squeeze
•Runs Multiple Stations
•Simultaneous Record & Play
/1

•Voice Tracking Module
•Expand up to 20 Terminals
•Digital Reel to Reel with

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A COST
EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE?

AUTOMATIC
RECORDINGS
Playbacic on-dernand
Those hourly,
daily, or weekly

•100% digital. 286, 386, or 486 PC

can be recorded automati-

switchers (10 ch.)
.paus from nie
• Playe, and reset
off/on buttons on gag console mod-

II

ule for
Stereo

arecordings
orMono,

32, 44

sampling rate
• Uses Digital Audio
dio card
•mtcgiabw
$395
au

SPECIA_'IZING IN

& CALIBRATION

EQUIPMENT BY

STL's • RPU's • TSL's

audio feeds

required
• Controls many external audio

SERVICE, REPAIR

Moseley • McMartin

Broadcast Monitors •

• TR" • And others...

Remote Control Systems

cally, and
setup to play
back at the

,o

r 481(

(Softwar eonly)

We can help get you back on the air with our

button, any

SIL Loaner Program. We have STL's available that

time you

will be set to you' frequelcy prior to shippng. We also

choose.

provice overthe-phone technical assistance.
SOU so,1
4
/
-

Program Length Recording

Prophet Systems
1-800-658-4403

Reach 22,000 + broadcast
professionals! RADIO VVORLD's
Product Showcase provides a
perfect medium for test marketing
your products and services. It's
•

an efficient. effective and
affordable advertising option.
For more information, including
rates and deadlines, fax your
sales representative at

1-703 -998 -2966
or call

1-800-336-3045
•

0>

For more informaiion
or ademo* version, contact:

eteutez Seutete Salatidei
PO Box 21254 • Columbus, Ohio
*BBS: 614-766-2162

300-14400 baud.N.8.1

2198 Hubbard Lane. Grants Pass, OR 97527

43221

(503) 471-2262

FAX 63-766 5025

READER SERVICE NO. 142

•
Attention
Advertisers!

An authorized (
TFT serrice center

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
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• Belar • Marti •

• Exciters • AM/FM
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Never Go Off the Air Again.
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crown
broadcast
e
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•
FM200

•
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When the power fails, your signal won't. Crown's FM200 transmitter, with optional atitomatic backup power, will keep your station cn the air. Available in 30, 100 and 200 wat models.
Each FM200 includes:

•FM Exciter

0 crown

•Audio Processor
•Stereo Generator

broadcast

•RF Amplifier
All of which operates from

BOOTH # 2346

at

your AC or DC power source.

the World Media Expo.

ADivision of Crown Internatioral, Irc.
1718 West Mishawaka Road
Elkhart Indian.. 46515-1000
Fax 219-294-8302
Broadcast Sales 219-29 1-8050
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CONSOLE UPGRADE
WITHOUT THE BIG
EXPENSE

$10,000

NEW
5000

capable, expandable
digital satellite receiver

CONSOLE

COST COMPARISON
Approach digital quality with
Our retrofit electronics
your yesteryear audio
currently support most
console by using BDI plug-in
retrofit electronics. If the cost
Gates/Harris Consoles
RCA Consoles
of anew console is depriving
McMartin Consoles
you of acompetitive air sound
McCurdy Consoles
then BDI electronics are the
answer. Better headroom,
lower noise, lower distortion, dynamic range
approaching 90dB and improved reliability are just
some of the advantages of our easy to install upgrades.
Call us today direct for acompetetive air sound
tomorrow!

bdi

The world's most

More and more
networks are moving
to Satcom C-5
digital. Why take 8
chance on a
less expandable
receiver?

TI. for
Affordable
ILightning
Prevention.
Used Equipmert
for AU Satellite Formats
LNA/LNB/Splitters

We Repair
& Rebuild all
Popular Receivers
Quick Service!

ZephyrusforJSA
Zephyrus700 SCPC

(

91 4

Leasing WA.C.

24 Hour Tech Support

Satellite Systems
(719) 634-6319

) 737-5032

READER SERVICE NO. 184

READER SERVICE NO. 209

AUTO-ANSWER TELEPHONE COUPLER
Ideal for unattended situations such
as listen lines, IFB feeds, dial- up
networks, remote transmitter sites &
satellite links.

extatibur tlettrottit5
HC-1 Handi-Coupler

ti

j

Here is the simplest, quickest, most convenient
way to connect audio to atelephone. The HC- 1
connects in series with the handset of any phone
using modular connectors. No connection to the
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button
and external audio is available on separate send and
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear panel. Release the
button and the handset is once more connected for
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler!

Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508 635-0401

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRG:NIA

Please circle our bingo number for adata sheet and adealer List

READER SERVICE NO. 119

READER SERVICE NO. 68

GET THE BEST MUSIC, THE BEST
QUALITY,THE BEST PRICE!

EQUIPMENT FINANCING

or

,,Seventies

AC

ALL

r

AC ,410

CHR

11 ( Country ,,ie

ALL ready to make your format ; i
this summer! ALL in stock...
ALL at terrific prices!

To Get It ALL on

CD Just Call Our Name!

1 - 800-HALLAND

MARTIN
LEASING CO.

UPGRADES

FIXED RATE
LONG TERMS

•The BEST Integrated Play List SCHEDULER

IMO

AT WME BOOTH # 1828

Flatland Broadcast Services, Inc.

.ife)
7(F,gmv-7
• FEATURE RICH Digital Automation at an
AFFORDABLE Price & Updated Quarterly
• Complete ON-LINE Redundancy
• Provide Your Own Computers/Players and
SAVE $$$, or Buy/Lease From Us

SEE US AT LA/NAB BOOTH 1830
VVEST/INT1

EAST

310/670-7500

803/370-2400

FAX 310/670-0133

FAX 803 370-2314

READER SERVICE NO. 32

4Attention
Advertisers
Reach 22,000+ broadcast equipment
buying prospects at AM, FM and AM/FM

DIGITAL EC.

• 1-Page Credit Application
•New or Used Equipment

AUTOMATION
STUDIO EQ.

• $ 5,000-$2,500,000
• 100% Financing— No Down Payment
•Conserves Bank Lines
• Under $ 50,000— No Financials Required

QUICK RESPONSE 24-48 HOURS

BEN WEINGARTEN

1-800-253-2734 EXT. 22
TEL: ( 310) 274-7988

• DOLBY AC2 Overlapping Hard Disk Audio

ANTENNAS

IIA1 IAN!) lif,'()ADCAST SERVICES INC.

US

DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEM

TRANSMITTERS

•Other Equipment, Too!

SEE

READER SERVICE NO. 103

Combination Available Today

Comrex Corp.. 65 Nonset Path. Acton MA 01720

IT

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499
Call ( 505) 325-5336
FAX ( 505) 326-2337

• MUSIC on Hard Disk and/or CD

You can find many uses for the HC- 1around your
station: on-air studio, production room, newsroom,
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc.

Oldies «I

Write to us today for aFREE brochure!

(Music & Breaks) & ON-AIR Playback

•Clean connection to phone line
•Easy to install
•Send or receive program
•F.C.C. registered

WE'VE GOT

Stab-Cat provides acontinuous, low-resistance discharge path
for the static electric charge on tall structures. Dissipation points
are 1/8", type 304 stainiess steel rods ground to needle sharpness.
They won't bend, not Even from ice and seseos weather.

Visa/MC/Discover

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
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Let Us Design aSystem for You

FAX: ( 310) 274-1935

1289 E. Alosta Avenue • Glendora, CA 91740
tel: ( 8181 963-6300 • fax: ( 818) 963-2070

THE BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

READER SERVICE NO. 8

READER SERVICE NO. 202

radio stations, networks and groups,
recording studios, engineering and
consulting firms every month.

Products & Services Showcase
appears in every issue of Radio World.
To advertise your product or service,
contact Simone Mullins at

RADIO WORLD
P.O. Box 1214
Falls Church, Va 22041 USA

Tel: 1-800-336-3045
FAX: 703-998-29661
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NBA Radio Relies on AT&T Digital Services
by Tim Lindsey
Assistant
NBA Radio
SECAUCUS, N.J. NBA Radio provides game-of- the- week or NBA playoff
coverage to more than 140 stations
around the country. The broadcasts come
off flawlessly and smoothly to the radio
listener, who never thinks about the technology supporting everyone from the station engineers to the on-air commentators. The technology comes from AT&T
and local telephone company facilities,
services and people.
ISDN technology enables NBA Radio
to perform miracles everyone takes for
granted. AT&T's Global Switched
Digital Service (GSDS) uses ISDN technology to do the work. ISDN is a
switched network arrangement providing
end- to- end digital connectivity for
simultaneous transmission of voice
and/or data over multiple multiplexed
communications channels. It employs
transmission and out-of-band signaling
protocols that conform to international
standards.
Service Is In place
Before a game, AT&T service is
already in place. It is in every NBA
building, including three new venues this
year as the Chicago Bulls, Cleveland
Cavaliers and Seattle Supersonics are all
changing arenas.
Much of the preparation work is done
off-season, which is often the busiest
time for NBA Radio and AT&T. First, I
call AT&T to order the lines for new
arenas and NBA Radio affiliates.
AT&T arranges for GSDS Switched 56.
Then we are ready for the season to
begin.
For example, when the Bulls play the
New York Knicks at Madison Square
Garden, WMAQ(AM) Chicago, the
Bulls' affiliate, dials into the unit we have
at the Garden about an hour and a half
before tipoff. The station's engineer is
there in Chicago awaiting the call. The
lines are tested, and the announcers do a
couple of voice checks to make sure
everything is OK. That's it: WMAQ soon
starts the pre-game show and the game.
The teams hire their own engineers, who
bring their own equipment, such as mixers and headsets. We make it very simple.
Commercial breaks are easy to handle,
even though half are network commercials and half are local. We cue the affiliate stations, letting them know when to
start their commercials, and they know
exactly how much time they have. We
also play network commercials underneath, in case some stations haven't sold
all their local commercial time.
AT&T's GSDS service lets us do many
other special programs. For example, we
have an ISDN line with AT&T Switched
56 service right to the home of Willow
Bay, co-host of NBC's Saturday morning
show " NBA Inside Stuff." She does
voiceovers from her home that are transmitted to NBA Entertainment. NBA
Entertainment then adds highlights to her
voice, mixes a segment featuring the
Friday night games into the show and it
all airs afew hours later.
Another example is the way NBA
Entertainment puts achampionship video
together. This past year, when the

Houston Rockets won the championship
in Houston, the local engineers did not
use AT&T GSDS because it was ahome
game. NBA Entertainment engineers
dialed into the Rockets' network's flagship station, recording and logging the
entire game. They looked for exciting
plays, exciting calls. They then found the
video to match the audio to create the
championship video.
During the playoffs, NBA Entertainment staffers use the Switched 56
units to dial into other games and other
flagship stations. They log the games
and record calls and highlights. One
reason this works well is that covering

aradio game requires the announcer to
be descriptive and exciting. For example, the championship video, draws a
lot of material from radio announcers,
both from Houston and from NBA
Radio.
Highlights
During the season, producers frequently
request ahighlight on aplayer for use in
afeature on TNT or NBC. If, for example, the request is for aMinnesota player,
Icall the Minnesota Timberwolves Radio
network and ask for ahighlight of Isaiah
Rider (or whoever). The Minnesota station cull through its highlights tape and a

few minutes later, NBA Entertainment
has the highlights. Ipass it to the producer and when he mixers the feature, you
hear the local announcers.
Also, we have found uses for GSDS that
we never expected. We thought it would
be used only by NBA teams on the road,
but some teams use it for home games,
too. For home games, there are several
options. Teams can either install abroadcast line, which can be costly if their
flagship station is far away from their
arena, or they can opt for Switched 56.
Teams also use the system for home
game features, "ILove This Game" spots
continued on page 56
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t[te unIty 20001 the world's best sounding FM processor.
Better sound, more listeners, bigger profits. That's what it's all about.

CUTTINGEDGE
2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114 • TEL ( 216) 241-3343 • FAX ( 216) 241-4103
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Dynamic
Deals
on Dynamax
Dynamax DCR1000
$892 5
G e taFREE Record Module
worth $2500
Bu y3players for

Plus
FREE
Federal
Express

Dynarnax MX Series Consol
i5
-IN STOCK NOW at Harr Allied
_ddio/-

-

Call for Special PCing

Af\

The DCR's simple cart- like operation
requires little or no tra.ning. The player has only
three front pane buttons — START, STOP and
CUE. START and CUE are li:erally instantaneous.
There is nothing to clean or align and no
adjustments to make. The disk drive provides
over 30,000 hours of service, can be replaced
in 15 minutes, and costs less than aset of tape

of the active circuitry necessary for its
operation. Its motherboard has no active

6to 18 channels.

minutes of 15kHz stereo audio on each

heads.
The MX Series Console offers the quality
you demand, all the features you need, and a
price you can afford.
Make no compromises. The MX Series is

13 MB floppy disk.

truly modular. Each input module includes all

Whether you need digital cartridge machines
or modular audio consoles, Fidelipac and
Harris Allied have the best of the best avai'able
now at great prices, in stock and ready to
ship Federal Express at no charge to you.
Now, that's adeal.
It gets even better. You can reduce your
operating costs by using the DCR1000 Series.
Thanks to ts durable, maintenance-free design
and use of standard 3-1/2" floppy disks to store
high quality digital audio. And, over five

electronic components, so you'll never have
to disassemble the entire console to replace a
single component. Other consoles claim to be
modular. The MX Series truly is.
You get the highest quality components
and construction in the MX Series. Available in
Even the call is free.

1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
Southern CA 1-800-690-2828
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algorithms. It pays to check for compatibility between any algorithms used at
your station ( hard drive, digital cart,
satellite, etc.) and the MUSICAM and
aptX algorithms used by the DMM92.
of the DMM92-100.
If there is aconflict, keep in mind that
Now we can feed the satellite uplink
TFT allows you to use an external
transmitter for our other New York opercodec employing the algorithm of your
ations independently from the programchoice.
ming on the Buffalo station. Side benefits
The DMM92 is a flexible, easily
for us, but perhaps the most important
installed bridge between analog and digiadvantage for most others considering a tal technologies. For us, it provides the
digital SIL are dramatically improved
means to deliver multiple channels of
signal-to-noise ratios on all channels,
noise- free high-fidelity audio over an
improved separation and greater fade
otherwise noisy radio link.
margin on the SIL.
DOD
There is one caveat: Although Ihave not
For information from TFT, contact Paul
experienced aproblem with any of our 15
Black in California at 408-727-7272:
radio stations, there have been document- fax: 408-727-5942: or circle Reader
ed cases of conflicting compression
Service 4.

Three Stations Link with TFT Gear
by W.C. Alexander
Director of Engineering
Crawford Broadcasting Co.
DALLAS During the past two years,
Craw ford Broadcasting purchased two
stations in upstate New York to augment
its long-standing Buffalo operation,
WDCX(FM). The additional stations,
WDCZ(FM) in Rochester and WDCW(AM) in Syracuse, were too far afield to
economically and reliably link to WDCX
for the two dayparts that would be fed
from Buffalo.
For awhile, an off- air pickup was done
in Rochester using a tuned yagi and a
Marti FM receiver; however, this proved
unacceptable as the signal-to-noise ratio
tended to be high and the link prone to
fading and atmospheric effects. We
decided to install a VSAT Ku- band
uplink transmitter in Buffalo and a
downlink station in Rochester and
Syracuse.
Transmitter site
As the WDCX studios are located in
downtown Buffalo, it was impossible to
install the rather large uplink antenna at
the studio. Instead, it was installed at the
transmitter site, on a mountain near
Boston, N.Y.
With aTFT 7700 composite SIL system in place, acomposite distribution
amplifier was installed at the receiver
output. and a composite- to- discrete
decoder was used to provide left and
right audio to the uplink's MUSICAM
encoder.
This approach worked for awhile—and
was far superior to the off-air pickup—
but the noise and separation figures still
were not what they should be. We were
also limited to feeding only program
audio to the Rochester and Syracuse stations.
This last consideration became very
important as the two new stations
began to prosper and non -program

materials, i.e., spots, promos and voice
tracks, needed to be fed on the satellite.
TFT came to the rescue with its
DMM92-100 digital SIL modem and
multiplexer.
The DMM92-100 is a spectrally efficient encoder/decoder that packs 15level digital modulation into a bandwidth of approximately 1/6 the aggregate data rate.
Efficient gear
For our tour 15 1,Hz and two 3 kHz
audio channels in Buffalo, the aggregate
data rate is somewhere around 590 kilobits per second ( kbps), resulting in an
SIL bandwidth of just under 100 kHz.
Stations that do not need four channels
of 15 kHz audio can use the DMM92-75,
which provides two 15 kHz, two 7.5 kHz
and two 3 kHz audio channels in a 75
kHz STL bandwidth. This narrower
bandwidth system allows any FM subcarriers of 92 kHz or higher to remain on the
SIL; with the DMM92-100, subcarriers
must be above 125 kHz.
Internal MUSICAM or aptX encryption is integral in either DMM92,
although use of an external codec is
optional.
Easily installed
Assuming that acomposite SIL system
was originally used at the studio.
installing the DMM92 involves little
more than rearranging the audio chain so
that the stereo generator is located at the
transmitter site. It is advisable to use
some light gain-riding audio processing
'ahead of the DMM92 encoder to protect
the codec from excessive levels. The
"digital composite" output of the
DMM92 is fed into the composite input
of the ST Ltransmitter.
At the other end of the link, the composite output of the receiver is fed to the
DMM92 decoder input. It was necessary
to change the IF filter in our 7700 receiver to accommodate the wider bandwidth

Do You Want A Better
Sounding Station?
CAL CAN HELP YOU.

No matter the s ze of

your station or the size of your
budget, we have an
engineered
so ution
for you.

Cali Today./
Give your station that distinctive
sound you need to build bigger audiences.

Amigo FM.
Feature by
feature the
Amigo offers
the best value in
today's market.
The Amigo has
the ability to give
any station a "big
station" bound at
half the cost of
typical FM
processors.

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
(602) 438-0888
FAX ( 602) 438-8227
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Proven reliability
Maintenance- free FET
technology
Self-contained modules with
own power supply regulator
Compact size reduces shipping costs, allows affordable air shipment
Power levels between 300 Watts and 6 kW
Modular design offers
and convenience

buy -only -what -you -need affordability

For the same price you pay for atube transmitter, you can now have
a superior solid state FM transmitter with high- power, advanced
technology exciter and cableless combiner. The modular design of
CEI's QUANTUM- Series FM transmitters offers the advantage of
buying only the amount of power you need...and means that you
can upgrade to higher power levels whenever you're ready.
QUANTUM from QEI-the people who have been designing and building solid state transmitters longer than anyone else in the industry.
You need to know more! Call Jeff Detweiler today toll free
(800) 334-9154.
CIEI Corporation
One Airport Drive • P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094

Tel (800) 334-9154
Fax (609) 629-1751
24-Hour Service Hotline
(609) 728-2020
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There are many reasons for choosing
AEQ products.
Here are just a few.
Control and flexibility
in your Remote Event Transmission

Stereo Quality Monitoring at Mono Price

l'hr

\E() Port:11)1u \ rt - NIP- ft
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> Designed to meet the monitoring needs of technicians working in VTR -ooms CB vans.
'Kilo and TV controls. etc.
> All the controls are in the front panel to facilitate easy and accurate operation:

> . deal for remote event transmission.
> Easy to install and operate.
> Provides portability and autonomy.
> Carrying case included.

Input selector ( three selectable stereo inputs).
Output channel selector and balance.
Gain control and power switch.

Special features:
> rive transformer balanced inputs selectable Mic / Line.
> = ront panel input controls.
> Capable of linking mixers together to increase number of inputs.
> Transformer balanced outputs.
> nternal Ni- Cd rechargeable batteries provides 4 hour autonomy.
> Automatic switch to battery if power fails.
> Dialing keypad, dual mode Tone / Pulse.
> Three headphone output jacks.

Features:
> Three way audio system ( mono for low and stereo for mid and high frequencies).
oonsisting in five speakers. All contained in one unit 19" rack space.
> Electronically balanced inputs and output. with XLR connectors.
> ncorporated limiter for speakers protection.
> Audio phase meter.
> -headphones connector with automatic speakers disconnection.

Value & Peformance

The Ideal Combination

Digital T('lephoric• If\ 1)11(1 . 1E0

'
FI I-02

.1E0 \ It

EX

> Frequency Extender Mode as standard feature.
> Works with one or two telephone lines.
> The second line provides full Multiconference Mode. The operator and two callers can
talk and listen to each other simultaneously.
> Hybrid null of 60 dB's.
> No adjustment required.
> lie& companion to work with AEQ Portable Digital Line Extender TLE-02.

Portablu Digital Lint- Extcrylci . \ F.()

1
.
1.1..-()2

> On Air phone call with audio presence, depth and clarity of voice. No " telephone sound".
> Easy to use. Designed for the non- technical user.
> Ideal for field reporters. totally portable. Light weight: 3.3 Lb.
> Great operation autonomy, using 8AA batteries.
> Dialing pad in front panel. and Pulse / Tone selectable.
> Ildependent level control of Mic / Line input, auxiliary input and headphones.

(

:--511()

> The AEQ Mixing Console BC- 500 is designed for those radio stations seeking great
audio quality at a competitive price. Its designers paid great attention to the control
layout) the logical control design ensures a quick learning perod as well as a trouble free
operation.
> Advanced true modular design allows total flexibility. The module chassis has built-in
meters and speakers and comes in a standard configuration witn the following
capabilities:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Six dual stereo inputs.
Four mono inputs Mic / Line selectable.
One Telephone Hybrid interface.
Studio control Intercom monitor.
One main stereo output plus mono sum output
Power supply for On Air signaling.
The AEQ BC- 500 comes with 4 blank modules to enhance this configuration.

AEQ
AEQ AMERICA, Inc.: 2211 South 48th Street, Suite H - Tempe, AZ USA 85282
Phone: 1 ( 602) 431 0334 - Fax: 1 ( 602) 431 0497
Circle : 126) On Reoder Service Card
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Radio Primed for ISDN Use
by T. Carter Ross
WASHINGTON ISDN burst
into the American consciousness
at the end of last year with the
release of Frank Sinatra's Duets
album, much of which was
recorded
via ISDN. The
Chairman of the Board stayed on
one coast while his duet partner
was often in astudio far away.
In Europe, where a changing
political landscape has led to the
widespread installation of stateof-the-art telecommunications
technology, ISDN is in common
use by broadcasters, professional audio facilities and even businesses.
Rapid growth in use
In the United States, ISDN use
has grown dramatically over the
past year. A number of audio
professionals now regularly use
digital telephone technology to
transmit everything
from
voiceovers to commercials to
sporting events in real time. But
despite its widespread growth
here, ISDN remains an infant
technology in the U.S.
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"You cannot treat an ISDN
line like a normal phone line.
There usually will be problems
if you order an ISDN line, but it
always eventually works," she
said. "It's atelco problem, at the
installer level."
In fact, just as in Europe,
where customer requirements
have spurred both advances in
applications and in the widespread use of ISDN. U.S. broadcasters' needs are implicated in

the growth of ISDN here.
"Some of these new technologies and new applications of
ISDN are all pretty much the
result of customers that have
applications with broad bandwidth requirements," said Mike
Lordi, media relations manager
for AT&T.
Customer demands
And ISDN is sure to receive more
use as more people ask for it.

"All that needs to be done is get
ISDN from the central office to
the users," said Tony Thimit.
technical engineer for Telos
Systems. if alot of users ask for it,
then that might speed the telcos up
and ISDN will be everywhere."
"Clearly the deployment of
ISDN needs to accelerate." said
Jack Kelly, vice president of
marketing for Intraplex. " It is
the most cost-effective to use:
Switched 56 is still expensive
for broadcasters."
"I think that the deployment
impediment, if it were corrected,
it would spur more use of
switched technology by broad-

SS

casters, which would spur even
more use. ISDN would then
grow on itself," Kelly said.
While it maybe a few years
before ISDN filters down to
common use in medium and
small markets, manufacturers
are planning ahead and looking
to develop products that will
meet future needs.
"The digital world is quickly
taking over the telecommunications market and eventually
everyone will have to connect
up to it digitally," said Brooks
Gibbs, Gentner's director of
business development for broadcast products.

Miles Above Your Competition!
As authorized distributors for multiple lines of
satellite communications products, we'll make sure
you have the right system for your needs. Then we'll
handle the implementation details: from licensing &
lease financing; satellite selection & space segment; to
turnkey installation & training. But we don't stop
there— NSN maintains a24-hour Technical

"I see ISDN

Support Center because our network doesn't stand

exploding."

still after five.

—Lynn Distler

Experience and service is why NSN Network Services

Comrex Corp.

is the nation's leading distributor of SCPC digital VSAT

Despite the roadblocks that
remain to complete ISDN integration, ISDN availability is
spotty in some parts of the U.S.
and some regional Bell companies are resisting the introduction of ISDN service, but most
manufacturers see ISDN use
continuing to grow rapidly.
"I see ISDN exploding," said
Lynn Distler, vice president of
sales and marketing at Comrex
Corp. "It's going a lot faster
than Ithought it would."
David Lin, product manager
for Corporate Computer
Systems (
CCS), also see continued interest in ISDN.
"ISDN is growing substantially. In the last six to eight
months. I would say it has
become 50 percent of the business," he said. " There is no
question that ISDN will become
the standard."
For potential ISDN users, the
most frequent problems and
stumbling blocks lie not with
the technology itself, but with
regional telephone companies'
understanding and implementation of it.
"One of the mysteries with this
technology is the telco networks. That's where the learning curve is," said Andy
Bosworth of RE America.
Distler also said that telephone
companies need to better understand ISDN before it becomes
easier for broadcasters to use.

audio and data networks.
Look to us for:

zq Audio & Data MT Network Equipment
• VSAT Network Design

?s? Domestic

& International Spacetime

zq Integrated Operations Networks
6? 24-Hour Technical Support

•

6? Installation & Training
?s? Disaster

&covey

• Lease Financing

ut yourself above the rest with asatellite system from NSN Network Services. NSN's digital
VSAT audio and data distribution systems have enabled broadcasters around the world to
reach new heights in program and spot distribution, while keeping costs grounded.
If you want to program distant stations, centralize commercial production and billing, start your
own programming network, or expand your existing operation, call us. NSN has established

NSN NE'TWORK
SERVICES

sm
Avon, Colorado USA

and supports over 60 digital satellite audio systems, with over 1,000 receive sites worldwide.

303.949 ,7774

800•345•187

Fax 303.949.9620

728

NM is an authorized distributor of Comlitream. 6ikit, \udisk, Ciffln, and other fine satellite and broadcast communications products.
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SPECIAL REPORT

•Dialog4 — contact Berthold
Burkhardtsmaier in Germany at
49-7141-22660; fax: 49-714122667; or circle Reader
Service 73.

ISDN Gear Rises to Meet User Needs
by Jeffrey Cohen
LONDON Across Europe, where ISDN
is in widespread use, manufacturers of
audio codecs and other ISDN equipment
now market their products b)i focusing
more on applications than hardware.
Also, ISDN equipment is evolving to
include more user- requested features,
allowing it to better suit user needs for a
better price.
These trends reflect the fact that ISDN

TelTech, a Canadian manufacturer,
comes the Digital Courier International
marketed as asystem for point-to-multipoint transmission, such as sending
out radio commercials from an ad
agency to stations or program syndication. Similar applications are catered to
by the ISDN Multipoint from Dialog4
of Germany.
The majority of recently released products
have ISDN terminal adaptors (TA) integrated into the equipment. This allows

ISDN equipment is being sold
to users who are fairly conversant
with the technology.
equipment is being sold to users who are
fairly conversant with the technology and
know where, when and how it can be used.
Focus on use
Manufacturers also see a large, secondary market of potential users who
know nothing of the technology but need
to transmit audio from place to place.
These potential users are in the market
for complete systems.
Much of the new equipment on the
market typifies this trend. From MPR

AT&T Links
NBA Radio
continued from page 51

and other NBA Entertainment bits.
We have found multiple uses for
ISDN technology and it has
worked out very well.
When we have apotential problem,
it usually clears itself up. A computer tests the lines throughout the
week. Starting at 7 or 7:30 in the
morning, it runs remote loopback
tests. When Iget to the office later in
the morning. Imight see apotential
problem in, for example, Cleveland.
Icheck the number myself and Isee
the same problem. Icall the AT&T
800 number and repairs are made
quickly and efficiently.
At first, when Ifound a line I
thought might be in trouble in the
morning. Iwould get nervous.
Now, Ibarely bat an eye. AT&T
and the local phone companies
really understand the system and
what's going on.
How frequently do we use ISDN
technology? Last year 25 teams
used it. Each team plays 41 home
games during the regular season.
Factor in the playoff games, and
we have done approximately
2,500 games in the past two years.
We are entering our third season
and everything is great: The entire
system has worked even better
than we had hoped it would.
oo
For information from AT&T,
contact J. S. Bredeson in New
Jersey at 201-984-7304; fax: 201984-7157; or circle Reader
Service 20.

greater functionality than was previously
available when users had to purchase aseparate TA and connect it to an audio codec.
By being combined in asingle unit, these
products fully integrate the various sig-

nalling functions—such as the indication of
an incoming call—with the audio functions.
Until the development of acommon
European standard for ISDN, known as
Euro-ISDN, which allows equipment to
be used throughout the continent, vendors
were reluctant to make equipment that
connected directly to ISDN lines. There
were concerns about different standards
and approvals in each nation in which the
equipment was sold and/or used.
Complete solution
Many new products are marketed as
complete solutions to audio communication requirements. There has been an
explosion in the development of units for
news reporting and sports commentaries.
The latest fashion is integrated units
containing a codec, a terminal adaptor
and all the audio facilities a reporter
needs, i.e., mixer and headphone feeds.
Some manufacturers also include
recorders and battery packs to further
increase the utility of the units. Making

SPECIAL R

APT Codec Opens Doors
by Brian Heimerl
CULVER CITY, Calif.
When
Whitney Houston sings the praises of
AT&T True Voice service, her voice
sounds fine on television. But what about
when it comes through the telephone?
How will she sound once her voice
leaves AT&T and goes through your
local tail circuits?
You cannot capture the full range of
Houston's voice with standard 3kHz dial
circuits or even 10 kHz equalized analogue circuits. Given 20 Hz to 20 kHz of
bandwidth, Houston will probably fill it
up, but how is that sent down a phone
line in real time?
The answer is simple: Combine an
Audio Processing Technology 3D2
codec with ISDN or Switched 56 telephone circuits. Instantly your radio station is in direct-dial digital communication with the fastest growing network of
audio production, broadcast professionals
and voice talent throughout the world.
Two-way stereo, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, pumping through acombination of six telephone lines, that's true voice.
We are all eager to hear what AT&T is
marketing, but this solution is not what
was in mind when the True Voice advertising campaign was developed. In fact,
if you ask an AT&T representative where
you can get a3D2 codec, he or she will
either have no idea or refer you to IDB
Communications Digital Services
Group.
AT&T certainly wants to sell access to
its incredible digital network, and local
telephone companies are eager to sell
you access to AT&T, if they have invested in digital switched technology.
Meanwhile IDB, under exclusive license
from Audio Processing Technology
(APT), is shipping 3D2 codecs as fast as
they arrive from Belfast, Northern
Ireland.
What sets the 3D2 system apart from
others is its apt-X100 compression algorithm. With more than 100,000 apt- X
audio coding ICs in use today in profes-

sional audio applications, this 4:1 data
compression system has a proven track
record of being transparent to the effects
of multiple coding.
Incorporated into the 3D2 digital audio
transceiver, the apt- X100 system offers a
combination of professional quality coding, extremely low transmission delay
and high bit error immunity.
Since 1992, the 3D2 ( marketed as the
DSM100 outside of the U.S. and Canada)
has provided uncompromising, rugged
performance highly suited to the most
demanding professional audio applications, ranging from full duplex live remote
broadcasts to point-to-multipoint program
distribution, studio-to- studio links, STLs
continued on next page

•Glensound — contact the
company in England at 44-622753-662; fax: 44-622-762-330:
or circle Reader Service 47.
•Maycom — contact Miranda
van de Pol in the Netherlands
at 31-8819-77525; fax: 318819-77380; or circle Reader
Service 167.
• MP R TelTech — contact
Remy
Kozak
in
British
Columbia at 604-293-6184;
fax: 604-293-5787; or circle
Reader Service 91.
the units applicable for portable operation meant redesigning the codecs to
greatly reduce power consumption.
British manufacturer Glensound managed to reduce power to the point that its
GSGC4 units run for 10 hours off of
three regular D cells. The unit's features
and its price have generated anumber of
orders for Glensound recently.
The Vamos system from Dutch manufacturer Maycom includes a solid state
recorder in its Digicorder, which can
directly send audio files via ISDN as well
as support live transmission.
Apart from the functionality of having a
single box, rather than separate items of
equipment, the price tag of these units
tends to be significantly lower than what
the users previously paid for ISDN services and equipment.
Advances in equipment, plus the lower
cost and widespread availability of ISDN
lines, pushes this method of audio transmission from something afew enthusiasts
were doing to the first choice for all nonpermanent audio circuit requirements.
DOD

Jeffrey Cohen is a communications
analyst for BBC News & Current
Affairs.

Belden audio cables
can make adifference.
Be honest. If you had the big guy
on-mic, would he sound alittle...
thin? The problem could be your
audio cables, particularly if you're
not connected with the broadcast
industry's No. 1choice, Belden.
Belden is preferred for quality,

reliability, and availability by broadcast professionals who know what
they're getting when they buy Belden.
We offer the industry's most complete line of cables, with immediate
availability through our extensive
distributor network. Digital audio
cables. Snake cables. Flexible mic
cables. Audio multi-conductor and
paired cables. You name it.

If you had Pavarotti here,
--ZZ ter*
';'''4•-• •
irie:•ele•••%
«e* •• •• ••I"
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Dolby DSTL Connects Four FMs
by Harvey Klann
Chief Engineer
Ives Broadcasting

Tawas City. Mich., ( formerly WDBIFM)—we installed a conventional dual
mono STL to carry its signal. But the
STL had fade problems. and we were
ALPENA, Mich. "Stop right there!** I running out of spectrum space. When we
told the general manager when he wanted
began to consider feeding a third station
to run a third station from our main stufrom our studio. Iinsisted we review all
dios. Ives Broadcasting was adding staof our options before buying any more
tions faster than our STL network could
STL equipment.
handle. Before we bought any more
At the NAB convention we looked at all
equipment. Iwanted to consider all of
the STLs on the market, both analog and
our STL options.
digital. and soon realized that the number
Since then, we have installed four
of signals we wanted to carry demanded
four- channel Dolby Digital Studio
adigital STL. Digital STLs can put twice

DSTLO was designed as a completely
digital system from the start. But we did
not fully appreciate its cutting edge technology until we put it on the air.
We purchased three DSTLs to carry
three FM signals ( WHSB. WHST and
WBMI(FM) in West Branch, Mich.)
from our studio in Alpena. The DSTLs
are used on path lengths of 12, 27 and 35
miles.
More fade margin
Although our old analog STLs had a
higher output power. the DSTL makes
the long shots with alot more fade margin. The DSTL receiver is so sensitive.
down to 2 ¡IV. Some of our paths used
to be marginal. but with the DSTL we
have 20 dB more fade margin than
before—even when carrying twice as
many channels in our 500 kHz spacing.
The four- channel DSTL carries four IS
kHz channels and two data channels in
400 kHz of spectrum. What station
would not want to double the capacity
of its STL while making it more reliable?
With a name like Dolby behind it. we
expected phenomenal audio quality from
the DSTL. and it delivered. The Dolby
AC- 2 audio coding used in the DSTL is
very transparent. We use it along with a
compression- based automation system
and it sounds great. For our repeater hop.

We send four
Harvey Klann ( li shows Staff Engineer T.J. Michels one of
the Northern Radio Network's Dolby DSTL units.
Transmitter Links ( DSTL). and run
four stations from one studio. The network could not operate any more
smoothly.
Consider all options
Ives Broadcasting started with
WHSB(FM) in Alpena. Mich. When we
added a second station—WHST(FM).

In fact, with over 60% of our
line new in the last few years, we
ci,n probably offer you same day
cleliery on products the competition
hasn't even heard of. All developed
in cooperation with leading equipment manufacturers to guarantee
compatibility, and assure you of
Belden's renown reliability and
signal integrity.

as many signals in the same spectrum
space. In this part of Michigan. you cannot find any unoccupied space in the 950
MHz spectrum.
There were several different design
approaches to choose from. but Iwas disturbed by the digital add-on option. We
did find, however, one company building
astate-of-the-art digital STL. The Dolby

No wonder we're amatch for the
maestro! Call 1-800-BELDEN-4
for your FREE copy of our catalog,
and see for yourself. Because,
if it sounds too good to be
'so
true. it's probably Belden.
RIGISTERLD

wouldn't you want Belden here?

stereo pairs from
our studio via
DSTL systems.
we use Dolby's repeater system with digital I/O. so the signal stays in the digital
domain.
As for audio quality, it is like the studio
is at the transmitter. We also use Dolby's
digital stereo generators. Like the rest of
the system, it is a completely digital
design. The signal stays digital through
the generation of the composite signal. It
has amazing specs: Separation is greater
than 60 dB. We can keep the processors
at the studio and stay loud.
With the success of our operation, we
installed a fourth DSTL to serve
WELG(FM) in Rogers City. Mich. In
total, we send four stereo pairs from our
studio via DSTL systems. With the extra
channel capacity of the four- channel
DSTL, we enjoy aconsiderable cost savings by keeping all our operations in one
building. We use a digital automation
system to simulcast WHSB and WHST,
but insert separate spots for each station.
The other two stations are programmed
independently by computers with digital
audio storage.
We sound better and from the day the
equipment first came out of the box. I
have been 100 percent satisfied. Some
engineers might think that four FM stations at one studio is taking duopolies to
the extreme. But with some help from the
folks at Dolby, it has become quite normal.
00

For information from Dolby, contad
Toni Daily in California ai 415-5580200; ftni:415-863-1373; or circle
Reader Service 149.
Circle ( 37) On Reader Service Card
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APT Codecs
Ease Access
continued from previous

page

and remote voiceover applications.
The 3D2 permits a wide range of
audio transmission modes, depending on your application and available
telephone capacity. These include
options to transmit and receive one
audio signal ( mono mode) or two
simultaneous audio signals ( stereo
mode), with selectable guaranteed
bandwidths between 6.2 kHz and
22.5 kHz and the ability to transmit
and receive to multiple destinations
with asingle codec.
Audio is input or output using
either the balanced audio line I/O
interface or, when operating at the
appropriate frequency, the AES/
EBU-SPDIF digital audio interfaces.
In addition to the audio data, auxiliary data can be transmitted or
received simultaneously with audio
using the asynchronous RS- 232
interface on the 3D2. This facilitates transmission and reception of
industry- standard time code without further data overheads.
The codecs include an
RS449/RS422/X.21 compatible
interface that connects directly to
ISDN primary rate terminal adaptors
(TA), single or multiplexed ISDN
basic rate TAs, T1 fractional TAs,
synchronous modems, Switched 56
CSU/DSUs and many other NTUs
which offer contiguous transmission
capacity in multiples of 56 kbps.
The 3D2 codec is not a " plug and-play" technology. APT does
not sell the pieces needed to extend
your studios beyond the radio station. Even the best technicians will
need help programming TAs, troubleshooting the equipment and
interfacing with telco. The actual
cost of the equipment is so expensive that most stations could not
reasonably consider the capital
outlay. APT knew going in that
customers were going to require
hands-on support to make everything work properly.
The IDB Audio Control Center,
with a room full of codecs and a
knowledgeable staff on duty 24
hours aday, can make hybrid connections easily with equipment normally incompatible with the 3D2.
3D2 codecs are provided to qualifying subscribers on arental basis,
guaranteeing access to the latest
developments in this emerging
technology. IDB orders all circuits
and provides replacement equipment overnight.
Once the 3D2 is up and tested,
the only thing you have to do is
dial the phone to turn your radio
station into aglobal studio.
0

For information from IDB
Communications, contact Steve
Jordan in California at 213-2403730: far: 213-240-3904: or circle
Reader Service 120.
Brian Heimerl is working with
IDB's Digital Services Group in
the development of systems for
both 3D2 and TeleSPOT. Contact
him at 213-240-3976.
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SOLID STATE 2, 4 & 5kW FM BROADCAST
POWER AMPLIFIERS

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW
•

I
kW INTERCHANGEABLE MODULES

MODEL

POWER

2YEAR WARRANTY

B-2000
B-3000
B-40(X)
B-5000

1000
1500
2000
3000

C[
t

HARMONIC FILTER

CD

5' RACK

-

2200
3300
4400
5500

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting. All 3 frequencies. Alert tone demutes
receiver closes relay and gates audio to
600 ohm rear terminals. Another set of rear
terminals has continuous 600 ohm audio
output. Douole conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate MOS FET front
end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel ( j25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 19" rack
mount, 31/2" H, all metal enclosure. In
stock—availaole for immediate delivery.

AMPLIFIERS
The RF People

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO

800-986-9700
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AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC. introduces the dramatically redesigned for 1994/95
Data Stream Series of our exclusive "Digital Ready" Studio Furniture. Created specifically for the efficient housing and operation of today's digital hard drive storage/studio
automation systems and workstations. Our designers have combined the ultimate in functional work space and eye pleasing appearance.
AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC. Supplying
broadcast equipment and studio systems with
integrity to the broadcasting community for over 33
years.

REBUILT POWER TUBES

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626

From Canada: 800-848-8841
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AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC. Your single
source supplier of AM/FM studio packages,
AM/FM transmitter installations, as well as all
major lines of on air and production studio equipment.
For additional information on how we can serve you, please call today
MAIN SALES OFFICE

SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE WESTERN SALES OFFICE

2342 S. Division Avenue

200 Fareway Drive. Suite 2

For over 33 years

P.O. Box 1538

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 Smithfield, North Carolina 27577

Palmdale, California 93550

Phone: 800-999-9281 Phone: 800-369-7623
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Fax: 919-934-8120

Phone: 800.858-9008
Fax: 800-273-3321
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Burk Offers More than Control
by Steve Fluker
Chief Engineer
WMFE-FM
ORLANDO, Fla. WMFE-FM, apublic radio station serving Central Florida
with classical music and NPR news, is
currently in the final stages of completely
overhauling its studio and transmitter
sites. When we began the overhaul, we
wanted to add capabilities for unassisted
overnight operations.
After extensive research and testing. I
decided the best remote control system
for our needs was the ARCI6 from Burk
Technologies. Although Ihad read, seen.

The system starts with a basic chassis
housed at the transmitter site. The chassis
can be outfitted with one or two control
modules allowing either eight or 16 channels of Raise and Lower commands and
Analog and Status inputs. The back of
the unit contains D connectors for direct
open collector connections or for an
optional interface panel to buffer the circuitry with relays. All connections are on
large, easily accessible terminal strips.

Display and alarms
The ARCI6 display is alpha- numeric
and has programmable text for each
metering channel. Upper and Lower limit
and status alarms are
included and can trigger any external alarm
device or even initiate a
telephone
calling
sequence through an
optional speech telephone/computer interface card. This card.
with its clear and easyto- understand voice.
announces transmitter
conditions and alarms.
An external audio jack
feeds an air monitor or
any other audio source
to the caller.
Control at the studio
is via either a chassis
identical to the one on
the transmitter end or a
PC and modem. The
chassis option works
like traditional remote
control systems. providing full-time monitoring and control capability. Unlike traditional systems, however.
this chassis can be outSteve Fluker expected to use the Burk
fitted with up to 16
ARC1 6 only for transmitter remote control,
complete
Control.
but it automates overnights too.
Analog and Status
channels too.
experimented and questioned Burk
The PC option uses dial- up telephone
extensively about the system. Iwas not
lines and calls the transmitter at regular
prepared for what Idiscovered once its
intervals, recording vital parameters and
was installed.
any status changes that occurred since the
previous call.
More than remote control
The most versatile studio configuration
The ARCI6 became much more than
is connecting the studio chassis to a PC.
just a transmitter remote control: It
This facilitates on- screen viewing of all
became an automation system. Between
parameters at all times and allows autothe system's computer interface and
matic logging to either disk or printer.
AutoPilot software, Ifound that the sysThis option also provides redundancy in
tem's only limitation was my imagination.
case the link between the two chassis fail.
As Iinstalled it. Ithought of functions I
Connections between the chassis are via
wanted to do and quickly discovered that
any conventional method. Burk configthe ARCI6 could perform it very easily.
ures the system to meet individual staBefore too long, Iautomated both the
tions' needs, including digital cards to
radio station and an audio reading service
interface with digital STL data ports.
for print- impaired Floridians that originates at WMFE-FM.
Strongest feature
Over the past year, the ARC16 has
Perhaps the strongest feature of the
proven vital in keeping our operation
ARCI6 is the Auto Pilot option. which
running smoothly, and it has saved the
requires a PC and the computer interface
company a considerable amount of
card. Auto Pilot gives the user up to 60
money. It is competitively priced and,
programmable subroutines to control anygiven its many features, is actually abetthing connected to the remote control.
ter deal.
Each subroutine can contain up to 19
The ARCI6 remote control system is a steps. Programming is extremely easy
modular system, configurable from basic
with all available options on-screen. This
operations to complete control of multiple
could, for example, automate power and
sites from anywhere. All that is needed to
antenna pattern changes at an AM station.
control asite is aPC and amodem or just
There is one caveat about unattended
aTouch-Tone ( DTMF) phone line.
operation: Be sure you request Burk's

pamphlet outlining the requirements for
unassisted operation. Ialso recommend
calling the local FCC field office to
inform them of your intentions. It is better to be safe than sorry.
As the Auto Pilot controls both the
transmitter and studio ends, Idecided to
automate our overnight operation. The
operators turn on the BBC network
before they leave, and Auto Pilot takes
over from there. At Ia.m., the system
switches from the BBC network to an
overnight classical music network.
It also turns on acue detector system for
station IDs. AutoPilot monitors the station and logs IDs as they run. In the event
of a network failure, the system starts a
DAT tape and alerts the remote site operator of a problem. The system even
checks our subcarriers every 10 minutes,
taking any necessary corrective actions
immediately. This eliminates downtime
on the channels, keeping the station from
losing revenue.
Operates smoothly
Our audio reading service operates
much more smoothly now that control
of the equipment is out of our volunteer
readers' hands. The system starts tape
recordings. switches between live readings and network feeds and signs the

service off at night.
My next task is programming the system
to test the backup transmitter, putting it onair once each week if it works properly. If
the parameters are not perfect, the main
transmitter will stay on-air and the system
prints alog indicating what is wrong.
While my overall experience with the
ARCI6 has been extremely good. there
are afew quirks Ihave discovered. When
using the computer interface and printer.
the system locks up if the printer fails or
runs out of paper. This includes all
AutoPilot functions.
Also, there is no indication or alarm for
telemetry loss at the studio end. 1use a
status light at the transmitter site and an
Auto Pilot routine to check for this failure, which is aworkable solution.
Although not a problem of the system
itself, any automation functions programmed into the ARCI6 are only as
accurate as the clock in the PC. which typically is not good. To correct this. Icombined the Burk software with a program
that calls the Naval Observatory Master
Clock daily to keep the PC clock accurate.
The ARCI6 Remote Control System
from Burk Technologies is by far the best
remote control system 1have come
across in my 14 years in broadcasting.
11
For information from
Burk
Technologies. contact Dan Rau in
Pennsvlvania at 800-255-8090 or 508,
133-8877: fax: 508-433-8981: or circle
Reader Service 15.
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Intraplex
Intraplex, Incorporated
3Lvbertv Way
We'stford, MA 01886-3636 U.S.A.
TEL: 15081 692-9000 FAX: 2200
England TEL: +44 101296 661748 FAX: 661878
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Now You
Can Transmit
CD Quality
Audio Over
Digital Telco
Ti Lines.
It's Digital.
And It's Better.

With an Intraplex
digital solution,
you'll gain better
01
reliability versus
11
1110 analog alternatives.
0001 And, in fact, digital
11 multiplexers give
you more than
greater reliability; they are
more flexible and less
expensive as well.
Intraplex has been building
digital audio transmission networks in
North America for oval- seven years.
Stations and networks across the country
have adopted Intraplex solutions to meet
their audio transmission requirements.
Talk to us about your transmission
requirements. Today.

*de (152) Ou Reeder Service Cord
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Phone Byte Takes Calls to Air

uses it to playback votes for the
"Battle of the Buzz-cuts."
By the end of the demonstration, both the morning and
evening announcers were threatening to take the Phone Byte
hostage. The program director.
Steve Kelly, was convinced that
the Phone Byte would be an
essential part of the new studio.
Technically, the Phone Byte
uses an IBM-compatible PC and
operates under DOS. Ipurchased a 486DX-33 with a
I.2GB SCSI hard drive from a
local vendor. The Blue Group
supplied the software and an
Antex soundcard. Audio sample
and compression rates are user
selectable: We use the 32 kHz
sample with no compression.

and capacity, but 1could get by
with asmaller drive, probably in
the 5(10 to 750MB range.
We have had the Phone Byte in
service for about eight months.
It performs well, and any problems we had were handled by
the Blue Group.
The announcers really love it.
One announcer was very computer illiterate and quite concerned
about learning anew technology.
His fears were not borne out: It
took only afew days for him to
familiarize himself with the
Phone Byte, and, after about a
week, it became second nature.
It is great to find a piece of
equipment that meets both technical and programming requirements and is easy for announcers to use. Iplan to purchase
two more for our sister stations,
WDBO(AM) and WWKA(FM),
in the near future.

beginning or end of the call can
be trimmed in 1, 0.1 or 0.01 second intervals in real time, making for extremely precise edits.
In addition to trimming the
ORLANDO,
Fla.
In
beginning and end of calls, avirSeptember
1992,
when
tually unlimited number of edits
WCFB(FM), B94.5, went on-air
can be made. The announcer can
as Orlando's first "young couneliminate pauses, stamtry" station, one of our prime
mers or profanity, makgoals was to make the station
ing calls concise and a
fun for the listeners. One of the
Phone Byte did
lot more fun. Also, each
"fun" elements we wanted to
all he said it would
of the edits can be
incorporate was listeners' teletrimmed with the numphone calls. Airing calls is hardand more.
ber pad.
ly a new concept, but using
Our midday announcer
them as an integral part of the
was most impressed by the stackAbout this time, Ben
format posed some challenges.
Soundcard
ing screen. B94.5's midday show,
Umberger of the Blue Group
Most phone calls need editing
"The
Beestro,"
is
all
requests
The Antex card can be set to
called
offering
to
demonstrate
to eliminate bits that drag, pause,
record mono or stereo. We
from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. This
his latest digital editor, the
stumble, etc. Conventional tape
0 ID
record the caller on one track and
screen lets the announcer orgaediting of a few calls is not a Phone Byte. He explained that
For i
nformation from the Blue
the announcer on the other. All
nize calls in any order and to play
the Phone Byte was designed
problem, but 20 or so calls per
Group, contact Ben Umberger
functions are easily accessed via
them back as agroup or sequenspecifically to do what Iwas
hour becomes a real challenge
in Florida at 813-531-4487:
akeyboard, trackball or mouse;
tially. It makes playing back mullooking for: easily record, edit
for the announcer. It takes time.
tiple requests for the same song a we use atrackball. Ipurchased fax: 813-531-4897: or circle
and playback telephone calls.
and it becomes difficult to cataReader Service 211.
the large SCSI for both speed
snap. Our evening announcer also
On top of that it is user-friendly
log them all. The result is alot of
enough for even the most comtape on the floor, pieces of paper
L•1 - 11:111
puter- illiterate announcer.
scattered about the control room,
A few days later, Umberger
and occasionally the wrong call
brought in the Phone Byte. It did
gets aired or agreat call gets lost.
all he said it would and more.
to BNC pigtail. Then an XLR connector is solby Mike Callaghan
The main screen is logically
Digital technology
dered to the end of the Twinax.
Chief Engineer
laid out, with the major funcBy mid- 1993, we were planKIIS-AM-FM
tions
easy
to
find.
It
lists
all
the
ning to build a new, state-ofRunning cables
calls recorded by an individual
the-art studio for B94.5, making
The other end of the Twinax, upstairs in the KIIS
LOS ANGELES When Ifirst learned it would
announcer ( each announcer has
full use of digital technology.
penthouse closet, is also connected to an XLR
take 350 feet of cable to get from KIIS' new stuher or his own directory). Calls
The aim was to make everything
plug. This runs to the CLD-2500 receiver.
dios in Burbank to the roof, Ialmost fell over.
are indexed by number; a text
as easy and efficient as possible
Considering the difficulty of running the cables,
Who could afford the 350 feet of Heliax it would
description lists the date recordfor the announcers. Although
and as Iwould probably not be able to install any
take to hook up the STL dish, much less tolerate
ed and the length of the cut.
analog cart machines are still in
more wires after the first run, Iordered twice as
the signal degradation it would create on the way
use, we wanted to eliminate
much cable as Ineeded and included a spare
to
the
antenna?
Edit
screen
reel-to-reel machines and other
We were only running from the eighth floor to Twinax in the bundle.
Umberger then demonstrated
analog devices. All recording
the 13th. but it sounded as if the cable would be
the edit screen, which is accessed
was to DAT or aPC.
routed around the perimeter of the building
with asingle keystroke or trackPhone calls were to be recorded
instead of up its center. Additional measurements
ball click. It allows the announcand edited on aPC, because we
confirmed the length and that Ihad aserious probthought the DAT machine's
er to edit calls as either abar or
lem on my hands.
editing functions would not meet
waveform graphic. Using the
keys on the number pad, the
our requirements. Several popuOnly solution
The only solution 1could see was to mount the
TFT RECITER — THE BETTER STL SOLUTION
STL and RPU equipment up just beneath the roof
and feed the signals up and down with twisted
pairs instead of coax.
The building's landlord agreed to lease us apentCLD-2500 wired STL
house closet large enough to hold asmall rack. It
would hold the two Moseley PCL-606/C transmitThe receiver mounts next to the STL transmitters
ters we needed. All Ihad to do was get composite
and feeds them both in parallel. It has just one
signal to the room from the stereo generator,
BNC output, so a "T' is needed to split the output.
which would remain in the shop where we could
The driver system has alow enough output impedkeep an eye on it.
Iwas concerned about running the composite
ance that disconnecting one of the two transmitters
does not change the modulation level appreciably.
signal through 350 feet of coax, so Icalled Vince
The front panel has again trim to adjust variaMercadante at Moseley. He got agood laugh out
tions in signal level through the driver system.
of my predicament. Moseley did not intend for the
Another trimmer is included to compensate for
PCL-606 transmitters to be driven through acable
"tilt," or the loss at high frequencies. This is
TFT Reciter — STL Receiver & FM Exciter in one
of that length.
unit gives you digital advantages with absolutely no
adjusted when the system is first installed and will
Iremembered that Modulation Sciences Inc.
digital compression plus these other features —
not have to be changed thereafter.
(MSI) made a "composite line driver." So 1called
Considering that the studio end uses adifferent
Eric Small, and he verified that the CLD-2500
• True Digital Quality Audio
ground reference than the transmitter end of the
Wired STL would do the job.
• Digital Audio Interface at Studio
composite driver, Iwas impressed that noise and
The unit consists of two different I.75-inch rack• No Cascading Compression Algorithms
hum were virtually undetectable.
mount chassis. These are interconnected through
• No Baseband Demodulation at Transmitter
Modulation Sciences has done a good job of
Twinax cable—two balanced cables with asepaCall for more information 800-347-3383 or
solving aproblem Inever would have thought of,
rate shield around them both. When the drivers are
408-727-7272, fax 408-727-5942
but which would have been aserious obstacle if I
ordered, you specify what type of cable you will
was forced to address it without MSI's help.
use and the units are configured accordingly. KIIS
used Belden 9463, which has an impedance of 78
DOD
INC
For information from Modulation Sciences, conohms. The studio unit is set to drive two outputs.
Sound Quality for over 20 years
tact Art Constantine in New Jersey at 800-826Once the cable is run, installation is simple: You
3090 OAKMEADVILLAGE DR. SANTA CLARA CA 95051-0862
2603: fax: 908-302-0206: or circle Reader
mount the transmitter in the rack next to the stereo
Service 31.
generator and connect the two with a short BNC
by Tom Bohannon
Chief Engineer
WCFBIFM)

lar digital PC editors were tested
and evaluated. But Iwas not satisfied by them; they required too
many mouse clicks, keystrokes
or screen changes to make simple two- track edits. They were
geared to production room use,
not to fast-paced on-air use.

MS! Wired STL Goes Digital

MORE PERFORMANCE

ZERO COMPRESSION

I
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THAT 'S W HY Y OU N EED A DA
NATURALLY

ycu'd expect the design
experts at AUDIOARTS to provide it. After
all, we've built hundreds and hundreds of
audio consoles; we've got the track record.
The AUDIOARTS 8400 is now the only
DA with performance specs good enough
to keep up with our other designs.

COMPONENTRY:

High quality of
course! Individual 15- turn output gain
trims for precise calibration, fully regulated DC supply ( current protected), low
magnetic field power transformer, high
quality FR4 glass epoxy circuit boards
(with solder mask coating to reduce the
chance of foreign particle shorts) plus
clearly marked component legends for
easy service.

FEATURES:

It's got what's needed!
It's DUAL FUNCTION: the 8400 can be
used as an eight output stereo DA or easily
configured as four 1x4 DAs ( using simple
rear panel jumpers)— sixteen outputs total,
each with its own front panel gain trim. It
also has separate connectors for every
input and output. This allows for easy wire
changes in the field, rapid troubleshooting,
and further avoids the conductor pinching
that plagues screw terminals.
The 8400 has the componentry, performance specifications and interconnect
system that make it the obvious choice for
your facility. At AUDIOARTS we've got the
engineering know-how; benefit from our
experience!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
7305

Performance

Drive,

Syracuse,

New

York

13212
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
QUICK- LINK Combines Spread Spectrum
And Digital Signal Processing Technologies
WILLIAMSTOWN,
N.J.
The
QUICK- LINK from QEI Corp. combines real-time, linear digital signal processing with state-of-the-art military
Spread Spectrum RF technology. The
result is adigital stereo microwave system for broadcasters to use for RPU,
backup STL/TSL or any other application requiring ahigh-fidelity, quick-and-

easy, digital stereo transmission.
The convenience of license-free digital
radio transmission in stereo, without
interference, allows Spread Spectrum
technology to unleash the possibility of
inexpensive remote broadcasts.
Interference in the RPU spectrum dictates that the solution arise from
advanced technology. Spread Spectrum

communications, in
conjunction with realtime linear encoding
and decoding, answer
this need, creating a
O
low-cost alternative to
Switched 56 digital
•
telco circuits, analog
program lines and
••••••••
interference-prone RPU
systems.
The QUICK- LINK
accepts stereo or monaural audio from
any audio mixer; XLR audio connectors
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simplify set up of the unit. Two LED bar
graphs display audio level at aglance. It
can be powered from AC or DC.
It provides two user signals to the
receiver to control or flag equipment at
the studio. Ten unique coding channels
can be selected from the front panel for
total remote broadcast security. An
optional kit allows QUICK-LINK to be
rack mounted.
The QUICK- LINK receiver displays
coding channel in use and signal lock status. The receiver's channel code may be
selected remotely. Audio output and
antenna connectors are located on the
receiver's back panel.
For information, contact Jeff Detweiler
in New Jersey at 800-334-9154; fax:
609-629-1751; or circle Reader Service
203.
J.N.S.
Fully Linear
Multiplexer System
From J.N.S. Electronics

The TS612 puts an end to unwanted
talk show disconnections.
Your radio station has enough problems without your talk show hosts disconnecting
important guests and callers. Put a
Gentner TS612 in your studio and put
an end to those problems.
The TS612 is asixline (expandable to
12) telephone system. It features
Gentner's Direct Connect Technology,
allowing you to hook it into aregular
phone line ;and its built-in handset

and keypad eliminate the need for aseparate phone. Plus, the
TS612 is so easy to use, your all-night weekend DJ can master
it in minutes. Just imagine.., no more lost guests, no more
"Caller, hello caller? Are you there caller?"
Call your Gentner dealer, or call i
-800-945-7730 and make
your talk shows easier to handle with the TS612.
Don't forget to ask about Gentner
Conference Call Services. We
promise we won't cut you off.

Gentner

ealK.

The World Leader in Broadcast
Telephone Interface Products

ee—elCo°
g•
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SAN JOSE, Calif. In 1992, J.N.S.
Electronics Inc. released the first truly
fully linear digital multiplexer system to
the broadcast industry, the D-Mux 500.
With D-Mux, the signal is true A/D and
D/A, CD-quality transmission.
Radio stations spend vast sums of
money to achieve the highest quality
audio performance, but when that same
audio is applied to a multiplexer and
compressed, often signal quality is compromised.
Linear multiplexers offer very good
performance parameters: Distortion less
than 0.01 percent, typically 0.006 percent; noise less than -95 dB; crosstalk
greater than -90 dB; phase performance
typically less than 1degree across the
audio pass band of the signal; frequency
response typically 0.05 dB; system
delay of less than 250 microseconds,
typically 124 microseconds; and a low
bit error rate ( BER) for digital path reliability.
The advent of true digital links will provide dramatically improved modulation
techniques. In the J.N.S. DRFL 700
Series link 2Mbits is transmitted in 2
MHz of band width. This reduced band
width negates the need to compress data
and allows the broadcaster to deliver CDquality audio to the transmitter or satellite system.
The D-Mux 500 system is highly flexible, with room for expansion modules
within the system's frame structure.
Also, it can adapt to ISDN or Ti systems
to meet transmission uniformity.
For information, contact John Leonard
in California at 408-729-3838; fax: 408926-1003; or circle Reader Service
179.
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diettAULT! Now!
4:05:11 PM

00:06:17

919/94
21 All She Can Do is Dance
Don Henley
:37/04:24/__Cold
631 You Might Think
The Cars
:18/03:02/„"all Iwant is you" (coldj

1507 Cimeron Bar and Grill
--/01:00/...bar and grill ( music fades)

633 Kiss Him Goodbye
Nylons
--/03:27/music fade
347 More Music
--/00:07/....Capitol Radio
Classic Rock

Liner's

News

History

Wednesday

Live

Thursday

Sound Eftects

Commercials

Jingles

Artist

Length

More Music:

00:00:07

1503

Turnpike Buick

00:01:02

1505

Crown Auto World

00:01:01

1507

Cirneron Bar and Grill

00:01:00

354
605

What IAm

Edie Brickell

629

Mmm !vim Mmm Mmm

Crash Test Dummies

00:03:44

626

Found Out About You

Gri Blossoms

00:03:46

Mitch Jingle

00:00:06
N

00:03:36

Real screen. Real radio. Not an artist's rendition!

> Run live or automated.
Play up to sixteen things at once.
> Music-On- Hard- Drive; Instant access.
Any compression ratio, cut- by-out,
including no compression!
> Drag-and-drop scheduling or-screen.

> Unlimited flexibility.
You car't outgrow AudioVAULT®.
> Cut- and- paste editing.
> Complete, graphical on-line help.
> BE tech support 24 hours aday.

•Optional touch-screen • Back-up and hard disk mirroring • Optional integrated SADiETM 8-track editing
•Optional WireDESKTM news copy software • Spanish, Chinese, other language versions available
FOR A FREE Audio VAULT PC DEMONSTRATION DISKETTE, FAX US AT (217)224-9607 OR CALL (217) 224-9600 NOW!

®EIROADCAS I
ELECTRONICS, INC.
WORLD LEADER IN RADIO BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
4100 N. 24th • P.O. Box 3606 • Quincy, IL 62305-3606 • (217) 224-9600 • FAX (217) 224-9607
© 1994 Broadcast Electronics Inc.

SADiE is atrademark of SADiE, Inc.
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AEO
ACD-3.000 Codecs
Simultaneously Send
And Recieve Audio
TEMPE, Ariz. The ACD-3.000 audio
codec from AEQ America is designed to
simultaneously send and receive audio
signals through ISDN or Switched 56
digital communication lines.
Both digital networks can be intercommunicated though the CCITT V.110 standard, allowing the codec to connect any
point from the ISDN net with another
point from Switched 56 by using converters that the carrier companies have
installed in their main facilities.
The ACD-3.000 uses both the G.722
and MUSICAM ISO MPEG Layer 11
coding algorithms. G.722 operates with a
16 kHz sampling frequency, using 14bit
samples. It has an available bandwidth of
7.5 kHz and the delay generated by the
coding/decoding process is quite low.
about 3milliseconds.
In the MUSICAM mode, the sampling
frequency can be either 32 or 48 kHz.
With 16-bit samples and bit streams of 56
or 64 kbps, the ACD-3.000 can send
audio with a bandwidth up to 12 or 13
kHz. The coding/decoding delay is high,
about 200 milliseconds. This delay must
be factored in before the equipment is
used for talkshows.
The codec can be manually or automatically synchronized to the operation mode
and the binary stream.
In the MUSICAM mode, the codec
enables an auxiliary data channel with

Audix Digital Adaptive Hybrid
Automatically Adjusts Itself
SAFFRON WALDON, England For external telephone
interfacing, Audix Broadcast developed apure hybrid that
automatically adapts itself without voice switching, gating or
masking. It provides aminimum of 30 dB rejection under all
expanded line-termination conditions.
This digital adaptive telephone hybrid ( DATH) is based on a
127 tap digital filter that continuously adapts itself on-line to
provide ideal rejection characteristics. The digital technology
enables the system to remove up to 16 milliseconds of reflected echoes from incoming signals.
The Audix Broadcast DTX system is a complete onair
phone-in system that uses the DATH to interface with the
caller onair and enables the operator to talk to up to five
other callers through acommunications system integrated in
the console. To simplify operator tasks, it includes single-button operation, electronic call stacking and full integration into
the studio system.
A microcomputer, interfaced to the studio system via static
logic interfaces, helps minimize the chance of interference
with other sensitive studio equipment. It also makes it simple
to expand the system to two full control units and an assistant
control panel, enabling smaller stations to share a central
hybrid. Switching for program cueing, clean feeds, talkback
and hybrid outputs is through internal relays.
For information, contact Ian Jennings in England at 44799-542-220; fax: 44-799-541-248; or circle Reader Service
40.
selectable transmission speeds of 300 or
1,200 baud. For these applications, the
ACD-3.000 includes an RS-232 interface
to connect with aPC or other device.
For information, contact Gerardo Vargas
in Arizona at 602-431-0334; fax: 602-4310497; or circle Reader Service 97.

FIBER OPTIONS
Fiber-Optic Link Uses 18-Bit DSP Technology
BOHEMIA, N.Y. Fiber Options Inc. offers its 1240B Series fiber-optic link for
transmitting video and stereo audio signals.
Employing 18-bit deltasigma analog-to-digital audio signal processing with asampling rate of 48 kHz ensures that distortion is kept low throughout the system.
Systems also include two low-speed ( 50 baud) CMOS-level signals. '
These fiber-optic links include optical automatic gain control ( AGC) circuitry and
require no field level adjustment either at installation or thereafter.
For information, contact Fred Scott in New York state at 800-342-3748; fax: 516567-8322; or circle Reader Service 143.

This is what you get.
y

ou asked BEXT to build the best high-performance FM exciter, put it
in ano-frills package, and bring it to you at the most competitive

possible price. IDguarantee that you get everything you deserve,
we bring you the new LEX 25, backed by our two year
warranty and 24-hour engineering hotline.
LEX 25
25 Watt FM Exciter
S/
N:>80dB
THD:<0.03%
$1,995

.#'
44.
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1045 10th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-8462
FAX: 619-239-8474

GDDS

The use of switched/dedicated digital
technology is also spreading to other
industries, including recording studios,
post production houses, sound effect
EAST FARMINGDALE,
N.Y.
houses, remote voice casting and adverGlobal Digital Dataeom Services Inc.
tising agencies.
As aconsultant that provides "one-stop
(GDDS) specializes in the digital comshopping," GDDS is known for its ability
munications offerings of the Bell
to quickly grasp the needs of clients and
Operating Companies. GDDS provides
to impartially evaluate how to both fulfill
"one-stop shopping" for nationwide serimmediate needs and to provide services
vice for Switched 56, BRI-ISDN, PR!that allow the greatest possible future
ISDN, TI and T3 services.
expansion.
GDDS' services range from consultaGDDS can provide turnkey hardware
tion to installation and sale of hardware,
and software solutions to any customer
as well as the configuration of terminal
needing to transmit audio, video, data
devices. GDDS is authorized to quote
or voice across town or around the
tariff pricing.
GDDS President Angela DePascale, a world.
For information from GDDS, contact
digital technology specialist, has been
involved with the broadcast industry for Angela DePascale in New York at 516694-6806; fax: 516-694-6806; or circle
more than seven years, providing
Reader Service 165.
Switched 56, ISDN and dedicated serIn the western U.S., contact Peter
vices for high-quality audio applications,
Burinskas in California at 619-729including news feeds, sporting events,
0100; fax: 619-729-4040.
special one-time remotes, etc.
GDDS Is Digital
Line Specialist

MOSELEY
Starlink 9000 System Combines Modular
Flexibility with Digital Power
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. The Moseley Starlink 9000 is an all digital, open
architecture, modular system for CDquality audio transmission, facility remote control and stereo/SCA/RDS generation. The flexibility and functionality of Starlink
9000 comes from its full range of plugandplay personality modules, all housed in a
user-defined 1, 2or 3RU chassis.
Among the available personality modules are atransmitter module, 200 to 2,000
MHz; a receiver module, 200 to 2,000 MHz; 16 bit linear digital audio; ISO
MPEG/sub-band or ADPCM source coder; a 1to 3 bps/Hz selectable efficiency
channel coder; adrop/insert and variablerate multiplexer; digital stereo generator;
digital SCA generator; digital RDS generator; speech/fax/data card;
Tl/El/ISDN/Switched 56 drivers; intelligent remote control; and integrated network
management.
A digital STL, for example. is configured by using two 3 RU mainframes—
one with atransmitter module, achannel coder and asource coder, and the other with
areceiver module, achannel decoder and asource decoder. Composite stereo, RDS
and SCA are delivered with the RDS, stereo and SCA personality modules.
Starlink can also be configured for digital telco applications. Uncompressed digital
audio can be delivered by using asource coder module, asource decoder, two El/T1
line drivers and two mainframes.
The possible combinations of personality modules are limited only by the user's
imagination and application.
For information, contact Dave Chancey in California at 805-968-9621; fax: 805685-9638; or circle Reader Service 125.

%dim Weald
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the
Want To Buy

ACOUSTICS

Record Cutting lathes, tube limiters,
amplifiers, microphones. 612-869-4963.

Want To Sell

STUDIOFOAM
SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES
TESTS UP TO 40% BETTER THAN SONEX
*COSTS LESS BETTER COLORS f3E1TER CUT *

Ural 6500, 6300 amp; Crown D-75
amp; Symetrix A-220 amp. R Eskridge,
Galaxy Rcdng, 1508 Harlem Dr,
Memphis TN 38114. 901-274-2726.

USAFoam .8o z20384 1
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1-800-95-W

Circle ( 14) On Reader Service Card

Want To Sell
Fairchild rack mntd power supply,
amps, preamps; rack mounted 4 amp
bridging system. NJohnson, 92 Higgins
Rd, Presque Isle ME 04769. 207-764°605.
Funai DA42input, 4input, audio DA, •
10 dB, RCA inputs & outputs, bass &
treble cntrls (8), $ 15. G Dunn, N CA
News, 5383 Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA
94514. 510-516-0299.
Leek Stereo 50 tube type amp, tubes
inc, exc cond, $ 600. J Robillard,
WQUE, 2228 Gravier St, New Orleans
LA 70119. 504-827-6000 ext 161.

Henry Mix Minus amp for telephone
connection, $ 100. G Dunn, NCA News,
5383 Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514.
510-516-0299.

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want To Sell
300' 1: copper line. N Johnson, 92
Higgins Rd, Presque Isle ME 04769.
207-764-0605.
FM antennas (2) on 104.3 and 97.9. B
Lacy, WAVO, 2025 N Hwy A1A,
lndialantic FL 32402. 813-773-1962.

AMPLIFIERS

(NEW!)

1-5/8", 5.00/11. HJ7-50A, 1-5/8",

Phelps Dodge FM CHP complete or
partial center fed FM CHP antenna system. E Moody, KJEM, 216 N Main,
Bentonville AR 72712. 501-273-9039.

7.25/ft. 87N, 1-5/8 to N, 100Jim Mussel', 1421 Bay Ave.
Santa Maria, Ca. 93454
S05-922-7775

UREI 527A _ octave graphic E0 (2)
w/tamper proof covers, $200/ea. Kevin,
Brows & Brown, POB 224, Portage MI
49081. 616-327-8352.

Scala 7V0-8, chnl 9. G Kenny, KCL,
Neosho MO. 417-451-1440.

fax 925-66E13

ERI EMC-1rototiller antenna, 1bay on
92.1, $600; 115 ft 1 _ coaxial, BO. S
King, KGFL, POB 33, Clinton AR
72031. 501-745-4474.
Ft Worth, Unarco, Rohn, Pi-Bod, (6)
self support starting at 120' up to 200',
must remove. M Egloff, Warner Cable,
6709 Van Kirk St, Cincinnati OH 45216.
513-761-2061.

RCA 3tower phasing and distribution
cabinets, contains several inductors,
variable vacuum cap, several fixed vacuum caps; Shelf type matching T units
(3). NJohnson, 92 Higgins Rd, Presque
Isle ME 04769. 207-764-0605.

TOWER LIGHTING
CONTROLS
For Aviation Obstruction
Lights, Beacons, and Strobe
Light Systems.

1

Photoelectric controls
that conform to FAA
requirements. Some
models are also available

PRECISION
Pre, c NON MO: Pr: F :7(7N 7+0 LS 4,

Phelps- Dodge 2 bay FM for 97.7
w/brackets and fittings. V Uecker,
KEWE, POB 1340, Oroville CA 95965.
916-533-1340.
FM - ANTENNAS
Designed and built for your frequency. Choose from 1 10 12
bays . 111(1 five power levels.
Fit taticiiig available. Call
Jimmie , loynt at S.W.R.
214-335-3425
Shively 3 bay, 92.1 w/extra large
radomes, exc cond, will deliver to factory for retuning, $3000. B Williamson,
WNHO, 28 Jones Rd, Milford NH
03055. 603-672-9292.

McIntosh MR 74 tuner C-28 preamp,
MC 2015 pwr amp, in walnut cases,
oper & svc manuals, schematics, VGC.
D Fields, RD Fields & Assoc, POB 194,
Avoca AR 72711. 501-451-8803.

13 G.44,44.41 A. • 4.41cncl R
Tel ( 201)4.0400 • km

NJ 07412

) 445 0575

Shively 6810 8 bay directional, 100.3
MHz, 10 kW power rating/bay, max 40
kW for 4or more bays. T Lewis, Inter
Urban Broadcasting, 8701 S Kimbark,
Chicago IL 60619.
Want To Buy
Rohn 55G, need 19 10' sections,
cheap and close to N Cntrl WV. E
Stewart, WDCI, POB 371, Bridgeport
WV 26330. 304-842-8644.
High pwr on or near 94.7. J Davis,
SCB, POB 7762, Amarillo TX 79114.
806-355-1187.

I
nexpensiveKRACKERS, INC.
Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400- foot tower.
ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
(800) 747-8921 or ( 217) 529-8921
Ask for Jim Newbanks

Dynaco stereo 120 solid state, rack mt
$229, Dynaco stereo 70 tube amp all
new tubes! Dynaco PAT 4 preamps
$59. W Gunn 619-320-0728.

ITC erase/splice finder, $ 600. R
Statham, WSTU, 1000 Alice Ave, Stuart
FL 34994. 407-692-1030.
MXR NR dbx type II, 2 chnl NR unit,
$30. G Dunn, N CA News, 5383 Willow
Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514. 510-5160299

(ide (2) Oe Reeder Service Card

Demeter 4 ch rack ml tube direct box
NEW $ 795. W Gunn 619-320-0728.
Want To Buy

Looking for Audio Bargains?

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT

Kepis Il rack. R Eskridge, Galaxy
Rcdng, 1508 Harlem Dr, Memphis TN
38114. 931-274-2726.

317-962-8596

MERCENARY
AUDIO

33 Fla:was

AWED=

on a custom basis.
4.

ADC 96 & 144 Pr TT patchbays, excel
cond, 1rack space, 3rows of 48, top 2
rows normalled, $ 149, 96 is 2 row normalted, $ 129 ( you remove old wiring) or
we totally refurbish w/new front panel,
ready to install, $ 199-229. TT cords up
to 10 per bay at $9ea, reg $ 13.95, also
1/4" bays. Audio Village, 619-320-0728,
or Fax 619-320-2454.

Want To Sell

We BUY*SELL*TRADE

transactions made between buyers and sellers.

dbx 157 type NR, mint, $350. EToline,
525 W Stratford PI, Chicago IL 60657.
312-975-6598.

AUDIO PRODUCTION

1"-88.99•2"-$9.99•tr-$19.99
20/box•12/box•8/box
Min. 1Box. MC Visa Discover AmEx
Call For Free Samples & Brochure!

Crown D-60 new cond, manuals, $300;
Crown IG 150 & DC300A preamp &
power amp, exc cond, manuals, $400.
D Bailey, Rock Shoppe Prod, 3422
Beech St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214-4759796.

ANDREW

LDF2-50, 3/8", . 75/ft., LDF7-50A,

specifics of

WANTS TO BUY YOUR:

UREI 535 dual graphic EQ, $ 157 + shp.
JCary, WLKX, 15226 W Freeway Dr,
Forest Lake MN 5d025. 612-464-6796

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD
PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON

00 C.)0

UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN

1 000c(

SAVE
6300
• • 00
ON TT
96 II 144 POINT PATCH BAYS
brokers of Ose and coarse used equipment
audio village
619/320-0728

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS
ANYTHING THAT IS
OF EXCEPTIONAL
AUDIO QUALITY!

dbx 155 ( 2) 4 chnl type 1
encode/decode NR, $ 200/ea or
$350/both. P Cibley, Studio C Music,
POB 787 Murray Hill Stn, New York NY
10156.212-532-2980.

"this is not a problem"
(508)543-0069 TEL

MXR NR dbx Type II, 2chnl NR unit. G
Dunn, N CA News, 5383 Willow Lake
Ct, Byron CA 94514. 510-516-0299.

(508)543-9670 FAX

IGM Go-Cart 1, IGM Go-Cart 2, exc
cond, 78 trays, racks also avail,
$400/ea, racks $ 100 deluxe; IGM
instacart 48, rack avail, $ 500; Deluxe
IGM rack, $ 100; 350 Carousel, fair
cond, $300, R O'Kelly, KLOO, 1221
SW 15th, Corvallis OR 97339. 503-751
4493.
SMC w/Otari RFt w/25 Hz ( 3), DP- 2,
FOC 5clock, DE-20 switcher, mono PB
units (2), 350- RS Carousels, $ 1000/all+
shp or will part out. V Richardson,
WWST, 8419 Kingston PK, Knoxville
TN 379i9. 415-693-1020.
Arrakis DL CD-85C CD multi play controller, Digilink, $ 1000, Pioneer PD
M501 CD plyrs, $ 1000. E Moody,
KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville AR
72712. 501-273-9039.
Revox A77 (
4), play only w/rk ml. BO;
Otani ARS-100, gd cond w/book, BO. C
Gennaro, WIMI, 222 S Lawrence,
Ironwood MI 49938. 906-932-2411.
Schaefer 903E 3day mem, Audiofiles
(4), ITC TS0 stereo play R- R, ITC delay
rcdr, ITC mono carts 14), BO. JCurtis,
KFRO, POB 4299, Longview TX 75601.
903-663-3700.
Schafer 7000, 47 f-ay AudioFile cart
machines (2), Intl Tapetronics (6) RR,
terminals ( 2), 4 tall system racks,
$7500. M Van Ouse, WTLR, 2020 Cato
Ave, State College PA 16801. 814-2379857.
SMC 350 RSB ( 3), 24 tray Carousels,
exc cond, $850/130 for all 4 pieces. B
Christie, Grande Radio Group, POB
907, La Grande OR 97850. 503-9634121.

EQUIPMENT

Sono Meg Mini Pro, brain ( 3), Revox
PR- 99, R- R, Carousels ( 2), random
selections, 2 racks, $ 1500/30. S King,
KGFL, P013 33, Clinton AR 72031. 501745-4474

Want To Sell

Want To Buy

Cet« 7000
automation cntrlr,
Carousels, Audiofiles and more, BO. E
Moody, KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville
AR 72712. 501-273-9039.

ATC AA 1051 lone gen wimanual or
wiring diagram for same; IGM EC
brain/ctrir. DMoore, WALM 10980 25 1/2
Mile Rd, Albion MI 49224. 5'7-629-5516.

AUTOMATION

Orban 11B reverb, dual chnl, BO. J
Curtis, KFRO, POB 4299, Longview TX
75601. 903-663-3700.
Roland DM- 80-8 8 trk, inc DM- 80R
remote and DM 80F fader unit, mint
cond, in box, $ 11,000/80. M Roberts,
WISZ, 3090 28th Street, Grand Rapids,
MI 47505. 616-949-8585.

IGFA Basic A parts 8 svc, several
source cards, spare entire system,
cables, extra memory, etc, for piece
prices, R O'Kelly, KLOO, 1221 SW
15th, Corvallis OR 97339. 503-7534493.
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Announcing New Crisp Voice
The RFC-1/BH V3 provides transmitter power control. has alarm dial
out for 6 numbers,

and provides up to 64 channels of control and

•Modern Solid Stage Technology

metering.

•Frequency Agile with Front Panel Selector
•Remote Control & Metering

WHY is

HALL

0-30 Watt FM

Electronics for YOU?

You'll like our GREAT PRICES on NEW & REBUILT
EQUIPMENT. WE CARRY MOST BRANDS.
You'll LIKE HALL's personal SERVICE - for one piece or an
ENTIRE STATION. You are not a number to us; rather someone
who needs a problem SOLVED.

The DAI- Ieasily handles LBS requirements for " walk away" operations. It also
allows direct access to the air chain in addition to providing
remote broadcasts. The hest & lowest cost 'dial- up' remote control
available.

We have an INHOUSE TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM. Our
THREE full-time technicians give support after the sale & are
always available to help with ALL your rebuilding or repair needs.
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.

We are an authorized

service center for Tascam and Otan.

Contact Rick or Dwayne

Today!

WHEN YOU NEED GOOD PRICES & SERVICE, Call Hall !!

Complete Backup System under $ 7,000!
Henry Radio 500W solid state transmitter
BEXT 25W exciterSWR Ihay antenna
100' Andrew 1/2" cable & connectors

Ideal for low power FM
broadcast stations or
translators that require
circular polarization.
88408\1Hz, 500Watts

Call us for the Best New & Completely Rebuilt Equipment! ( 804) 984- HALL ( 4255)
Cirde (219) On Reader Service Cord

Model FMEC

Fax: ( 804) 984-FAXX ( 3299)

BEE

66

AUTOMATION EOUIPMENT...WTS
Insta Cart, good, used. D Ball, KREP
FM, 2307 W Frontage Rd, Belleville KS
66935. 913-527-2266.

CART MACHINES
Want To Sell
ITC 3-D and one RP series R/P stereo,
gd cond, $ 1800/both. JStitt, WCIN, 106
Glenwood Ave, Cincinnati OH 45217.
513-281-7180

BE 2200 RP, mono, $ 200. D Green,
KNGT, 9555 Jesus Maria Rd,
Mokelvase Hill CA 95245. 209-2861166.
ITC cart R/P, mono, $350; ITC SP cart
player, mono, $250; Spotmaster 500B,
R/P deck $200, play only, $ 125. E
Moody, KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville
AR 72712. 501-273-9039.
ITC stereo triple deck and R/P stereo,
200 slot cart rack, good condition,
$600/all. D Rogers, KXAX, POB 465, St
James MN 56081. 507-375-3386.
SMC 521 dual play PB cart deck, $25.
JCoursolle, WPKR, 3891 Waukau
Ave, Oshkosh WI 54903. 414-2364224.

No
matter
how
you
stack
it...

Tascam 122B(2), parts machine, Best
Offer + shipping; Technics RS
M85MKIF, lair condition; BE 3200 RP,
excellent mono machine, Best Offer. H
Widsten, KGNB, 1540 Loop 337 N,
New Braunfels TX 78130. 210-6257311.
Great Prises on original
equipmeni tape head. toi

Nobody reconditions
tape heads like JRF.

IT('. BE. Fidelipac. Ohm.
Tascani &

(804) 984-4255

•Heads restored to new performance
spec at afraction of new cost

HALL
Electronics

•Cart machines and all open
reel formats
•Full line of replacement heads for
all manufacturers
Experience the difference experience
makes. Ask around. Nobody treats you
your heads better than JRF.

PM'

MAGNETIC SCIENCES

ITC 99 R/P, $600; ITC RP-003 (2), R/P,
$150. C Peterson, IGM, 4041 Home
Rd, Bellinghame WA 98226. 206-7334567.
BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB, mint
less than 50 hours, BO. R Kaufman,
Pams Productions, POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625, after
3PM CDT.

249 Kennedy Rd . Greendell. NJ 07839

(201)579-5773 Fax (201)579-6021

ITC mono R/P (2), 1w/time delay, VGC,
$500/ea + shp. R Statham, WSTU,
1000 Alice Ave, Stuart FL 34994. 407692-1000.
RCA R/P; Spotmaster 505 PB. N
Johnson, 92 Higgins Rd, Presque Isle
ME 04769. 207-764-0605.
SMC 350 Carousel cart machines ( 31,
good condition, $350/each, $ 1000/all
3. AJojo, RF Telecommunication, POB
4, South Bend IN 46624. 219-2725144.

Want To Buy

CASSETTE 61 REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST
Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates
Precision Capstan Resurfacing

Audio Advantage
Tel ( 6151712 .' 1/l31

PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE
bet Ils Prove It
Want To Sell
AKAI S1000 sampler, AKAI S900 sampler, Otan MIR12 ( 2), Otan MX- 70,
Soundcratt TG-3000 44 Ch-88 inputs 16
TK out, wipatch bay, BO. JBurdick, DJ
Intl Records, 727 W Randalph, Chicago
IL 60606. 312-559-1845.
Crown GCS Xvintage 10" R- R, 2trk. M
Muderick, Muderick Rcdg, 101
Earlington, Havertown PA 19083. 610449-6970.
Nagra 4.2 7" reels, portable case, 59.94
sync board for video, pwr supply &
extras, $2300/80. LHansen, RSVP Inc,
7701 N Teutonia Ave, Milwaukee WI
53209. 414-354-6400.
Otan 7308 8 trk 1" rcdr, low hrs, exc
cond, 15/30 ips, w/remote, $ 3100;
Tascam 32 (3) 2-trk, digital, return to 0,
pitch cntrl, 7.5 & 15 ips, less than 10
hrs, 5750/ea. LWagner, Ardmigva
Radio Network, POB 1788, Orlando FL
32802. 407-299-1299.

METROTECH
DICTAPHONE
LOGGERS
PARTS AND SERVICE

SEQUOIA

Workable cad machines; Marti remote
system. M Hellinger, WYYZ, 3970 RCA
Boulevard, Palm Bch Grdns FL 33410.
407-694-2525.

ELECTRONICS

ITC 11/12 good condition, used; ITC triple
deck. D Ball, KREP FM, 2307 W
Frontage Rd, Belleville KS 66935. 913527-2266.

Pioneer 7" R- R stereo; Teac 310
stereo. N Johnson, 92 Higgins Rd,
Presque Isle ME 04769. 207-764-0605.

ITC, BE, Fidellpec cart machines: single, triple, mono, stereo, play &
record/play. Call M O'Drobinak @ 619758-0886.

(408) 363-1646
FAX ( 408) 363-0957

Revox A-77 (3), 3J7_ ips, w/rack mis,
gd cond, $400/es; Revox PR-99 ( 4),
7_115 ips, PB only, built-in tone sensors, gd cond, $ 800/ea. R O'Kelly,
KLOO, 1221 SW 15th, Corvallis OR
97339. 503-753-4493.

EMPLOYMENT
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:

October 5, 1994

Revox 877 7.5 & 15 ips, 10.5" reels,
exc cond, BO; Otan MX 5050, 4chnl
rack mt, 1/4" tape, 7.5 & 15 ips, 10.5"
reels, gd cond, BO; Pioneer RT1050,
1/4" 1/2 Irk, 7.5 & 15 ips portable, exc
cond, BO. J Phillips, Record & Play,
POB 412, Tuckahoe NY 10707. 718548-1623

Oteri ARS 1000 DM (4), 2trk
stereo,
PB, exc cond, $ 500 ea. R O'Clurrin,
POB 967, Dublin GA 31040. 912-2729270.

IBM 5362 System 36 w/4 terminals and
4234 dot band printer, BO. G Foldessy,
WAKR, 1735 SHawkins Ave, Akron OH
44320. 216-869-9800.

Revox A77, _ Irk, gd cond, $ 400. C
Niebauer, American Artist Studio, POB
131, Erie PA 16512. 814-455-4796

Wang CS-D, 2terminals, one not operational, BO. C Loughry, WFRB, Rt 2
Box 373, Frostburg MD 21532. 301689-9971

Scully 280B 2chnl, gd cond. TTomes,
WREN, 201 W Hwy 24, Topeka KS
66608. 913-437-6549.

Revox A77 R/P stereo trk w/rk mt,
BO. C Gennaro, WIMI, 222 S
Lawrence, Ironwood MI 49938. 906932-2411.

Studer Revox 99, 2 Irk, low hrs, exc
cond, $ 1950; Technics 1500 RS, 2Irk,
15, 7.5, 33/4 ips, Plus 1/4 trk PB head,
w/remote, Ike new/exc cond, $950. L
Wagner, Ardmigva Radio Network, POB
1788, Orlando FL 32802. 407-2991299
Ampex 44013 _ track stereo, 7J15 ips
in roll around, $ 575. Kevin, Brown &
Brown, POB 224, Portage MI 49081.
616-327-8352

RE VOX PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette- CD-Open reel
Rebuilt A77s, $850.°°
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892
Ampex/Schafer AG440 reproducer (2),
2 Irk reproduce decks, rk mt, $200. D
Bailey, Rock Shoppe Prod, 3422 Beech
St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214-475-9796.
Ampex 401 works, but needs work,
$100/130. E Dawson, WNNS, PCB
7167, Springfield IL 62791. 217-7870800.
Crown Intl 800 series (3), heavy duty
units, R/P, $ 180/all. M Van Ouse,
WTLR, 2020 Cato Ave, State College
PA 16801. 814-237-9857.
Fostex 250 capstan motor for porta studio, $50/BO; Crown BX-800, tube type,
2 irk, 10_" reels, 7_ & 15 ips, BO or
trade. EO'Brien, Imperial Sound, 383 N
Studio St, Terre Haute IN 47803. 812877-2663.
Negra 4021 3speed crystal sync, 2mic
preamps, auto lid cntrl, leather case,
VGC, $4200. D Shirk, Shirk Audio, Box
357, Terre Hill PA 17581. 710-4457864.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT

Engineer wanted for Full Service
Consulting/Contract Engineering
Service serving NY, NJ, PA. Must be
licensed, reliable, communicate well
and take interest in clients needs.
Digital, Studio, & Hi/Lo pwr RF experienced. Reply to: Radio World, POB
1214, Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box
#94-10-05-1RW.

30 years experience

'Lent

Customer Service Engineer
Digital Studio Equipment
Itroadcast Electronics, hic. is seeking agoal oriented individual to
assist our customers with installation
and training, routine operation and
trouble-shooting of Digital Storage.
Editing. and Automation Equipment

Award winning Sports Radio network seeks a top notch production
director with agreat ear. To oversee
remote broadcasts. Send corer letter
and resume with references and
experience to: John McMullin, P013
2888, Daytona Beach, FL 32115.

EXPERIENCED CHIEF
ENGINEER -Experienced AM
directional and FM engineer
needed for one of the midwest's
finest facilities. A great place to

for Radio Broadcasting.
The successful applicant must have
experience in setup, operation and
maintenance of personal computers
and radio broadcast equipment.
Personal computer experience should
include a background with DOS,
Windows, and Local Area Networks.
This position involves aconsiderable
amount of travel in both the U. and
abroad. Customer contact is troth onsite and over the telephone. Good
communication skills are =essay.

live and work. Send resumé and

Excellent career opportunity. Salary

salary history to Radio World,

commensurate with experience, edu-

POB 1214, Falls Church, VA

cation, and abilities. All inquiries
held in confidence. Please send
resume to Steve Wall, Director of
Human Resources.

22041. Attn: 94-09-21-1RW. This
is not just ajob, it's agreat career
opportunity. E.O.E.

ADVERTISE!
Call 800-336 3045

Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
4100 N. 24th Street .
Quincy IL 62305
M/F/D/V E.O.E.

5yrs exp. 1yr TV weather anchor, versatile, in-depth reporting, Portugese and
Spanish, BA/Political Science. Ann,
801-377-5714.
Morning Sidekick, PD, MIDI, Roland
digital, voices, comedy, stellar record
w/great sins, Win 3.1/DOS literate,
desire pos in NE. 717-541-5154.
Board Op at semi-auto AM/FM seeks
same, DJ, Prod, eve pref, resume avail.
Andrew, 602-684-0265.
Combo Mgr, Sales, PD, CE, Anncr,
Prod, Tampa Bay area, coastal FL or
pwrfl mg in gd area, 30 yrs exp. Bill,
813-844-3823.
Energetic young, with 5years experience, avail now for anncing/prod work,
glad to relocate. Christopher, 402-5514665.
If Generation Xis your audience, then I
should be your next air talent. Brandon,
618-344-1721.
Multl-talented CE seeks FT pos, will
relocate. GB., 805-473-0871.
PT Volunteer, to learn all phases of
bdcting, Orange County NY. Mark, 914344-1118.

Tatum 234 Syncast 4 Irk R/P 33/4
ips, less than 10 hrs use, $600. D
Veldsma, 2292 S Thrush et, Grand
Rapids MI 49506. 616-940-0156
16 track 2" $3450, MCI j1-1110C-8
$2800, 110C-8 play only $500, ATR800
mono or Tascam 7300 or 2502 $600
ea, MCI Locator III $ 1195, Tascam 522
trk $ 1200, Ampex AG350 electr $50/ch.
W Gunn 619-320-0728.
Otani Mark II-1V 1/2" 4- track, multitrack, mint, less than 50 hours, Best
Offer. R Kaufman, Rams Productions,
POB 462247. Garland TX 75046. 214271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
Record« 6 casselt rewinder $ 100;
Tascam 40-4 4 Irk 10" in flight case
w/free dbx $ 750; MAL new short test
tapes $39 for 1/4' to $ 199 for 2". W
Gunn 619-320-0728.
Scully '
100' recorders, record/play
amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads.
Sequoia Electronics, 4646 Houndshaven Way, San Jose CA 95111. 408363-1646.
Tuscan' 32 reel-to-reel in excellent
condition. Paid $ 1600, asking $600
206-696-4584
Want To Buy
Superscope or Manants prot mono
cassette recorders, C Or PMD-200
series, working repairable or for parts.
P Helm, Sonlight Recorders, 2109
Glenwood Rd, Vestal NY 13850. 607754-8507.

Ampex tube recorders and mixers. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067

Tannin 58 1/2" 8trk wanted to buy or
trade for Otan 5050 MK III- 8 or...
Wayne Gunn 619-320-0728

POSITIONS WANTED
Dynamic, enthusiastic, individ wants to
sell, loves to sell, will make money for
your OK stn. P Karlebach, 918-7432143.

Tatum 38, _" 8Ink open reel rcdr, BO.
P Cibley, Studio C Music, POB 787
Murray Hill Stn, New York NY 10156.
212-532-2980.

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine parts, or electronic parts. Call
818-907-5161.

All tape and film formats

708-358-4622
HELP WANTED

Studer A80 16 Irk, mint cond, BO. A
Polhemus, Excalibur Snd, 750 8th Ave
NY NY 10036. 212-302-9010

Otarl ARS 1000 fair, $350; Revox A-77
and Otan ARS-1000 parts. B Spitzer,
KKLS, Box 460, Rapid City SD 57709.
605-343-6161.
(Mari 5050 MK III-8trk, heads excellent,
$2450. Wayne Gunn 619-320-0728.
Otarl MTR-10 2spd, 7.5, 15 ips, 2trk,
mint cond, $2600. E Toline, 525 W
Stratford PI, Chicago IL 60657. 312975-6598

Want To Buy
Tandy 6000HD w/at least 1floppy
drive Mel Crosby, 408-363-1646, FAX
408-363-0957

CONSOLES
Want To Sell
BE 8M150 8 chnl N Johnson, 92
Higgins Rd, Presque Isle ME 04769.
207-764-0605.
Magnecord 1022 rack mtd. N Johnson,
92 Higgins Rd, Presque Isle ME 04769.
207-764-0605.
Gates Yard, 8chnl mono input, dual
VU meters, w/new solid state electronics not installed, $ 100 + shp. G Dunn, N
CA News, 5383 Willow Lake C:, Byron
CA 94514. 510-516-0299.
Harris Medalist 10. E Gross, KEYZ,
410 E 6th St, Williston ND 58801. 701572-5371.
Kustom, 6rotary pot, mono, solid state,
nds work, $350/80 R O'Kelly, KLOO,
1221 SW 15th, Corvallis OR 97339.
503-753-4493.
LPB 5dint, $ 750. R Statham, WSTU,
1000 Alice Ave, Stuart FL 34994. 407692-1000.
Micro-Trek 6618 need sec. manual. Fi
Hansen, POB 884, Valdez AK. 907835-5018
Opamp Labs 2008- RS, 20 input, 8
buss & stereo out, 2 16x2 remix/cue
sections, $ 1500. LWagner, Ardmigva
Radio Network, POB 1788, Orlando FL
32802. 407-299-1299.
Shure M-67 mixer and phone w/voice
coupler. B Campbell, KRIG, Bartlesville
OK. 918-333-7943.
Shure MU 4into 1mic mixe ,who cut
filter, mint cond w/manual, $ 100. A
Levinson, Spruce Hill Music, 1002 S
49th St, Philadelphia PA 19143. 215729-9041.
Tenant model-3 mixing bds w/meter
bridge, 8x4x2 cue & echo, 4input RIAA
phono inputs, 6 lozinputs, 2 1/4" hiz
inputs w/manual & box, $ 500. R
Eskridge, Galaxy Rcdng, 1508 Harlem
Dr, Memphis TN 38114. 901-274-2726.

Want To Sell

Tascam model- 5rcding/mixing consoles
w/meter bridge, 8x4x2, expandable, cue
& echo sends, ctrl room and studio
feeds, talkback, slate and tones, w/manual & box, $ 750 ea/$1300 for both. R
Eskridge, Galaxy Ftcdng, 1508 Harlem
Dr, Memphis TN 38114. 901-274-2726.

Acer 710 8088 IBM compat, DOS 6.0,
WP, PC File, ORCAD, games,
Modem, including monitor, keyboard
and CPU, $ 175/Best Offer. B
Cunningham, S & BComm, 24 Jr Ave,
Buffalo NY 14210. 716-823-4524.

Trident Series 7orrrimix parts, input
mods, group/monitor mods, master
mos, p/s, frame, BO/trades accepted R
Ore,
Clockwork
Sound,
606
Mamaroneck Ave, Mamaroneck NY
10543. 914-381-0661.

COMPUTERS

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED
Any company or station can run ' Help Wanted' ads for $ 1.50/word or buy a display box for $60/column inch. Payment must accompany insert, use your
MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be forwarded to listee, unopened,
upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.

POSITIONS WANTED
Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE of charge (25 words max),
and it will appear in the following 2issues of Radio World. Contact information will
be provided, but if a blind box number is required, there is a $ 10 fee which must
be paid with the listing (there will be no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded
to the listee, unopened.
Mail to:

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE

PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 Attn: Simone Mullins

BEE

October 5, 1994

CONSOLES...WTS
AmokiTsc Matchless recording console, 26/24/8/2 w/patch bay, exc cond,
$13500; Soundcraft Spirit Live 243, 24
chnl w/flight case, $2100. Sloyer Snd
Studio, 1400 Moravia St, Bethlehem PA
18015. 610-691-5056.
Cot« 5chnl mono in portable/remote
cabinet wishelf and TT, $ 500. EMoody,
KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville AR
72712. 501-273-9039.
Gates Stereo Yard 8input w/solid state
elec, completely rebuilt, $600+shipping;
Arrakis Copy Bridge for Gates Yard
boards, $ 100. G Dunn, N CA News,
5383 Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514.
510-516-0299.
Gates 4chnl mono, $ 125. M Van Ouse,
WTLR, 2320 Cato Ave, State College
PA 16801. 814-237-9857.
LPB Signature II S-20 stereo P&G
pots, $2750 + shpg. R Joslyn, Double
Exposure Studio, 24273 Park Granada,
Calabasas CA 91302. 818-222-5188.
MCI JH 416 18x4x2 rcding console
w/patch bays and producers desk,
updated w/5534 chips, clean w/spare
faders, parts, manuals. $3000. D Bailey,
Rock Shoppe Prod, 3422 Beech St,
Rowlett TX 75088. 214-475-9796.
McMartin B802 stereo ( 2), 8 chnls,
stereo output, $350/both. M Van Ouse,
WTLR, 2020 Cato Ave, State College
PA 16801. 814-237-9857.
Russco 505S, 5chnl, stereo, rack/table
mL gd cond, $500/60. R Velez, KNBR,
55 Hawthorne St, San Francisco CA
94150. 415-995-6974.

dbx 3BX parametric dynamic range
exp, &200. A Levinson, Spruce Hill
Music, 1002 S49th St, Philadelphia PA
19143. 215-729-9041.

LIMITERS
Want To Sell

Foster 3180 stereo reverb w/pre-delay,
will trade for UREI Cooper time cube. J
Roper, Imperial Sound, 383 N Studio St,
Terre Haute IN 47803. 812-877-2663.

CBS Labs Audimax RIIZ 443, tubetype, auto Ivl ctrl, will trade for UREI LA3A or Gain Brain. J Roper, Imperial
Sound, 383 N Studio St, Terre Haute IN
47803. 812-877-2663.

JBL D16R2405 replacement diaphragm,
for JBL 2405 slot tweeter, will trade for
pr of AKG D-141 heaophones. JRoper,
Imperial Sound, 383 N Studio St, Terre
Haute IN 47803. 812-877-2663.

CRI SMC-600A, stereo mod cntrlr,
$200. B Lacy, WAVO, 2025 N Hwy
Al A, lndialantic, FL 32402. 813-7731962.
Harris MSP-90 AM, will require external
NRSC, $200/60. R O'Kelly, KLOO,
1221 SW 15th, Corvallis OR 97339.
503-753-4493.

Talmo 220 graphic EO, 2chnl, $ 150;
DOD R-880 dual delay, $ 100; Tapco
4400 stereo reverb w/graphic E0, $ 14 5;
DOD r-875 stereo flange doubler, $ 165.
R Eskridge, Galaxy Rcdng, 1508 Hadem
Dr, Memphis TN 38114. 901-274-2726.

Inovonics 230 mono, 8 band, rcntly
calibrated, $ 500. A Anello, Mello Svcs,
1915 W Waters Ave, Tampa FL 33604.
813-915-0046.
Modulation Sciences CP 803 composite processor, factory warranty, & 1000.
R Feindei, WWGP, PO Drawer 3457,
Snaford NC 27331. 919-775-3525.

BTX Shadow 4700 2 synchronizers
and cntrlr, BO or trade. A Polhemus,
Excalibur Sound, 750 8th Ave, NY NY
10036.212-302-9010.

Orban 9000A Optimod. N Johnson, 92
Higgins Rd, Presque Isle ME 04769.
207-764-0605.

Want To Buy

CAL SMP850 stereo processor w/manual. V Uecker, KEWE, FOB 1340,
Oroville CA 95965. 916-533-1340.

360 Systems pro MIDI bass sound chip.
A Polhemus, Excalibur Sound, 750 8th
Ave, NY NY 10036. 212-302-9010.

dbx 165 compriimiter, mint cord, $600.
EToddle, 525 W Stratford PI, Chicago IL
60657. 312-975-6598.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Orban 424 stereo compressor/
limiter/de-esser, gd cond, one bad
meter, &250; Harris MSP-90 Stereo
AGC amp, $200. M Holderfield, WOOF,
2518 Columbia Hwy, Dothan AL 36303.
205-792-1149.

EQUIPMENT
FINANCING
ON ALL
RADIO EQUIPMENT

Ramko DC5AR 5channel mixers, vgc,
$175 each. 916-725-2434.
Want To Buy
Gates Yard, schematic for mono tube,
original or photocopy. E Lightman,
WEDL, 550 Merchant St, Ambridge PA
15003. 412-266-2802.

Orban Optlmod 8000 exc cond, $ 1200
Wxer, Plymouth WI 414-893-1045.

• Easy to qualify
• Fixed-rate, long-term
leases
• Any new or used
equipment

Sony MXP-21 12V DC pwrd stereo mixers in gd cond. C Quinn, WMMS, 1660
W 2nd St, Cleveland OH 44113. 216781-1420.

• 100% financing, no
down payment
3. No financials required
under S50,000

DISCO-PRO SOUND
EQUIPMENT

• Refinancing existing
equipment
Mil

Want To Sell
AKG R-25 remote ctrl, wicable for AKG
B-25 reverb unit, will trade for Teac RC170 remote. J Roper, Imperial Sound,
383 N S:udio St, Terre Haute IN 47803.
812-877-2663.

sum

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275-0185

Want To Buy
CBS Volumax 411 svc manual. R
Hansen, POB 884, Valdez AK. 907835-5018.
Orban 8100A/XT2 w/manuals, updates.
M Skinner, 210 N 1000 East, St George
UT 84770. 801-628-1000.

Orban XT2 chasis for Optimod 8001A.
JCurtis, KFRO, POB 4299, Longview
TX 75601. 903-663-3700.

Falls Church, VA 22041
Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Consoles
Disco-Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Leasing
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite Equipment

Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductable Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
Postions Wanted
Help Wanted

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 1994
3x
6x
58
54
52
49
95
90
60
55
$1.50 per word
$10 additional

12x
49
44
85
50

compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the desired
rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example: a3" ad at the 1xrate is $ 180, at the 3x rate
S174, at the 6x rate $ 162, at the 12x rate $ 147, etc.
To

MICROPHONES

RCA 77-DX vintage mic, exc cord, ong
6' cable. B Lacy, WAVO, 2025 N Hwy
Al A, Indialantic, FL 32402. 813-7731962.

COLES LIP MIKE
Quality Voices In NOISY places
Read the NW review or
Visit booth 2025
at World Media Expo In LA
and call

AEA 800-798-9127
Manley Labs CR3A, new, $ 795
w/shockmount, windscreen & case, no
risk trial in your studio. Also have used
mics & everything else. Get our catalog!
Liberal trade policy too. Audio Village,
619-320-0728.

Rotron Blowers for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Mo dorsos Sr Ornahn. NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Russco 1112 telephone line recvr, rk
mnt, EQ. 2 inputs, $ 100. R Velez,
KNBR, 55 Hawthorne St, San Francisco
CA 94150. 415-995-6974.
ERI M-1105-2A 2bay CF, 97.7, $ 1000;
ERI 5 bay FM horizontal only, 102.5,
$1000; 43' of 15/8" coax w/1 5/8" EIA
flanged connectors, $500; 45 ft of 15/8"
coax w/1 5/8" EIA cnctr, $350; Scala
CL- 713 (2), 10 element w/pwr combiner/divider, like new, $ 500. G Kenny,
KCL, Neosho MO. 417-451-1440.

CBS/NBC call letter place lor RCA 44.
M Harrington, POB 7619, Little Rock
AR 72217. 501-223-9056.
77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE KU-3A's On- Air
lights, recording lights & audition lights.
Top price paid. Fast response. Bill
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-269-6131,
FAX: 615-292-3434.

Want To Sell

Temperature Sensor, Solid State
dual output, set lower & upper limits. BATCO, 6920 Woodway Dr,
Waco, TX 76712. 817-7760143.

Patchbay, 24 hole w/xmas trees, many
pars, BO. J Phillips, Record & Play,
POB 412, Tuckahoe NY 10707. 718548-1623.

Sansul TU -DPP AM stereo, FM
stereo tuner, C-OUAM AM stereo,
6200. G Dunn, N CA News, 5383
Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514.
510-516-0299

AM STEREO RECEIVERS
RRADCO GROUP
708-5 I ; I ; 86

Eico MX-99 tube type, stereo multiplex
adapter, $ 50/Best Offer or trade. E
O'Brien, Imperial Sound, 383 N Studio
St, Terre Haute IN 47803

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE
EQUIPMENT

78 RPM record collection, big band. R
DeMars, 222 Lakeview Ave, W Palm
Beach FL 33401. 407-832-4607.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP
be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.

MONITORS

Want To Sell
C1E1 Catlink digital remote system with
all audio interfaces, needs tac repair,
$5000/60. D Schmidt, Midatlantic
Radio, POB 11502, Wilmington DE
19850. 302-323-0338.

Want To Sell

Rust 2400 remote cntrl unit. NJohnson,
92 Higgins Rd, Presque Isle ME 04769.
207-764-0605.

CBS Audiomax and Volumax, mono,
manual. V Uecker, KEWE, POB 1340,
Oroville CA 95965. 916-533-1340

Symstrix 108 bdct telephone sys, J
KSSN, POB 96, Little Rock AR
72203. 501-227-9696.

NEC/Pioneer Surround Sound sys, 350
W, 5chnl Dolby Pro- Logic, incl 5small
spkrs, + dual 12" subwoofers, $400 +
shipping. G Dunn, N CA News, 5383
Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514. 510516-0299.

Dells TMCS-1 DAMM-1 VGC and running witli extra studio unite 5 tower
mon, lots of cards and parts, Best
Offer. G Foldessy, WAKR, 1735 S
Hawkins Ave, Akron OH 44320. 216869-9800.

Neumann U87s, KM84s, AKG 451s,
EV RE20s, Sennheiser 421s. W Gunn
619-329-0728
RCA 77DXs/44BXs ribbon, chrome/TV
grey, good condition, BO. R Kaufman,
Fama Productions, POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625, after
3PM CDT.

GE Superadio III. yustom
modified w/noise free SCA
w/irnproved selectivity gr sen
sitivity, $95. Other modifica
tons avail. Performance guar
nntnrod
800 -944 -0630

Want To Buy

Want To Buy

LII Miss Moffat 48 V phantom power
supply (2), $ 18/ea; Paradyne 4951-03
equip rack, black, blank covers, $ 175;
Soundalier equip rack, $ 120, all prices +
shp. B Lord, Lord Broadcasting, 13313
SE 208th, Kent WA 98042. 206-6312374.

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor

$60
55
100
65

r

Optimod 8100. JDavis, SCB Inc, POB
7762, Amarillo TX 79114. 806-355-1187.

Roam Werld

1-9 col inch ( per inch)
10-19 col inch (per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

Russco DA2418 new rack/table mount,
individually tamable DA, 2x4 $ 1013; DA
2816, 2x8, $ 150; DA 4428 4x4, &200.
R Velez, KNBR, 55 Hawthorne St, San
Francisco CA 94150. 415-995-6974.

MISCELLANEOUS

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

1x

Audio cable over 150, 12 It shielded
cable w/RCA connector on one end,
530/all + shipping. G Dunn, NCA News,
5383 Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514.
510-516-0299.

Gates Stalmal, E Lightman, WEDL,
550 Merchant St, Ambridge PA 15003.
412-266-2802.

PHONE: 703-998-7600 FAX: 703-998-2966

Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Brokers
Business Opportunities
Carl Machines
Cassette & R- R Recorders
CD Players
Computers

Fairchild
670
or
660
tube
compressor/limiter, Teletronics LA-2A
tube compressor/limiter or UREI LA-3A
solid state compressor/limiter, call after
3PM CST. 214-271-7625.

Want To Sell

JBL 5234A crossover, JBL 4408 studio
monitor. R Eskridge, Galaxy Rcdng,
1508 Harlem Dr, Memphis IN 38114.
901-274-2726.

Phase Linear Auto Corrolator, single
ended NR/expander, exc cond, $200. D
Bailey, Rock Shoppe Prod, 3422 Beech
St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214-475-9796.

67

RENT IT HER E!

Call Steve Kitsch for Details

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • 516-623-6114 • FAX: 516.377-4423
Want To Buy
Mstron AM mod mon. E Lightman,
WEDL, 550 Merchant St, Ambridge PA
15003. 412-266-2802.

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS

Andrew ESA5-46 45 meter satellite
dish w/installation manual. BCaithamer,
WMBI, 820 N LaSalle Blvd, Chicago IL
60610. 312-329-4304.
RENTALS
RENTALS
RENTALS

CONIREX
3-line extender

Want To Sell

Frank Grundstein
AudioNideo Consultants

610642 0978

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional / Table
Will work to meet your receiver needs

Radio Shack 42-2110 31 input switch
(3), $5/ea. G Dunn, N CA News, 5383
Willow Lake CL Byron CA 94514. 510516-0299

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234
Tel: 813 351 4454 FAX: 6081

Gentrier SPH-3 (
2) hybrids in new
condition, &395/each. JTravis, WCIK,
POB 506, Bath NY 14810. 607-7764151.
Intraplm TOM-163 complete T-1 system, like new, used 6 months. R
Eamst, Grapevine Productions, 1105 N
Front St, Niles MI 49120. 616-5848433.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to
help you with any of your requirements.

... Canada, the Caribbean,
Shannon to Shanghai, the
dynamite Fifty ...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in

broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES INC.
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A

Carlsbad. California 92008
(619) 438-4420 Fax: ( 619) 438-4759

EE
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REMOTE & MICRO...1MTS

riel

Moseley MRC1600 etc cond, 2manuals, 1Gates RDC-10 remote cntrl,
$1200/80. B Spitzer, KKLS, Box 460,
Rapid City SD 57709. 605-343-6161.

Switched 56 Blowout!
Integrate Network Corp CSU DSU
Just add & cod« snO y

cattle tor digital sod. % mos..,

See tack mount tool $295

Dust unns . nsame rack $495

Proven in more than
150 Installations!
The world's

Diet 1eon o

Ogden III, 1KFT AM, real estate, exc
facility in beautiful area. Bible
Broadcasting Network, Charlotte NC.
704-523-5555.
PC SOFTWARE for Broadcasters. iraffiç
Billing, & Accounting. Powerful, Inexpensive. Works with automated, satellite or
live operations. INTERFACES with popular
DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEMS. Try it for
90 days, no obligation.
Absolute Broadcast Automation
Naples, Florida ( 813) 643-3689

most capable
Digital Satellite

STATIONS

receiver
SATELLITE

at an affordable

EQUIPMENT

Person to lease/purchase FM stn, small
FL beach town, payments as low as
$4000/mo. Bob, WAVO, 2025 N Hwy
AlA, Indialantic FL 32402. 813-896-0045.

price!

Want To Sell

Compare

6' Aluminum satellite dish, BO. G
Morris, WKUN, 702 E Spring St,
Monroe GA 30855. 404-267-6558.

before you buy!

Andrew ESA-5-4HP 4.5 meter nec only
dish antenna with heavy duty tripod
mount, you pick up, $ 1003/Best Offer. D
Woodworth, WMBI, 820 N LaSalle Blvd,
Chicago IL 60610. 312-329-4433.
California Amplifier 65 degree LNA,
$50 + shp. JCary, WLKX, 15226 W
Freeway Dr, Forest Lake MN 55025.
612-464-6796.

OuterSpace Experts!

100,000 W FM, FL coast, cash or
terms, $400,000 down E Cooper, 144
SMorton Ave, Morton PA 19070.

All Westwood One
Formats!
Zephyrus for JSA
Zephyrus 700 SCPC
We Repair
& Rebuild all
Popular Receivers
Quick Service!

(719) 634-6319

We SELL* TRADE * BUY
SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

AM, FM, Combo in IL, IN, MI, OH, dark
or on air. Fax details to: 219-258-5941.

SCPC analog uplink/downlink system
with TSTA's (3), Comtech up converters
(2), Orban co-operators (2), Modulation
Assoc modulators ( 2), wave guide
switch, 100' elliptical waveguide, Mod
Assc and Microphase rows ( 34), fixed
freq, analog, will sell only as package.
Bible Broadcasting Network, Charlotte
NC. 704-523-5555.

Myorodyno 100 RCDR 5 SCPC
demod. T Campbell, WEVR 178 Radio
Rd, River Fails WI 54022. 715-4251111

AM Powerhouse 5kW N.D. on 600
kHz, inc Harris SX-5, Collins 20V2
backup tower, 5acres, Eastern KY,
$200,000 cash only. ABurton, 606-7896664.

SOFTWARE/

Equity Interest in small FL gulf coast
FM R Stankus, 804-320-1130

DATABASES

10.5" automation reels, e700 reels
w/AC, Gold and Top 40, $2.25/reel or
BO. J Egloff, VVCI, 5528 Rapid Run
Pike, Cincinnati OH 45238. 513-9227049.

Rebuilding/reloading, like new,
all brands, any length up to &
including 3.5 minutes, $ 1.95 ea.
F013 out plant, 48 hrs delivery.
(New rate effective 9/1/93)

AC CD Library, complete, new, $2000.
L James, KDLE, 400 N Woodlawn,
k201, Wichita KS 67208. 316-684-3699.

CLOSE OUTS
New AGFA/BASF 469 1/4" x

New NAB Marathon cartridges

2500' metal reel/boxed, 18 pcs

prices on request.

per ctn. 169 ea.; Ampex 641 1"
x 1800' new tape/boxed 40 pcs

35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES RD. MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices,
Continuous Tape Mag.

on new ITC broadcast carts.
Call now! Many other deals
Tapes, NYC area 516-678-4414

Ft.0.3=04.113t
.41_1..JED=

Scientific Atlanta AD- 7550, incl AD6305 down converter, tuneable converter, 7010 demod, $ 1900/B0. S Comer,
KLAK, 101 E Main St, Denison TX
75020. 903-595-2631.

Audio Cartridge
Rebuilding
Division

Want To Sell

available!

Want To Buy

Want To Buy

PRODUCTS COMPANY

& CD's

information send a SASE to:
Business Ventures

FT 1 kW AM in small, single- station
town near Lynchburg VA, fully equipped
3yr old Nautel xmtr, everything except
real estate, $50 Kcash, BO, will lease or
sell real estate. G Jones, 804-376-5534.

Want To Sell

Burlington

A/V

69 sandersdale Rd. Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988

or 1-800-331-3191

Audlopak AA-4many new carts of various length; AA- 3 & A-2 used; cart
rewinder wilube tape, some new
Scotchcart carts, BO/everything. J
Phillips, Record & Play, POE1 412,
Tuckahoe NY 10707. 718-548-1623.
C-90, duplications overrun, new, 1st
quality, 1000 or more, 20c/ea, 500 or
more, 25c/ea. LWagner, Ardmigva
Radio Network, POB 1788, Orlando FL
32802. 407-299-1299.
Scotch AA NAB carts ( 1000), lengths
of 2_ to 4_ min, $1.60/Unit. B Giordano,
617-728-1957.

Ode ( 139) On Reader Service Cad
Oldies fmt recorded on Scolchcart ll's
with over 3200 hits from the 50's - 80's,
used 6months, $8250; Scotchcart II's,
320 3.5 min, $ 1.90 each used 6
months. B Lord, Lord Broadcasting,
13313 SE 208th, Kent WA 98042, 206631-2374.
Audiopek A-Z500 various lengths, various qualities, 75e ea D Stout, WOLX,
2306 W Badger Rd, Madison WI 53713.
608-273-0377.

Computer Toolbox makes acompter

Want To Sell

technical assistant for an engineer. For
details, write Computer Toolboxes,
118 Rice St, Trucksville, PA 18708 or call
1-717-696 1490 1300/1200/8/11AL

Broadcast Electronics FS- 30 FM
stereo generator, $ 1250 + shp. JCary,
WLKX, 15226 W Freeway Dr, Forest
Lake MN 55025. 612-464-6796.

EVANS ASSOCIATES

PC

TV • FM • AM . 11f S • Satellite
FCC Applicalions, Design
and Tield Engineering

Tower Sales & Erection

LOCATION SERVICES

703-534-0034
fax 703-534-7884
6105-E Arlington

Blvd.

Falls Church, VA 22044

Turnkey Site Develooniont
Installation & Maintenanc-e
AM/FM fin-edema, TV

Elanning terniik, trom the LI K
eprovide acomprehensive service

Mietowave Systems,
Antennas Ai Towers

•we organize venues for your shows
•we provide temporary equipment
•live links via ISDN/Switched

TOWERCOMM

•experienced radio engineers

COflennufllCiiOO& S

•we help you line-up guests
Contact Iondon(4,1) 81 442 89110

Ben Wa ll
President

Goad Morning from Great Reilain
tO re,1 l.,,
II 1,0011 N

;en

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 & 3- Line Extender Systems
Now With The New GENTNER EFT-3100
MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems
Switched 56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
Baltimore, MD
Phone: ( 410 or 800) 252-8351
FAX: ( 410) 252-4261

Contort.

'21691

CD

WV/ Ttiaimli, lii
Raleigh. NC 7/613
R1191781 3496
Fax (9191781 MM

Where In
The World
Are You?

Reach radio professionals

worldwide by advertising in
Radio World's
international edition.
Call Simmie for more inforentahon.

1-800-336-3045

Nora, America

- SOFIVARE

AM FM TV search l'rograms

Mirkwood Engineering
Services

Contour Mapping-ST1. Pad is

Broadcast and Telecommunications

RF IIAZ-1990 POP Count

Consultants
multdisapime Engineering and Planning Firm

Consultmg Communications Engineers

FAA Tower-Draw Tower

Vicleo/Dalalloce • Let Fiber &

210 S. Main Street
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242-6000 • FAX (414)242-6045
Member AFCCE

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

> PC Software

800-441-0034

Scotchcart II, 380 betw : 20 & 9:30,
excellent condition, $ 1.75 ea, 96
slohvire carousel, $90. S Bulman, First
Take Flee, 16128 Orchard Grove Rd,
Gaithersburg MD 20878. 301-9637758.

STEREO
GENERATORS

Ron Balonis' Broadcast Engineer's

SERVICES

Ull Communications
Data Services, Inc.

Fidellpac Gold Mastercarts, music
length and commercial lengths, $ 1.50 or
$1.00 in lots of 100 + shipping. E
Moody, KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville
AR 72712. 501-273-9039.

CONSULTANTS

Doug Vernier

Merowave • Wide- Area Networks & STLS

> Propagation
Services
> FM Studies
> Population
Studies
> FCC/FAA
Databases

t
k.

A

TAPES/CARTS/REELS

Station for $ 25.00. For free

317-962-8596

Dart 384 rain 15 kHz card. P Bodkin,
KMCM, 1218 Pioneer Bldg, St Paul MN
55101. 612-222-5555.

CRL SG 8000A w/manuat V Uecker,
KEWE, POEI 1340, Oroville CA 958115.
916-533-1340.

per ctn, $2.75 ea.; Best pnces
You could own a working
100,000 Watt FM Radio

PO Box 642, Rock Springs,
Wyoming, 82902 or call
Charlie at 307-362-7034.

Satellite Systems

October 5, 1994

Broadcast Consultant

800- 743- DOUG

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.

*Design & Optimization ut
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis tor New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LP TV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITES/OFS)
•Enyironmental Radietion Analysis
*Field Work
-Expert Testimony

5203 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church VA 22041

Commuting Engineers

(703) 824-5660

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

FAX: 703-824-5672
Member AFCCE

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
5 Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

•Rural & Remote Site Installations
•Field Service • Studio Design AInstallation

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.

Two Skyline Place, Suite 800

Management • Site Acquisition

1600 Picturesque Dr
Cedar Falls. IA 606IA

MUJ
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

including* Applicalen & Allocation Straws
.prom'. Engineefing AConstruction

teTeletech,Inc.
111« MIR:AS FCONSUI.TANTS
ANI)

ENGINEERS

•FCC Applications & Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches & Coordination
• " Tower Erection & Maintenance
•Facility Design & Construction
CON"' ACT:

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

Kenneth W. Hoehn

SO Park Ave.

NH 03743

Consulting Communications
Engineers
•FCC Data Bases
•FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
•Frequency Searches and
Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITUS-LPTV

e

.ENGINEERING, INC.

1306 W. County Road.

(612)631-1338 " Member Ai" CCE"

f • •
1. L. Sawyer
Technical Consulants

1-800-255-2632
• FCC Applications & Exhibits
• Eminency Siudiee - Class Upgrades
• Directional Antennas - AM/EM/TV
• High Power Antenna Arrays

'Veletas: (301) 913-5799

Dearhom. MI 48124
% 6204

, Chevy ( 1hase. MI) 2081i
ee

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities
P.O. Box 1214

Falls Church VA

1-800-336-3045

F,

St. Paul, MN 55112

23400 Michigan Ave

(313) 562-6873

Claremont,

1603)542-6784

22041
Ellierpcord

BEE
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TAPES/CARTS/REELS & CDs...WTS
Magnasync/Moviola, 10 _" logging tape
on metal reels, $40 + ship. C Niebauer,
American Artist Studio, POB 131, Erie
PA 16512. 814-455-4796.
Scotch ll's many lengths to choose from
40, 70, 100 seconds and 2.5 - 5.5 minutes, most in good condition, $. 50 each.
D Rogers, KXAX, POB 465, St James
MN 56081. 507-375-3386.
1-800-TAN WORLD oil-800-245-600D
Ve" Sea ,or. once 495SHIPPING. FPEE CAT
SONY
MAIER
IDO
FUJI
DR 120 / 49 Kill 90 119 II/OHS I
89 1110H0
199
04 ,110n: 999 V111190 2/9 1120111G 149 56951170 699
I1109
239 111« 0100 269 SA90
1
69 816 110 349
SeSI170 / 99 DAT 1/0 / 99 54190
219 111 8120 599
30HG
399 11/011011 219 DAI 120 699 wra.x14 1099
« y.74
1199 1141130 1
79 WV 180 899 DR 1
90
79
'APE WORLD 22o snow sr Inn PA 160N FAX 412.263.12911
VER 403 DFcERENT SAME DAY SHIPPING reF.8-5

Potomac AM- 19 3 tower phase monitor; Potomac RMP-19 remote meter
panel; TFT 713 frequency/mod monitor;
TFT EBS tone generator; RCA WX-2D
field strength monitor; Kahn Research
SP58-1A Symetra-Peak; Delta 01B-1
bndge with amp. NJohnson, 92 Higgins
Rd, Presque Isle ME 04769. 207-7640605.
Tektronix 2337 100 MHz oscilloscope
with DVM, dual- trace, $ 1400/130 + shipping. V Richardson, WWST, 8419
Kingston PK, Knoxville TN 37919. 415693-1020.
Heath AG-8 oscillator, 20 Hz to 1000
Hz. E Dawson, WNNS, POB 7167,
Springfield IL 62791. 217-787-0800.

MF NOTCH FILTER

Perna Jingles re tapes, 1951-1976,
BO. R Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-2717625.

Scott & /1,..ncelc•
Grecn, KY

dh INS LOSS <. 7dh

NOTCI1>25

16" radio transcriptons from 40's, list
shows. R Myers, R Myers Prod, 222
Lakeview Ave, # 216, W Palm Bch FL
33401. 407-832-4607.

Fidelipac/Audiopak Mastercart 11 gold
or AA- 4 light blue in 230 through 4:00
lengths, must be in vgc, call after 3PM
CST. 214-271-7625.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

S249
AM- FM FILTERS & LOOPS

I

Chrie Scott & Aseociatea
P.O. Sox 52
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Fax un at: 502-781-1232
ca': 502-745-3834

-J

Tektronix 454, 150 MHz scope w/cart,
$350. D Green, KNGT, 9555 Jesus
Maria Rd, Mokelvase Hill CA 95245.
209-286-1166.

Want To Buy
Potomac Instruments FIM 41 field
intensity meter. C Scott, WKYU, W KY
Univ, Bowling Green KY 42101. 502745-3834

TEST EQUIPMENT
To Sell

HP 334A automatic distortion analyzer
with HP 652A test oscillator, $ 500/pr +
shp; EICO 378 audio generator, $ 50 +
shp. JCary, WLKX, 15226 W Freeway
Dr, Forest Lake MN 55025. 612-4646796.
Precision Aparatus sweep generator,
VGC, $ 75; Heathkit linearity ptngenerator LT- 1, VGC, $ 40. R Myers, R
Myers Productions, 222 Lakeview Ave,
#216, W Palm Bch FL 33401. 407-8324607.

Great new or deemed FM
transmitters, exciters, amps and
STL's, some at discount prices

AM Transmitters
50 kW 1978 MARCONI B6034

$58,000

10 kW 1970 MARCONI 86029

$18,000

10 kW 1980 PYE/TVT LDM 1235/02/01

$24,000

1kW MARCONI, Various units

$6,000

A
E

10 kW 1986 PYE/TVT 1233/50/02

$18,000

1 kW 1970 MARCONI

$6,000

1 kW CTE. NEW

$9,000

Want

Want

RCA BTA-ST & BTA-1R1 5kW & 1kW
AM transmitters, pick up only,
$1500/ea. JStitt, WCIN, 106 Glenwood
Ave, Cincinnati OH 45217. 513-2817180.
Andrew 3 _" connectors, $ 200. D
Green, KNGT, 9555 Jesus Maria Rd,
Mokelvase Hill CA 95245. 209-2861166.

50 kW 1970 MARCONI HF

Various tubes, 120 asst'd O series, 5
serein, 6series, 10-99 series, most new
in boxes For list - S Smith, KBFW, Box
D, Bellingham WA 98227.

$52,000

•PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
•TRANSMITTER HIRE

Svetlana

To Sell

Cunningham 50 watt, tuned to 1590
kHz with carrier current tuner, new
excellent condition, $ 800/Best Offer.
R Schoedel, WJYM, 8761 Fremont
Pike, Perrysburg OH 43551. 419-8747956.
Circuit briirs, remote resetable, 30 A,
60 A, 135 A, 220 A, all adjustable. B
Wolf, 2212 NW 119 St, OKC OK. 405755-6603.
RCA BTA-5M N Johnson, 92 Higgins
Rd, Presque Isle ME 04769. 207-7640605.
Collins 20 Vgd cond. D Moore, WALM,
10980 25 1/2 Mile Rd, Albion MI 49224.
517-629-5516.

•MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

CSI EX- 20F FM exciter, gd cond,
$1500. M Holderfield, WOOF, 2518
Columbia Hwy, Dothan AL 36303. 205792-1149.
Cunningham 50 tube type, with system for antenna or leaky cable, 50 W,
$1500 + shipping. A Anello, 1915 W
Waters Ave, Tampa FL 33604. 813933-6009.

FM - TRANSMITTERS
fitElOn' HOW 1101 Used, Wily
buy a Used
when
V011 can own 0 new I'M
foi' dhoti! 1110
same cosli ) Call . IIMMIE
JOYNT al 214-335-3425.

Spare parts for CCA AM50,000D,
including, NV transformer, mod transformer, mod. reactor, HV filter choke,
tube sockets and more. Call Transcom
Corporation 800-441-8454 or 215-8840888.
New 1kW FM transmitter with stereo,
$7900. Call Bill Hoffman for details.
518-743-1601.

CONTACT:

For the best deals on Celwave products.
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
1989 TTC 300J

1 kW

AM

1980 Continental 314R-1

1 kW

FM

1978 Collins 831C2

1 kW

AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

1 kW

FM

1975 RCA BTF 1E2

5 kW

AM

1979 Continental 315F

3 kW

FM

1980 CSI 3000E

5 kW

AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

3 kW

FM

1974 Harris FM3H

10 kW

AM

1983 Harris BC1OH

5 kW

FM

196? Gates FM5B

10 kW

AM 1971 Harris BC1OH

10 kW

FM

1968 RCA BTF 10D

20 kW

FM

1976 Harris FM25H/K

25 kW

FM

1984 Harris FM25K

US DOLLARS

East Anglian Productions
Studio House, 21-23 Walton Road,

Transmitters supplied re-

Frinton-On-Sea, Essex. C013 OAA. UK

conditioned and tuned to
your frequency. 3 month

Tel: Country Code 44 (0)255 676252

warranty fol parts and
labour, excluding tubes.

Harris 2.5 H good condition, with 0E1
675 exciter & spare tube, $ 8000. S
King, KGFL, POB 33, Clinton AR
72031. 501-745-4474
Peter Dahl 1kW plate transformer,
new, $ 400. B Spitzer, KKLS, Box
460, Rapid City SD 57709. 605-3436161.
\i‘v%
Marlin 20 \A. 16111 X111111 101
mi itirs. \r‘w MIMill till IBM t00 ≥ ) IM
['elm .' rehl add(
also sosa'
used Mt %1arlin 119 I r•x( lots Irffli.
Goodri( li Itiler., 11415 Manderson
`,1, \ I68161.
.102 ,1
1
),I 1886 Lin 402 493 6S2 I
TRANSMITTERS - TV/FM/AM, new
and used. Tubes, transmitter parts. 305757-9207.

Want To Buy
FM any size, any make. J Davis, SCB
Inc, P013 7762, Amarillo TX 79114.
806-355-1187.

50kW AM 1977 Harris MW5OB
with spare parts

1077 Rydal Road # 101
Rydal PA 19046
[ 800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

2 5 kW, good condition as taxdeductible donation or reasonable
price. B Rundull, WLNL, 3134 Lake
Rd, Horseheads NY 14845 607-7379208.
5kW FM, less than 10 years old, must
be in good condition. C Donnelly, KLMJ,
1509 4th St NE, Hampton IA 50441.
515-456-5656.
MTS Lab 100TX, 100 milliwatt J
Kesler, WDBZ, POB 644, Livingston KY
40445. 606-843-9999.
Harris FM20 need backup 20 kW
transmitter. E Moody, KJEM, 216 N
Main, Bentonville AR 72712. 501-2739039.
McMartin AM/FM transmitter, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich
Enterprises,
11435
Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402493-1886.

3CX15,000A7
3CX10,000A7
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX2500F3
3CX2500A3
3CX2500H3
YC130
4CX15,000A
4CX15,000J
4CX10,0001)
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX3500A
4CX1500A

4CX800A
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX2SOR
4X150A
5CX1500A
5CX1500B
655081
811A
813
833A
8560AS

• Watch this list grow.
• Manufactured in
Russia's largest

power

tube factory.
• Generous' warranty
based on high quality.
• Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.
• Shipment from USA stock.
Broadcasters
Call: 205-882-1344
FAX: 205-880-8077
OEMs, Distributors,
Volume Purchasers
Call: 415-233-0429
FAX: 415-233-0439

Cid, ( 111) On Render Service Card

Don't Miss the Two Best Selling
FM Transmitters in America
at WME Booth 2733
The Legend Series

SIM MI 11111111 MIMI

/II

Mal Ran UM 1111..

100% Solid State
Many exclusive features
Built-in Redundancy
Powers to 11 kW
Low POWER
SOLID STATE ON
DISPLAY root

The

RI«

iw• .90

000

Series
I

C

Single Tube - feature packed
Economically priced
Powers to 11 kW

"The Transmitter People"

Energy-Onix

518-828-1690
FAX: 518-828-8476

752 Warren Street, Hudson NY 12534
Cirde ( 105) On Reader Service Card

() EVICTS

Quality* Power Tubes

•ALL PRICES QUOTED IN

Ray Anderson

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment

ELECTRON

ACCEPTED

FAX: Country Code 44 ( 0)255 850528
BE FX-50 exciter, still in box, $ 5800. D
Magnum, Magnum Radio, 1021 N
Superior Ave, Tomah WI 54660. (800)
736-WBOG.

To Sell

Shortwave Transmitters

TRANSCOM CORP.

300 watt FM

TUBES

FM Transmitters

USA 619-239-8462
FAX: 619-239-8474

Gates Vangeurd I1kW - 1340 kHz
w/manual. V Uecker, KEWE, POB
1340, Oroville CA 95965. 916-5331340.

TRANSMITTERS

Christian Network needs all types of
equipment and supplies. World of Light,
POB 80890, Fairbanks AK 99708. 907479-075'

Want

0

FINE
In1.1 by Chr

TM Programming 10.5" reels, stereo
rock format, with reel dates prior to
1984. J Egloff, VVCI, 5528 Rapid Run
Pike, Cincinnati OH 45238. 513-9227049.

o

Gates 250 GY, 250 W AM, good condition, $ 1000; Gates FM1-C, 1000 W
FM, $ 1000. T Tonjes, WREN, 201 W
Hwy 24, Topeka KS 66608. 913-4376549

BEXT

FM exciter, frequency agile, 20 W or
better, comp, need not be wking R
Hansen, POB 884, Valdez AK. 907-8355018.

RE-CONDITIONED TRANSMITTERS

AVAILABLE

Want To Buy

45 RPM ibraiies, all types. D Schmidt,
Midatlantic Radio, POB 11502,
Wilmington DE 19850. 302-323-0338.

Cunningham 50 AM in new condition,
on 1620, outdoor box, accessories,
$1500. A Anello, Anello Svcs, 1915 W
Waters Ave, Tampa FL 33604. 813915-0046,

69

Circle ( 17) On Reader Service

Card

BEE

70

8417 buy or trade. E Dawson, WNNS,
POB 7167, Springfield IL 62791. 217787-0800.

TUBES...WfS

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on tro ,smeng tubes
coil Goodrich Ent Inc of 402 493 -1886
doy or night, FAX 402 493 -6821.

EIMACNarlan 3CX1000A7, need several, pulls ok but must have full power.
RStankus, 804-320-1130.

4CX250B, 4
400, 833, 813, 5CX1500, 41000, all types, full wty EIMAC, Amperes,
RCA. Westgate 800-213-4563.

RIAA phono preamp, RCA inputs, - 10
dB, RCA outputs, $20. Sony SQD2050
4 channel disc decoder, all formats,
$25. G Dunn, N CA News, 5383 Willow
Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514. 510-5160299.

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately

2
/
1

Cost of New

Technic SP-10 MK II with power supply, Audio-Technica arm, stereo cartridge, Fidelity Pro stereo preamp, $ 175
+ shipping. R Statham, WSTU, 1000
Alice Ave, Stuart FL 34994. 407-6921000.
BE with microtrak tonearm and BE
BETMS 100 TT preamp, $ 100. J
Coursolle, WPKR, 3891 Waukau Ave,
Oshkosh WI 54903. 414-236-4224.
Gates Harris Intertype Corp ( 2),
$140/both. M Van Ouse, WTLR, 2020
Cato Ave, State College PA 16801.
814-237-9857.

TURNTABLES

Otarl MTR-10 _" R- R, $ 3500 +
shipping/each; MCI JH-110 1"8 track
recorder, $2500 + shipping. P Hogan,
Regal Studios, 1349 Regal Row, Dallas
TX 75247. 214-634-8511.

Want To Sell

the

Newcomb 1960 portable radio transcription TT with PA, self contained with
amp, 12" speaker in lid. R Myers, R
Myers Productions, 222 Lakeview Ave,
8216, W Palm Bch FL 33401. 407-8324607.

Call for Our Price List

800-532-6626
916-662-7553

Newcomb self contained transcripton
TT with amp, $ 295. R DeMars, 222
Lakeview Ave, W Palm Beach FL
33401. 407-832-4607.

RIS 405 stereo TT preamp (2), used
6 months, $ 140/each + shipping. B
Lord, Lord Broadcasting, 13313 SE
208th, Kent WA 98042. 206-6312374.

Circle (27) On Reader Service Card
Want To Buy

WANTED!

Transmitting ittbes )

We BUY & SELL all types of
transmitting/receiving tubes.

Russco Studio Pro 2 speed (4) with
tonearms, Micro Trac, preamp,
$100/each. D Rogers, KXAX, ROB
465, St James MN 56081. 507-3753386.

Russco Studio Pro B with Micro-trak
tonearm, $ 50 + shipping: Straight
Wire Audio PH- 2 preamp, $ 125 +
shipping JCary, WLKX, 15226 W
Freeway Dr, Forest Lake MN 55025.
612-464-6796.

Russco Cue- Master (
2), $ 120/Best
Offer. M Van Ouse, WT1.13, 2020 Cato
Ave, State College PA 16801. 814-2379857.
Russco FPSB Fidelity Pro, stereo
preamp with individual gain, low -high
filters, $30. Kevin, Brown & Brown,
POB 224, Portage MI 49081. 616327-8352.

Sparta remote unit with out mixer;
Technic Quartz SP-25 (2) direct drive;
Sparta 33 1/3/ 45 rpm. N Johnson, 92
Higgins Rd, Presque Isle ME 04769.
207-764-0605.

C&N Electronics
Harold Bramstedt
6104 Egg Lake Road
Hugo, MN 55038

Deadline for advertisers for the Nov. 16 issue of

(612) 429-9397 ext.23
(800) 421-9397 ext. 23
FAX (
612) 429-0292

Rodio World is

October 21, 1994

CALL NOW to reserve your space!

Circle ( 12) On Reader Service Card
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations and recording studios only. All other end users will be
charged. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please
indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.

Please print and include all information:

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving

Contact Name

Radio World FREE each month.
Li Yes :..1No
Signature
Date _ _

Title
Company/Station

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
Pace
No.
54
7
33
6
14
45
46
58
61
24
71
17
34
3
56.57
17
64
50
32
63
4
1
53
23
58
12
50
3
50
70
49
49
13
51
35
28
21

58

70
69
50
52
20
62
14
24
58
65
50
29
48
65
26

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser
AEO
ATI

Page
No.
8
28
42
59
49
8
18
25
68
50
27
38

126
49
98
25
29

Andrew Corp.
Arrakis
Arrakis
Arrakis
Arrakis
Audio Broadcast Group
Audioarls Engineering
Audiopak
Auditronics
Autogram
BSW
Beier
Belden Wire & Cable
Benchmark Media Systems
Best
Broadcast Devices Inc.
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Electronics
Burk Technology
CCA Electronics
CRL
California Digital
Cellcast
Computer Concepts Corp.
Comrex
Continental Electronics
Cortana
C & N Electronics
Craver Software Solutions
Crown Broadcast
Cutting Edge
Cutting Edge
Cybex
Dataworld
Denon America
Econco
Econco
Energy-Onix
Excalibur Electronics
Fidelipac
Fostex Corp.
Gentner
Gepco International
Ghostwriters
Gorman Redlich
Hall Electronics
Halland Broadcast Services
Harris Allied
Harris Allied
Ice Krackers
Innovission Marketing & Production

se

64
48
166
54
99
156
86
77
37
158
136
209
117
212
16
127
9
33
113
118
119
157
103
12
142
75
102
171
56
141

44
55
40
30
10.11
22
43
17
50
49
53
15
2
50
17
39
58
19
26
9
41
69
60
36,37
16
17
58
47
17
69
65
72
17

76
27
17
68
168
100
116
7
187
134
219
8
94
34
2
155

58

Publisher
Stevan B. Dana
Associate Pubinher
Carmel King
Marketing Consultant
Al Leon
Marketing Assistant
Annette Deutscher
Production Director
Kim Lowe
Production Manager
Lisa Mamo
Puolication/Desktop Systems Manager
Julianne Stone

City/State
—

Telephone

F. Recording Studio

A. Commercial AM station

K. Radio Station Services

B. Commercial FM station

G.TV station/teleprod facility

C. Educational FM station

H.Consultant/ind engieer

E.Network/group owner

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other
organizations who are not legitimate end
users can participate in the Broadcast
Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad
listings & display advertising are
aper word or per inch basis.

available on

Lisa Lyons
Vicky Baron
Kathy Jackson
Simone Mullins

Circulation Director

Rebecca Seaborg

Accounts Receivable

Steve Serlo

Advertising Sales Representatives

U.S.East: Skip Tash
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
International: Stevan B. Dana
Europe: Dario Calabrese
Japan: Eiji Yoshikawa

703-998-7600 Fax: 703-998-2966
916-72 1-3 410 Fax: 91 6-729-0810
+ 1-703-998-7600 Fax: + l -998-2 966
+ 39-2-753-0274 Fax: + 39-2-7532697
+ 81-3-3327-2688 Fax: +81-3-3327-3010

Free Subscnptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address changes,
send current and new address toRW amonth in advance at PO. Box 1214. Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited manuscripts are
welcomed for review: send to the attention of the appropriate editor.
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JhI Capt'n. Pat Adams, the morning team at KIX-106 in Memphis, Tennessee.

We Make aGood Team!
FIR

K1X-106 is the number one country music radio station in the Memphis area.
When they decided to remodel and expand their studios, the most crefully
researched item on the equipment list was anew console for their on-air studio.
So they purchased the Auditronics 800 Series console.

"There are always the three of us on the air in the morning, Hut it's not unusual to
have 5or 6people in the studio and on the air at the same time ... plus the music,
the commercials and the phone calls. And we still haven't begun to max out the
console. It's so reliable that Idon't think Doug has had to make even aminor
adjustment or anything since we started using it."

Doug Gossett, their engineer, said some really great stuff about it, but we didn't
wan. to get technical. Let's just say the specs are &finitely superior.

If you want to find out what Doug and other users had to say about the Auditronics
800 console, call your favorite Auditronics dealer or Auditronics today.

Honever, Andy Montgomery, one-third of the KIX-106 morning team, said some
really good stuff too... "Our entire studio is designed around the Auditronics 800.
You might say that the 800 and, of course, Debbie are at the center ef everything
(Debbie's my wife, so Ihad to say that). It's reliable and it's sturdy. Have you ever
spilled acup of coffee or asoda on your console and everything shuts downy Idon't
recommend it, but so far this hasn't been aproblem for the 800. It's so versatile. It
doe_Ls everything Ineed and it always works. That sure makes my jobl lot easier.
Debbie, Cap'n Pat, the 800 and Imake agood team!"
"It's hectic on our morning show and we get lots of phone calls, especially Debbie.
This new telephone mix minus system makes them so much easier to handle."
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